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Those drawn from Belfast

the

were

Messrs.

Blazo, Elijah Ritchie, Frank A.
Bramhall, Willis S. Hatch and P. D. H.
W.

W.

Messrs.

Carter.

Hatch,

Carter and Elden

Harm.ton of Jackson

A.

were

supernu-

maries.

Among the out-of-town attorneys preswere Messrs. Ellery Bowden of Winterport; Fred W. Brown, Jr., of Brooks;
rally in the home life Charles W. Hussey of Waterville; Carl
C. Jones of Augusta; H. H. Gray', Miloi dune 14, 1844, the
■ir ; nd Mrs. Hanford bridge.
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bound over case of State vs. Winnie
Crocker for larceny of horse, etc., and
the appealed case of Henry N. Fernald
Mellie D. Fernald, for non-support of
minor children.
vs.

The grand jury reported at 3 p. m.
Tuesday having found two indictments

assuming

even

under this

control
severe

sister, Mrs. Nellie
umden, two nieces, Miss
of Camden and Mrs.
Boston and a nephew,
rth of Pittsfield also sur■
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Messrs. Samuel

C. Follett, Franklin F.
Herbert L. Bucklin. The
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1 he hrst ease to be opened Irom tne

assigned list

was that of the town of
the city of Belfast. The jury
Monroe
was drawn excluding all from Belfast and
vs.

The action was brought to recover $153.17 on account of supplies furMonroe.

Newcomb, a pauper.
occupied all of Wednesday.

Albert L.

nished

The case

of Edgar F. Hanson of Belfast
vs. John M. Kilgore of Worcester, Mass.,
The

case

brought to recover about $6,000 due
amount of breach of contract in Petit
Manan dealings. It had been heard before

was
on

Judge King, who died before he had

Milton B. Hills

M. F. Darcy. Dunton & Morse; Swain, Carpenter & Nay.
THURSDAY
Elizabeth N. Adams vs. Eola M. Doyle.

K-

_

L. DAGGETT.

"aggett died Sunday, Jan.
liGme of her parents, George

''e I,. (Jackson) Daggett. She
11
°nly a short time with pneu',ie
was born in Liberty in
1895,

by her
uViVedStella
D.

^aegett,

parents

vs.

Dunton; Buzzell
Ephraim O. Shaw

Brown;

and two

Flood and Miss
all of Belfast,

vs.

vs.

Virginia Hogan.

Dunton & Morse; Conners-j
Amanda H. Kneeland

Black.

Dunton &

vs.

Herbert

Morse; Buzzell.

Daniel W. Hanson

vs.

Horace P. Small.

Buzzell; Ritchie.
FRIDAY

Ephraim Bragdon vs. George O. Dauforth. Dunton; Libby, Ritchie and Buzzell.

Ritchie;

vs.

H.

H.

Coombs

Buzzell.

Farwell Brothers vs. Vesta Hasty.
Ritchie; Dunton & Morse.
Dickey-Knowiton Real Estate Co. vs.
Albion

Morse.
C. J.
Manson

served

last
year.

Millett, clerk,

Dr. A. O. Stoddard

i Prentiss,

Mrs. Charles M.

Dowell,
ing,

Mrs.

Edwin

Frank

E.

municate

with

was

great number ol

Miss

Please

Annie

V.

com-

Field,

Primrose Hill, if you can help with the
and if you have any of the needed

j work,

j material to contribute please send it tc
I Miss

|

Field,

or

leave it at the R. C. room

in Memorial Hall.

j
Word has been received by Mrs. Ben
Hazeltine that

no

knitting

more

begun is
finished, and the broken skeins of yarn

are

used up.

If you need

but

a

small

quantity of yarn to complete your work,
please call at the rooms and get a remnant, instead of breaking in to a new
skein.
Permission has been received to give
membership buttons to all

Christinas

Trask; joining

the R. C. between July 1st, 1918,
and Dee. 1. Any who care to secure them
so

by applying

at

HERBERT

the rooms.

in

years,

coming

care

Belfast for the
here

They have the best

past seven
from Northport.

wishes

of

many
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Gay-Dinsmore.

Mr. Robert E. Gay
of Brooks, Maine, and Miss Beatrice Dinsmore, daughter of Mrs. H. P. Dinsmore

Tewksbury, Mass., were united in
marriage at the home of the bride’s
mother on New Year’s day, Rev. William
Nichols of Andover, Mass., officiating.
Only the immediate friends of the families were present. The bride was gowned

of

Asst. Secretary.

Herbert Calvin Griffith died Dec. 30tli
at his home in Augusta after a long illness

with tuberculosis,

aged 51

in white crepe de chine and carried a bouThe bridesmaid
quet of bridal roses.
Miss Avis Dinsmore, sister of the bride,
wore apricot crepe de chine and carried
Miss Rena Landers

played the wedding march.

The house

!

was charmingly decorated with evergreen,
The
begonias, ferns and carnations.
decorating was done by the young friends

of the bride and groom. There

w ere

many

BRIGHAM.

of 777 Maple street that her son Warren
F. Brigham died of pneumonia, DecemFrance.

It came as a great
letter had just been received
from him written November 20th and he
and happy. Warren F. Brigwas well

!

connected with the Augusta Fire Department being at that time foreman of Capitol Hoae Co.

Miss Wilda Vose returned to Norwood,
last week, after spending the holi-

Convention.

Recommendations

to

Mass.,

day vacation with her parents, Mr. and
Vose, Northport avenue.

Mrs. W. C.

■

Mrs. Nellie Crosby
and
Knowlton
daughter Marian of Camden returned
home Tuesday, after having been called
here by the death of Chas. H. Crosby.
Mrs. A. W. Keating and Mrs. H. H.
Carter left Tuesday for a short visit in
Boston, where they were joined by Mrs.
Ira M. Cobe, who is spending the winter

tile

readjusted.
Suggests that Maine and New Hampshire might agree upon the building of a
new bridge between Portsmouth and Kittery in place of the present insecure and inPoints out that not
adequate toll bridge
only is such a bridge needed but that it
would stand as a joint memorial to the

Naples Road. Mr. Curtis has a position
with F. E. Wing, the New England distributor of the Marmon cars.

Ensign Stephen C. Clement, who has
on a short leave of absence,
left last Friday for Danbury, Conn
where he is to resume his position as inbeen at home

structor in

the

State Normal

having taught there last

School,

year.

Private Albert Miller of the 42nd In-

was

Seaside Grange held their regular meet-

Margaret Young Jones and little
Robert of Skowhegan are visiting
her father, Roy E. Young, and family.
Mrs.

Lieut.

at Little

O.

!

wiiDur

u.

Rock,

Ark

Loiuy, wno lias been
for several months,

has been released from service and with
his wife and infant daughter; Alma flora,
who have been with him, has returned
to his home in this city, with his uncle
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Palmer.
He will return to the Palmer store where
had

he

been clerk

before entering the

service.
Mrs. John W. Jones left last week

on

extended pleasure trip south and west,.
In Boston she joined her nephew, VV. S.
Mitchell and wife, then went to New'
an

York, where they were joined by her
sister, Mrs. Etta S. Mitchell. The party
; sailed

on

the steamer “Mornus” for New

a

]

WILLIAM G. ADaMS.

The death of Dr. Wm

Boston,

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

son

ment of Dr. F. C. Small.

Orleans, La., where they will spend a few
days with Mrs. Jones’ son, Lin wood S.
Jones, who came from Central America
soldier and sailor dead because of the fact ! to New Orleans on business. They will
that most of the overseas casualties from later go by train to l.os Angeles and San
both states were in the matchless 103d j
Diego, Calif., for the remainder of the
Infantry, composed of Maine and New winter.
men.
Hampshire
DR.

bury, Mass.

iug Monday evening, January 6th, with a
the printer’s trade. He came to Belfast i
good
attendance,
Following business
in 1893, where he was foreman in the
matters, the officers for the coming year
office of the Belfast Age, remaining here
were elected as follows:
A. B. Smalley,
for live-years and returning to Augusta
Master; Roy E. Sholes, Overseer; Elijah
to take a similar position in the Maine
Ritchie, Steward; Asa Sholes, Asst.
Farmer office. While here he lived in
Mrs. J. A. McKeen, Chaplain;
Steward;
the Sullivan house on Miller street. He
Miss Louisa Lynn, Lecturer; Miss Lucy
entered the Augusta post office about 17
A. Cochran, Secretary and
Treasurer;
years ago, remaining there until Jan.
James Wallace, Gate Keeper; Mrs. Belle
10, 1917, when the condition of his health
Cates, Ceres; Mrs. Melissa Sholes, Pocompelled him to give up all forms of acmona; Miss Sarah Chaples, Flora; Mrs.
on
Nov. 28, 1888,
tivity. He married
Lura
Ritchie, Lady Asst. Steward.
Miss Annie L. Field of Milltown, Me.,
These officers will be installed at a later
who with three daughters, Mrs. Dwight
m eting in January.
The trustees reP. Mayo of Augusta, Mrs. Wm. Earl
ported that the last payment on Seaside
Paine of Hallowell and Miss Willa A.
had been paid and all
Griffith of Augusta survive. He was a Grange building
bills for 1918 paid. Seaside Grange has
member of Asylum Lodge I. O. O. F.,
the outlook for a successful New Year for
and Augusta Lodge Modern Woodmen of
1919.
America. He was for a number of years

port and a sister of Mrs. Dayton F.
Stephenson of Belfast: “Word was received yesterday afternoon from Washington, D. C., by Mrs. Laura E. Brigham

Trueman F.

Capt. William V. Pratt arrived Monday from Washington, D. C., having recently returned from the trip abroad in
President Wilson’s party.

of paupers at central almshouses.

Gay will make their home with the
bride’s mother at North street, Tewks-

years.

He passed a year as a young man in the
drug store of Devine & Coughlin and then
entered the Maine Farmer office to learn

Joseph H. Perkins and

Roberts have the past week enlisted in
Company F., of the Third Infantry of
this city.

Urges most careful and rigid economy
The budget should
in appropriation.
Liberal allowance adbe continued.
Salaries
vocated for State pensions.
of State officials and employes should be

beautiful and useful gifts. After a trip
to New York and Washington Mr. and

GRIFFITH.

Pratt.

Enactment of a law authorizing towns
to combine into districts for the purpose
of employing public health officers and
providing that part of the salary of such
officers shall be paid by the State.
Extension of agricultural education to
The time has
farming communities.
all instruction in
come to insist that
elementary subjects be given in other
Furthan in the English language.
ther expansion of our system of evening
and part-time schools for adults of foreign birth.

friends.

white carnations.

C.

Pennington of

C., arrived Monday

D.

Emphasizes the importance of food
production and problems of rural life and
urges need of co-operation between ail
organizations and agencies which concern

Mrs.

|

The Pasadena Star-News of Dec 18th
has the following notice of the son of
Mrs. Laura E. Brigham, a daughter of
the late P. G. Warren of North Sears-

who knew hint,”

resided

need be i

done after the work already

Louis

Mrs.

fantry at Camp Upton, New York, and
der a bell in the center of an evergreen
Private James F. Page of Camp Devens,
arch. Immediately following the cerehave been spending the past week at
mony a luncheon was served to a few them.
home on furloughs from the service.
friends and relatives from a table cenRecommends changes in Workmen’s They are-expecting an early discharge.
tered with roses.
Misses Mabel Towns- Compensation Law in order to bring it
Mrs. S. A. Kerkin returned to her
end and Lillian H. Knowlton, the latter up to the ideal standards.
Renews request of two years ago for home in*Boston last Friday, after a three
the bride’s daughter, served. Mr. and
passage of law providing for the separate months’ stay with her son, Wm. T. KerMrs. Knowlton were the recipients of
classification of intangible personal propkin, who is at present recovering from
many gifts, including a large amount of erty for purposes of taxation.
a severe attack of influenza at the home
silver. The groom has been employed
Advises consideration of legislation
Mr
for years in the local shipyards and is a permitting and encouraging the combi- of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Sprague.
nation of towns into large units tor the Kerkin is gaining rapidly under the treatvery competent workman. The bride has

There are 1500 to be made.
a

and

for a
few days’ visit with Mrs. William Veazie

Especially recommends co-operation
with any reasonable plans the U. S
Government may work out for facilitating the return of soldiers to industry
or encouraging their establishment upon
farms.

The bride wore a handsome gown of
gray taffeta with shoes to match. The
room was decorated with evergreen and
carnations, the bridal couple standing un-

revoked in December has been renewed
for the purpose of supplying hospitals in

stories, jokes and pictures.

Mr.

Washington,

Urges that in all deliberations of coming session the Legislature aid in every
feasible and proper way the great process
of readjustment which is going on in the
nation.

ed.

are

William J.

Heal and daughter,
Heal, left Wednesday to live
Everett, Mass., with relatives.

in

Legislature.

at the bride’s home, 85 Congress street
with Rev. Charles W.
Martin of the
Methodist church officiating, with the
single ring service. They were unattend-

Red Cross Notes.

call for

ivnuiKen s

tjov.

member of associated charities,
Mrs. Clara M. Morison.
All the business

means a

Bells.

The marriage of Elmer M. Knowlton and Mrs. Anna
Knowlton took place Saturday evening

Toung;

this country.

sewers.

Knowlton-Knowlton.

Bowker, John Parker,
Charles M. Craig, Dean Knowlton, Hugh

Rainey. A rising vote of thanks was
given the people of Swanvilie; remarks,
Mrs. Susie Damm; reading, Alice Nick

3rd, in
Bhock, as a

Wedding

Wiley; welcom-

affairs of the church and parsonage
under the direction of the trustees.

on

--——-

S.

A box was sent off last week containDamm; remarks, Mrs. Robertson;
song, Ruby Gray; remarks, Comrade ing 72 convalescent robes and 170 comNickerson; song, Lizzie York; recitation, fort kits. There is an immense amount
Rose Caldwell; singing by the pupils in of sewing to be done. Give at least one
districts No. l and 2; recitation, Ruth afternoon a week, if you possibly can.

ber

referred to the committee
Adjourned.

Mrs.

Flossie A.

|

The bill of D. Whiting & Son for damputting in the sewer

missions, Mrs. /.enas L).
Miss Annie V. Field, Miss

bara

F.

urged the advisability of the city acquiring the water company.

Margaret N. Hazeltine, Miss L. A. Mc-

music, Hattie Nickerson; remarks, Mrs.
Alice Palmer; recitation, Annie Caldwell; may do
remarks, Hattie Phillips; recitation, Bar-

Palmer,

convention to advocate the abatement of
the taxes on the “Bunker farm” and

uisuuiy; city

The W aldo County Veterans’ Association met at the Grange hall in Swanvilie,

—Mrs. Alice

Edward D. White was elected a special
police.
Harvey D. Eaton, attorney for the Belfast Water Company, appeared before the

was

Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens has returned
from Gardiner, where she was the guest
of Mrs. Edward E. Ellis

1

to Mitchell street.

Mrs. John

Wilbahd of Thomaston, formerly
city, has been spending a few
days here with friends.

in New York.
he was authorized to withdraw the names
of candidates nominated by the minority
George H. Gray and Harold Walton
party, and moved that the members of have been spending a nine days’ furlough
the joint convention vote for the nomiat tneir homes in Belfast and returned
nees of the Republican caucus.
The name of Joseph W. Simpson of Tuesday to Camp Devens to resume their
York for State treasurer was placed be- duties as provost guard military police.
fore the convention by Rep. Barnes of
Miss Caroline D. Havener of Portland,
Houlton; that of Secretary of State Frank
W. Ball of Dover and that of Attorney who is a guest of her aunt, Mrs. Cecil
General Guy H. Sturgis of Portland by
Glay, has been quite ill for the past week
Senator Deering of York, and that of
from quinsy sore throat, and is now sufSecretary of Agriculture John A. Roberts of Norway by Senator Thombs of fering from a severe attack of rheumatism.
Penobscot.
The names of the nominees for the
i
Lieut. Donald S. Clark is now located
Council were then placed before the convention: Edward F. Gowell of Berwick, in Tours, France, where he is connected
George W. Norton of Portland, Walter with a radio school at the Second AviaH. Plummer of Lisbon, Willis E. Swift
tion Instruction Centre. He writes that
of Augusta, Elmer S. Bird of Rockland,
Norman H. Fay of Dexter and Clarence he expects to get home by the first of
A. Powers of Fort Fairfield, for the re- March.
spective districts.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle L, Curtis are in
These officers were duly elected and
the councilors were sworn, following Brookline, Mass., for the remainder of
which the convention was dissolved.
the winter and have taken apartments on

sheep killed, $60.00; G. B. Dyer, for lamb
injured, $10.50.
Harrison A. Shaw was authorized to
move-his garage from Searsport avenue

Craig, Dr. A.

I. L.

of this

presided.
Representative Berry of Waterville being recognized by the Chair, stated that

instructed to issue nis

was

ages arising from

This

Closed
erson; remarks, Mrs. McKeen.
with singing Marching Through Georgia

!

dard, Mrs. Amelia Young, Mrs. Grace C.

WALDO COUNTY
veterans;

marks by Comrades Stinson and

v

O.

Hartshorn,

Thomas P. Mathews of Waterville and
is the guest of his uncle, Thds.
W. Pitcher.

Liberty

The Senate and House went into joint
convention Wednesday afternoon at 3
o’clock for the purpose of electing State
officers, Rep. Percival P. Baxter of Cumberland making a motion in the House
that the request of the Senate for such a
session be accepted. The members of
the House stood as the members of the
Senate entered the hall of Representatives and passed to seats in the front of
the hall, at the right of the Speaker’s
desk. President Higgins of the Senate

Leonard & Barrows,

orders for the following bills: H. C. Buzzell, legal service, $22.61; A. B. Wing, for

Stoddard; Sunday school,Hugh Young,
R. Dunton, Mrs. Charles M.
Craig; floral, Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes, Miss
Anne M. Kittridge, Miss Amy E. Stod-

MEETING OF

ing, but dinner was served at <2 o’clock.
The afternoon session opened at 1 o’clock
by the president with a fair attendance.
The committee on time and place reported next meeting at Brooks in February.
Voted to accept invitation. There were
seven veterans present.
Address of welcome was given by Bernice Damm, response made by Comrade I. F. Clark of
Monroe. Two comrades were reported
as passed over since the last meeting—
H. M. Bennett, Belfast, 9th Me., Emery
I. Bowden, Winterport, 14th Me.
The following program was given:
Singing, Celia Nickerson; recitation, Annie Parsons; reading, Hattie Phillips; re-

for.

property.
The Mayor

absent

was

Joint

to

The city treasurer was authorized to
execute a quit-claim deed of the city’s
interest in part of the Hartford Shute

was

The order for scrap books which

ham enlisted in March, 1918, and was
sent to Kelly Field, Texas. From there
he went to France in May and has been
K. Jackson. Buzzell; Dunton &
with bis aero squadron in active service
ever since, as armorer.
He was born in
SATURDAY
Tricxey vs. A. E. Drummond. Pasadena, February 11, 1896. He was a
young man of sterling worth, his friends
& CoolidgejC. C. Jones.
Drummond vs. C. J. Trickey. I say, and was loved and respected by all

A- E.
C. C. Jones; Manson & Coolidge,

who

re-elected for the coming

on

recommended

The city clerk was instructed to repre-

clerk pro
tern.
Committees —standing, Deacons
Adelbert Millett and M. C. Hill. H. M.

Leslie F. Nash.

Buzzell.

The officers

83
55
64
00
25
01

sent the city at the tax sale of real estate
and bid in such property as was not paid
I

terest.

WARREN

Thomas P. Leaman

Co.

MaRY
|

ren-

secretary, Edna

The annual meeting of the North church
parish was held last Thursday evening

health.

40

47

the Belfast Building Co. and Mrs. Belle
L. Cates’ factory.

Aborn.

patients.

Jan. 2, ’19. It proved to be a fairly good
day. There was no meeting in the morn-

abate the taxes

officers

The treasurer’s report showed all bills
paid and a balance of $239 in the treasury.
The Sunday school was found to be $15 in
debt, so $25 was taken from the church
treasury to square the debt and give a
little balance with which to start the new
Dr. A. O. Stoddard was elected a
year.
: trustee to fill the vacancy caused by the
: resignation of Clilford J. Pattee, who
also resigned as auditor, Charles P. Hazelj tine was elected to fill that vacancy. Mr.
Pattee was obliged to resign owing to ill

City Marshal and Mrs. M. R. Knowlrecently for a few days’ visit in
Boston.

The inaugural ceremonies of Thursday,
Jan. 2, 1919 were rather more than usually impressive—the people of Maine still
holding the grim feelings instilled into
them by the war. The exercises lacked
any cheering and any form, of decoration
but it was none the less good-spirited and
cheerful. The attention given the Governor’s address was the best kind of applause and other marks of approval were
given as the speech progressed.
The scene in the house at the opening
of the session was that of an interested
gathering of Maine citizens and it increased as the hour for the inaugural approached until the gallery was crowded
with a large number on the floor. The
Governor on entering with the Executive
councillors, heads, of departments and
State officials, was greeted with a round
of applause, which was repealed on his
leaving the hall.
The matter of greatest interest in both
House and Senate, outside the inagural
exercises, was the presentation of the resolve for the ratification of the Prohibitory amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
Leon F. Higgins of Penobscot was elected President of thE Senate and Rep. Frank
G. Farrington of Augusta speaker of the
House.

$3,918 69
The assessors were

Trundy;
Howard; librarian,
Gladys Michaels, pianist, Buelah Young;
supt. of Home Department, Mrs. J. G.

was an ac-

on a

following

The

purposes.?.

General school
Street lighting.

treasurer, Gerald W.

“In placing the question before a recent meeting of thirty-seven doctors and
directors it was the unanimous opinion
that they would consider it a great honor
to be represented on that committee were
it not for the fact that W. R. Hearst had
been designated as a sub-chairman.
His
appointment has aroused a storm of protest in this community, and, prefering
not to act as his associate in any capacity, we must decline what would otherwise be held a great honor.
“Ralph M. Johnson.”
from a New York Exchange of Jan.

A. Cushman, opened late Tuesday aftertion

elected:

were

and

will read the above with special in-

Dunn,

session.

one

Dr. Adelbert

son

ternoon before Judge

only

288
78
95
12
56
214
441
406

Fire Department
Police Department..-City Building.
school Transportation.

to

the work of the year were read. Two
members were present at every session
of the school for the the year, Chas. H.
Twombly and Gerald W. Howard. Mildred Black and Alton Andrews missed

the second to announce his refusal to
He sent the following letter to
Secretary Whalen:

follows: Winnie A. Crocker of Brooks
for larceny and Clifton Gibbs of Knox
for assault.
The equity case, Enoch Andrews vs F.

road.
Sidewalks.

! State

PERSONAL.
ton left

State of Maine’s Chief Executive.

Simmons, Clements, and Thompson,
Councilmeu Howes, Durham, Thompson,
Hall, Sylvester, Perry, and Staples.

The Baptist Sunday school held its annual meeting last Sunday.
Reports of

relating

Inaugural.

er,

E.

the secretary and treasurer

I

Milliken’s

Gov. Carl E. Milliken Has for the Second
Time Taken has Oath of Office as the

The records of the November meeting
Wilson’s sermon subject
were read and accepted.
next Sunday morning in the Unitarian
The reports of the tax collector and
church will be, “How shall we measure
treasurer were lead and accepted.
city
success?” Sunday school at noon. All
The roll of accounts was read and passed
to
the
services.
invited
cordially
as follows:
People's Methodist church, Rev.Charles Armory.
75 60
514 75
W. Martin, Pastor, Parsonage, No. 7 Court Contingent
Highways. 260 71
street, telephone 23-11. Sunday morning, ^ttpt, of Schools.
62 50
preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12; Sun- i Harbor bridges. 248 03
Team expense.
127 58
day evening, preaching, 7.30. Ladies Aid City
16 54
Hayford account.
Rummage Sale on Tuesday and Wednes- State of Maine Account...
124 78
day at the former Red Cross Headquarters. Belfast Free Library...... 140 83
64 81
School Contingent.
Prayer meeting this, Thursday evening Free text books and supplies.
61 92
79 28
at 7.30.
All the people all the time are School repairs and insurance.
35 55
Paupers.
welcome at People’s church, strangers Sewers.
494 76
7 00
CemeterieB
especially so. Come in.
Rev. A.

was

navy

The December meeting of the Belfast
City government was held Monday evening, with Mayor C. W. Wescott presiding. Those present were Aldermen Coop-

Services will be held next Sunday at
the Baptist church at 10.45 a. m ; Sunday school at noon; Christian Endeavor
at 6.80 p. m. and evening service at 7,30.

serve.

“I beg to acknowledge receipt of your
letter of December 19th announcing my
appointment as a member of the committee of reception to our returning soldiers from service abroad.
“My appointment follows the recognition of the work done by the Park Hospital, the entire ward capacity of which
has been occupied for the past year by

Governor

City Government.

Second

t

with

m.

a.

a

preaching by Rev. Wm. Vaughan.

year were

The Belfast admirers of Mr. John-

Textile Pub. Co.

made in the spring.

Gray.”

1st.

1

ve

“Henry G.

The

Sunday

Services will be held next
the North Church at 10.45

FIVE CENTS

i

CHURCHES

THE

Kalph M. Johnson, vice-president of
Park Hospital, 395 Central Park West,

as

years

tilde of
A

•hr.

on

Mr. Kilgore and his
Edwin A. Jones were i dered his decision.
of Milbridge, have
H.
H.
Gray
attorney,
er and son.
Mr. Crosby
l’hoenix Lodge, F. & A, ; been in town this week at the Windsor.
Arthur Ritchie, Esq., is Mr. Hanson’s
Chapter, Order of the
Waldo Lodge and Re- attorney and the case was assigned to be
O. F., of Silver Cross heard before Judge Dunn Wednesday
of Pythias, of the New evening.
Tony Croce of Searsport reported to
of Protection. Several
Mrs. Crosby he united the Court that he had lost his naturalersalist church under the ization papers in a lire and was given
1
to apply for duplicates at the
1'v■ Ashley A.
Smith, now permission
tiad a wide circle of loyal department of commerce, Washington,
■he family he was a most D. C.
Assigned Cases
'd, son. and brother. He
WEDNESDAY
his mother-in-law, Mrs.
Inhabitants of Monroe vs. City of Bel'urgin, always a member
fast. Dunton & Morse; Ritchie.
itid now
93

nearly

V

drawn from

were

Few realized his

11.

S-,

W.,,,
fun,,
«*dit

account of illness with in-

fluenza that five

CROSBY.

Two More Decline to Serve with
Hearst.
Presiding

The January term of the Supreme Ju- Henry G. Gray and
Ralph M. Johnson
Withdraw From Welcome Committee.
dicial Court for Waldo county opened at
the Court House last Tuesday with the
more prominent citizens have adfollowing officers and jurors in attend- ded their names to the
list of those deJ.
Dunn
ance: Judge, Charles
of Orono; clining to serve on
Mayor Ilylan’s Comstenographer, John L. Hayden, Portland; mittee of Welcome to Homecoming
troops. Both gave the fact of William
clerk, James H. Cilley of Waldo; chapRandolph Hearst’s inclusion in the comlain, Rev. Charles W. Martin of Belfast; mittee as the reason for their action.
county attorney, Ralph I. Morse of BelHenry G. Gray, of the law firm of
fast; sheriff, Frank A. Cushman of Bel- Zabriskie, Sage, Kerr and Gray, 49 Wall
street, made public his letter to Grover
fast; crier, Silas E. Bowler of Palermo;
Whalen, Mayor Hylan’s secretary, statmessenger. Perlie R. Gray, Belfast. Dep- ing as he did so that he made it public
uty Sheriff J. A. G. Beach was in charge not for personal notoriety, but because
of the Grand Jury; Deputy Sheriff Frank he believed that publicity should be given
to all refusals to serve on the committee.
E. Webster, Waldo, 1st Traverse; Deputy
His letter read:
Sheriff Walter J. Bean, Montville, 2nd
“J. have just received your letter of December 28th offering me an appointment
Traverse.
GRAND Jurors. The jury organized by the Mayor as a member of the Committee of Welcome to
Homecoming
with L. F. Marden of Belfast, foreman,
Troops. Sometime ago I received a letand Mason I. Stevens of Northport, clerk; ter from George W.
I.oft, Chairman of
Carl Adams, Liberty; Everett M. Dow, the Mayor’s Committee on National Deof which I am a member, stating
fense,
Burnham; F. E. Dunton, Winterport; that the
Mayor was to appoint the memHenry Hawes, Stockton Springs; James bers of that committee members of the
H Howes, Belfast; George F. Marriner, Committee of Welcome to Homecoming
Belmont; Herbert Mehuren, Montville; Troops.
“At the time I wrote Mr. Loft and
Curtis B.
Mitchell, Unity; Dana B. stated 1 would not accept an appointIra
F.
FrankTroy;
Moody,
Pendleton,
ment on this welcome committee because
fort; C. A. Phillips, Palermo; J. W. Plum- of the fact that William Randolph Hearst
was a prominent member of it and chairmer, Freedom; James A. Robbins, Searsman of one or two of its important submont; Albert Shorey, Waldo; Clyde committees.
“I further added that I thought it was
Ward, Thorndike; Mark C. Ward, Searsan insult both to the citizens of this city
port; B. F. Wentworth, Brooks.
and the returning soldiers to give a
Frank S.
First Traverse Jury.
prominent place on such a committee to
Everett
L. a man of the character of Mr. Hearst. I
Beach, Northport, foreman;
Bennett, Montville; W. W. Blazo, Bel- added that if my refusing to serve on this
fast; Elmer Decrow, Belfast; Clarence A. committee would in any way prejudice
the public interest I would not let my
Estes, Troy; Edward T. Gilbert, Monroe; opinion of Mr. Hearst’s character interB. F. Grant, Palermo; J. W. Ingraham, fere with my accepting the appointment,
Knox; M. K. Nickerson, Swanville; Harry but as the functions of the committee are
of a ceremonial character, one perE. Staples, Brooks; Frank L. Ward, Pros- solely
son could perform the functions as well
Belfast.
Edmund
Wilson,
pect;
as another.
I cannot help feeling that no
Second Traverse Jury. Frank A. official welcome at all would be preferBramhall, Belfast, foreman; Frank Clem- able to a welcome by Hearst.
“Since writing the letter to Mr. Loft
ents, Waldo;Thomas Carew, Winterport;
referred to another thing has happened
Russell Heal, Lincolnville; John Innes,
which has added a reason for declining
Searsport; Russell Nealey, Winterport; the appointment. I refer to the scurrilous
Joseph G. Packard, Searsmont; Per- attack made by the Mayor on every perB.
Redman, Belfast; Clarence E. son who refuses to serve with Hearst.
cy
Such an attitude on the part of the Mayor
Read, Belfast; Horace Robbins, Sears- of this great
city is on a par with the
port; Elijah Ritchie, Belfast; Joseph ravings of the worst form of Bolshevism
and
shows
how
Thorndike.
conspicuously unfit he is
Wing,
for such a high office.
So many were excused from the traverse

H
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summer

G.

EFFIE M. ANNIS.
Effie M. wife of Alonzo B.

Adams of

resident of

Blaine, died

Belfast,

Annis ol

Wednesday evening, Jan,

st, at the residence of her mother, Mrs,
John E. Sanborn, 52 Union street.
Mrs.
Annis was called to Belfast by the seri-

received here Friday and Mr. Bernes
Norton went to attend the funeral

which took place at his late home Sati rday. Dr. Adams bought the cottage at
Murphy’s Point built and occupied for
several summers by Dr. George F. Eames
of Boston, a former Belfast boy.
Failing
health led Dr. Adams to seek rest and

She contractwhich developed pneumonia.
Her husband arrived here Wednesday,

ous

ed

illness of her mother.

influenza,

Her age was 43 years, 1 month and 21
days. Mrs. Annis was a most estimable

and the relatives have the symhe and his woman
on the coast and
of many friends in their affliction,
wife were delighted with his summer home pathy
She was born in Atkinson, the daughter
and the friends made here.
He belonged j
of John E. and Ellen H. (Blake) Sanborn.
to the Adams family in Camden and the
Besides her husband and one son, she is
interment will be made in Mountain View
survived by her mother, one brother,
Cemetery. The Boston Herald of Jan.
Lewis J. Sanborn, now of Eastport, and
4th says of him: “Dr. William G. Adams,
two sisters, Mrs. Benj. P’. Ellis of Brewer
died
at his
236
recreation

Thursday night
46,
Commonwealth avenue.

home,

and

He was born in

Mrs.

P’rank Sanders

The funeral

of this

city.

held at her mother’s
home Friday at 10 a. m., Rev. Charles
W. Martin of the Methodist church ofli-

Boston, the son of the late George Francis
Adams. He was graduated from the Har-

was

school, class of ’97, and behouse surgeon at the Boston City ! dating. The remains were placed in the
tomb in Grove cemetery, where
Hospital. He was later an instructor at !I receiving
the interment will be made in the spring
Tufts medical school for eight years. He
I The bearers were Messrs. Lewis F. Marleaves, besides bis widow, one sister, Miss
Minnie Adams, who made her home with I den, Eugene L. Cook, Samuel Adams and
her brother.”
Elbridge S. Pitcher.
vard medical
came

J

The Republican Journal
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JAN. 9,

The

Republican journal

Pub. Co.

For one square, one
ADVER using Terms.
Inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 35 cents for each subsequent insertion.
SUBSCHtPri in Terms. In advance. $2 00 a
year; $I.00trraix months; 50 cents for three

“I had

Eczema;

I suffered

]

a

year

more

or

we

j
have

heard

boxes of ‘Sootlia Salva’ and two of
am entirely well”.
G. W. HALL.
Both these remedies are sold by
dealers at 50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, or
Sent by FRLTT-A-TIVES Limited,
OGDENSBURG, N.Y.
“Fruit-a-tives” is also put up in %
trial size which sells for 25c.

of government it is a vague term
which millions interpret to suit their own
The

Bolsheviki

idea

of

at times.
1 could get no

‘Fruit-a-tives’, and

form

ideas.

through
terribly.

demo-

very clearly set forth in a
proclamation by circulars in New York
was

part of the management of a party or o
the organization of a political movemen
I cannot imagine any porat any time.
tion of the public business which can b<
privately and confidentially dealt with.’

among the people, lazy and industrious
alike, and that forking out a penny and
pocketing a dollar is democracy. The I.

George Creel has been sitting

on

the lie

of information for about two years. Col
both the above but believe that dynamit- i House has been pussyfooting up am
1
ing factories, burning sawmills, inciting down the earth for about the same lengtl

W. W.

seems

riots and

to

be in full accord with

of lawlessness will pave
the wtf> to democratic blessedness and
freedom.
Socialism and almost every
a career

j

so

It

was

democracy, but this is

:

not the intention of the founders

|

a

our

what

fact.

not

secretive

has

the body politic.
Doubtless the major
part of our readers believe they are living
a

as the present
right hand known

one

and

nevei

little abou

so

left hand has been doing. W(
intended to add our own to the very gen
oral criticism of the star chamber policj
our

of the United States Government that it

which has been voiced by

should

But just as we were on the point of doinj
this, it occurred to us that we would look

be

It

j

I
|

A Congressional War Finance Committee has been effectually frowned upon
Never has there been an administratioi

other ism is openly or covertly in sympathy with these dangerous elements of

under

of time.

the

public.

democracy.
been a democracy in the past and it; is
not a democracy now. The word demo- I in the dictionary and ascertain what £
! “hobby” is, and we found that a hobby is
cracy does not appear in the Declaration
of lndepender.ee, it is not to be found in a “plaything.” Nuff sed.
a

has

never

the Confederation which held the States

PROSPECT IERRY.

together till the Constitution was ratified,
nor is it to be found anywhere
in that
The United States is

document.

Several around here gave family dinChristmas, but on the whole it was

Re-

a

ners

public, and has proved itself to be the
best form of government ever devised
Under it we have enjoyed
by man
reasonable
developed
freedom, have
our
grown
stronger
resources, have
after year till we are today a
year
mighty nation. Every democracy which
been

has

established

has

been

a

Ross Green was home from Rumford
and spent
Christmas with his

Falls

family.
Mrs.

ago

Twenty-five hundred
democracy was founded in

a

Greece, on the ruins of an overthrown
lespotism. Solon was its builder and hi*
reputation for wisdom has lived through
the centuries, but his den.ocrecy lived
only thirty years, and was succeeded by
a
despotism no better than he former
j
had been.
Succeeding centuries have
the rise of democracies and every
a failure.
There is not a

seen
one

has been

national democracy in existence at the
present time.
Although these facts are
known to every close student of political
history, the President’s assertion that
“America is

in

the

war

to

make the

world safe for democracy” has been applauded at home and abroad. Perhaps

conservative, thoughtful men ard women
might be justified in asking why America
should

engage in a war to make safe
something which does not exist as a government, something which she does not
herself want, something which no other
nation wants.
when

we

Has not the hour struck
should conclude our preach-

ments to the

world, mind our own busiand devote ourselves to the work of

ness

safeguarding

our

vation of which

Republic for the

preser-

have made such a
vast expenditure of blood and treasure.
Just now the Republic is menaced by
we

petty autocracy on
democracy

called

one

on

hand and by soother.
We

the

should hold fast to the maintenance of
the government as founded by the fathers,
our

serve
a

the

shining

PUBLICITY
We have received a book of 200 pages,
the title of which is Wit and Wisdom of
Woodrow Wilson.
The book is
from

a
compilation of extracts
Mr. Wilson’s multitudinous public

of Melrose Highcalled here to hell

i}rown

panion.

shocked to hear of

were

his

death oi

The

is

case

wife and oldest

a

very

daughter,

brother, ail being

very

sick with pneuHe was

good husband and father and son, and
had a large circle of friends who extend
a

I their sympathy to the bereaved family.
little

their loss

mourn

daughters,

his

mother,

a

wife,

twe

two brothers

Oscar and George of this place, and Mrs.
! Olive Barton of Port Clyde.
The burial

HUMPHREYS*
The full list of Dr Humphreys Remedies for
Internal and external use, meets the needs of
families for nea.iy every ailment from Infancy
to old age—described in Dr. Humphreys' Manual
mailed free.

PARTIAL LIST
So.

FOR
1. Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations
2. Worms. Worm Fever
3. Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infant*
4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Goughs, Colds. Bronchitis
8. Toothache, Faceache. Neuralgia
9. Headache, Sick Headache Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
13. Group, Hoarse Cough. Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions.
15. Rheumatism, Lumbago
18. Fever and Ague, Malaria
17. Piles, Blind. Bleeding. Internal. External
19. Catarrh, Influenza. Cold in Head
20. Whooping Gough
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
30. Urinary Incontinence
34, Sore Throat, Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe
For sale by druggists everywhere.
HUMPHREYS' HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.,
William and Ann Street*. New York.

Corner

I

we

Moroccans arid Tunisians—Christians
and Mohammedans.
Over the mule
skinner’s right arm hung a French
wreath.

With ills left hand he was
leading a sullen looking mule. As we
1 were
about to pass him our engine
will be at Prospect.
died. W-got out to crank up and
Mrs. Harvard Harding, who died in
the mule skinner stopped to watch and
Sandypoint of pneumonia, moved from talk to us. Meantime an M.
E. strolled
this place last October and she leaves down.
many friends to mourn her loss.
She
“Where you goin’ with that, Lafe?”
was
a
faithful wife and mother and he asked, nodding at the wreath.
“Well,” replied Lafe, with a hitch at
daughter, and beloved by all who knew
her. She leaves a husband, two children, the_ mule, “there was a damn fool 1
Thayis and Richard, a father who lives used to sleep with, and he got his two
He was a hell of a good
in the west, grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. nights ago.
and I bought this wreath to put
Ira Ward of this town, who have the fellow,
on his cross.”—Maude Radford Warsympathy of the whole community. ren in the
Saturday Evening Post.
Funeral service was held at Sandypoint
from the home of a cousin, Mr. Gerry
Aid to

Harding.

The funeral

largely attended. The many beautiful flowers bore
silent testimony of the esteem in which
she was held. The burial will be at
was

Prospect.

SANDYPOINT.
Harold
Boston

on

Wardwell

left

Dec.

26th for

business.

Schools in this district began Dec. 30th
after a week’s vacation.
Bates has returned for
visit in Gardiner and Rumford.
Mrs.

P.

L.

Capt. Henry Butler, who has been
fined to the house by
out.
Mr.

and Mrs.

illness,

Merle

a

con-

is able to be

Pomeroy spent

days recently with friends in
Evidently the book was prepared for the purpose of leading its read- Hampden.
ers to regard Mr. Wilson as being the
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Smith spent
most gifted living man. These scintil- Christmas here with Mrs. Smith’s parlations of wit and coruscations of wis-

Lafe’s Tribute.
reached a certain smooth
road, along which travel daily many
ammunition wagons, we met a mule
skinner'walking. He was going in the
direction of a certain military graveyard, where are buried Americans and
French and Germans, Senegalese and
As

sad one, his
mother and

monia at the time of his death.

He leaves to

ents, Capt. and Mrs. Charles Staples.
:

Charles

Snow,

who

arrived recently

from the south where he was

working,

left Dec. 30th to take up studies at the
U. of M.
The funeral of Mrs. Harvard Harding
held Dec. 27th, Rev. T. H. Martin of

was

Searsport officiating. Burial in ProspetetJ
Friends extend sympathy to Mr. Harding
and children in their sorrow.
Mrs. Lizzie Perkins, wife of Fred F.
Perkins formerly of Sandypoint, died
Dec. 23d in Bangor, aged 55 years. The
funeral was held Christmas afternoon at
her old home in Medford. Burial in the
cemetery in that town.

Lincoln and Wilson.
Adulation is all right in its place, but
it is impossible to see merit in Mr. Josephus Daniels’ enthusiastic assertion
that Mr. Wilson’s “fourteen demands’’
rank with the historic utterances of Mr.
Some way we
Lincoln at Gettysburg.
have never heard that Mr. Lincoln’s address required amendment, amplification
or interpretation.—From the New York

Herald.

Charles Clement of Searsport who

uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.

to

Transplanting.
Transplanting flowering and vegetable plants is now greatly facilitated
by the use of paper flower pots which
are nothing more or less than the familiar paper drinking cups.
For use
in the farm and garden these cups
are perforated and the seedlings are

grown in them in the nursery. When
it comes time to put the delicate plants
out In the open they are transferred
bodily, pots and all, and placed in the
ground. The transfer is attended by
no
shock whatever, which is rarely
the case when the roots are disturbed
during the operation as when removing
them from the little pots of clay which
are generally used for this purpose.
The perforations enable the rootlets
to find their way beyond the limits of
the pot, and so the pnper does not interfere with their growth.

Robertson and

Wanted

Change.
the porch one day
a

I was sitting on
reading and much interes

d in my
book. Of a sudden I became aware
of the fact that the little hoy downstairs had been drumming and singing
at the top of his voice for some time.
I listened. He sang, “Turn to the left,
boys, turn to the left,” over and over
again until 1 wished he would change
it and sing something else. Evidently
the little boy two doors away wished
the same thing, for he called out, “For
goodness sake, Danny, turn to the

time for

enjoyable

H.

P.

Clement,

N.

very success-

a

Our Enormous Surplus stock in Warehouses and (h.
salers Supplies have been exhausted. We are ;
our Forces Daily and will Endeavor to
Supply
mands as rapidly rs possible. Retailers who can
their supplies fast enough from their jobbers
us naming their jobber and we will make Dro,

all.

The tree was

While the Epidemic is decreasing in
sections, there is an increasing
It is impornumber of cases in others.
tant that Druggists only order for their
immediate demand, in order that we maybe able to supply the demand in the
stricken sections.
Direct Shipments to “Flu” Stricken
Sections
To aid in driving out the Epidemic in
stricken sections, we will ship 3 doz. of
the 35c. size to any Druggist by Parcel
Post or Express, on receipt of check or
Money Order for the same at $2.BO a aoz.
less 5 percent.

Mary Brown; reading, A Visit from St.
Nicholas, Lawrence Brown; rec., Red,
White and Blue, Bessie Doliber; dec., The

Flag,

Clinton

Littlefield; duet,

a

many

Christ-

Song, Barbara Damm and Annie
Caldwell; rec., Spoiled Children, Rosie
Caldwell; Dec., In Flanders Field, Russell
mas

Littlefield;

A p.ay,

Thrift,

Barbara Damm,

Lawrence Brown, Annie Caldwell, Russell

I

ittlefield,

Littlefield,

Dexter

Bucklin,

Elmer

One of

the interesting features of the afternoon was the reading of
a letter from Ray Robertson who is with
the U.

S

Army in France and

was

SPANISH

a

were

Maynard W. Stantial, who enlisted in I
!
the Naval Air Reserve some over a year
ago and has been in England and France
four months, visited friends in town a
few days the first of the week, before re-

Don’t trifle with

—it’s

cold

to

risk

Influenza.

Keep always

Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Bussey of West
Winterport have returned to their home

Mr.

a

dangerous.

You can’t afford

Marcus Littlefield over

at

TO THE PUBLIC

hand

box of

two weeks’ visit in Buxton and

and Mrs. W. H.

Bickford,

took of

a

CASCARA

par-

tandard cold

remedy for 20 vcr.rr._in tablr*
'a! es—breaks
!r^’ nc
up a cold
rclr
r-.o in 3 days.
Money
.cic it jt fails.
I:;., genuine b-~>~ i;R--d
ith Mr. Hill’s v;ctr.re. At- y

,ro24iTSafe’
hours-

S

this vicinity learned with
regret of the death of Mrs. Mae Ford
Young at her home in the village Dec.

|

25th.

:

->

in

She is well and favorably remembered in this community, where many of

■

r—
—\A
LADIES’

her girlhood days were spent.

Bussey & White,|lumber
Winterport, have a crew
woods

on

of E. E.

Home Journal

dealers of West
at work in the

the place purchased by them
and another crew which

PATTERNS

Ritchie,

has been operating on the Perkins’ lot in
this town is now working on pulp wood

^

received letters from her husband, R. G.
Robertson, who is overseas, written in
the latter part of November. He writes
that he is well and
of Langres,
Mrs. G.

a

H.

was

York,

with the assistance

White, canvassed this section of the town
for Red Cross members.
Hon. C. M.
Conant and family, with seven members,
all renewed their membership or became
members, making a “100 percent strong”

family.

Fred D. Jones’

The above condition is due, as all such conditions must primarily be due, to the unquestioned popularity of VICTOR products.
It is also
due to the fact that so long as the United States
at war we believed our paramount duly lay
in assisting the Government in the prosecution
of the war to the fullest extent of our abilities,
our facilities had been freely offered and accepted.
was

Immediately upon the signing of the armistice and our release from Government obligations,
we took all necessary steps to insure the earliest
possible return to an increased output of Victor
produca, but in the interim we would bespeak for
Victor Dealers and for ourselves some measure of
consideration which we believe will be accorded
by every patriotic American.

j

j

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
December 24, 1918,
Taken on execution, wherein Charles H.
Forbes of Brooks, in the County of Waldo and
State of Maine, as plaintiff, and Robena P.
Young of Brooks aforesaid, is defendant, and
will be sold at public auction, on the fifteenth
diy of February, 1919, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, at the office of Arthur Ritchie, in
Belfast, in said County, ail the right and equity
which the Baid Robena P, Young, alias Robena
W. Young of Brooks, in the County of Waldo,
has to redeem the following described mortgaged real estate, situated in Jackson, in said

Agents.

to wit: A certain lot of land situated
in Jackson, in said County of Waldo, together
with the buildings thereon, being a part of lot
4 on the plan of said Jackson, bounded as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake and stones
said lot 4; thence
at the northeast corner o
N. 38 deg. E. 49 rods to a stake and stones;
thence S. 2 deg. W. 37 rods, nine links to a
stake and stones; thence N. 88 deg. E. to land
formerly of Herbert Cole; thence southerly
by east line of lot 4 to S. W. corner of land
formerly of Herbert Cole; thence S. 88 deg.
W. to west line of lot 4; thence northerly hy
said lot 4 to first mentioned bound. Containing thirt -five acres, more or less.
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage
given by said Robena W. Young to Kate A.
Lane of Brooks, recorded in Waldo County
Registry of Deeds, Book 304, Page 424
Dated at Jackson, the twenty-fourth day of
December, 1918.

FRANK A. CUSHMAN, Sheriff

BOYS WANTED
To sell Vanilla Flavoring, after school
hours and Saturdays. For SI.00 we will
send you 8 bottles that retail for 25c. each.
Send postcard for free sample bottle. Address
WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO.,
8wl
Sanbornville, N. H.

Republican tana!

The

Clubbing tfates

County,
A NATURAL STRENGTHENED

L. SLEEPER 8c CO.,

J.

ST A IB Of' MAIiNi:

then in the town

short distance from Toul.

is due to tin-

Victor Talking Machine Co

AT

in Monroe.
Mrs. Gertrude Conant Robertson has

explanation

public concerning the unprecedented scarcity of Victrolas and Victor records, we
desire to make the following statement:

deferred Christmas dinner at

the home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Hopkins in Monroe, Sunday, Dec. 29th.
rriends

that some

FEELING

ses-

J. W.

Adlington and Miss Laura Bickford,

!

|

Nealey.

Mrs. Bussey attended the
sions of the State Grange.

;

contact, chiefly,
“The disease is spread by the breath coughing, or sneezing,
and secretions of the body, especially, of persons having colds,
the nose and throat.
For this reason, the Tne public drinkingcup,
nose should be kept moist with a Menplenty of exercise in ! I
tholated Cream, to prevent the spreading eat good, substantial fo
of the disease,”
In this emergency, it is ;
Special Notice.— ,\1 I N
of the utmost importance to follow the CREAM, so extensively
Health Service Advice and use MINTOI, mended by Physicians
three or four times, daily, applying to throughout the country,
each nostril.
exceptional merit and
This is a simple cream of Menthol and Camphor, Eucalyptus a:
Antiseptic Oils, in a mild Cream that acts | oils, which Physcians.
as an Antiseptic and healing Remedy to
for inflammation and ,.v
any inflamed mucous membrane
description. The reaso

j

is

the holidays.
Mrs. Sayward remained
for an indefinite visit.

a

five-grain ArgoT’

ONE OF THE FIRST TREATMENTS, met with such remarkai
when you feel a cold coming on, is to take its exceptional merit an.I
York.,
a
purgative. Eat plenty of nourishing ing properties. It conta
Remain perfectly ouiet in bed, if ents which proved so v
The five reel picture “Hellhounds of food.
and do not worry.
Nature, her- bating the epidemic of S:
Alaska” featuring Wm. S. Hart was possible,
self, is the only “Cure” for Influenza, and in England and Spain yy
shown at. Cro'ckett’s Theater Saturday | will throw olT the
attack, if. only, you originated. It is the !..■
Take a little sterilizing the throats
night, Dec. 28th. Owing to bad weather conserve your strength.
the attendance was small and Mr. T. E. I Ampco Chill Tonic every hour for six i grown-ups. Have a jar T
Huxforri has decided to discontinue pic- hours, then, three or four times a day, home, It is as necessa:
tures until further notice.
tection as insurance on
I until you have thrown oil the Cold, Grip,
or Influenza.
Call a Physician if case be- little jar is inexpensive
Your chief danger will be from your druggist.
comes urgent.

Mrs. Ora Murray and son Sherman and
Mrs. J. M. Sayward of Burnham were

Portland.

two

after each meal, and be
builds up tile entire mgives the necessary sir.
the disease becoming 1
complications to set in.
TO AVOID INPUT

porting to Naval headquarters at New

Among those who entertained family
parties on Christmas day were Hon. and
Mrs. C. M. Conant, Mr. and Mrs. Marcus

after

jI

Everett Hurd of Augusta and
Marguerite Littlefield of Exeter
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Ernest L. Toner.

spending a short furlough at his home to
recuperate atter an attack of influenza.

Mrs.

1

Lieut.

Amos Conant, who has been stationed

guests of

or

germ'disease, spread,

says:

BROOKS.

granddaughter,
weeks,

Littlefield and Mr. and Mrs. C. W.

Health Service

the weakening effect
which permits complic
chiefly. Pneumonia am!
times, inflammation ol
heart affections.
It is.
tant that the patient
they are in a weaken.
their strength comes h
KEEP STRONG AN
is advisable to keep
strong, healthy condite

man

Christmas

Reserves,

INFLUENZA.

The United States Public

former student at this school.

for several

at Portland with the Naval

,,

by Expiess billing through jobber.

Christmas, Frank Brown; song, Merry
Christmas Bells, the school; exercise, The
Christmas Message, Vinnie Bucklin and

Mrs. Vina Perkins of Monroe, who has

Bickford,

,

ous

at her home.

Mrs. W. H.

*

THIS UNPRECEDENTED SALE
OF
MIN'D
CREAM PROVES THAT IT IS THE MOS
FACTORY REMEDY YET DISCOVER! I
Bells, Willard Ellis and Harold Bucklin;
song, Merry Christmas, the school; rec.,
the Spanish influenza, grii
Christmas, Barbara Howard; dec., a joyCOLDS AND PNEUMONIA.

student at Shaw’s Business Col-

been at the home of her

to the Epidemic of Influenza
have been unable to supply
the demand for

entertained

heavily laden with presents and the
schoolroom decorated very prettily. Twenty of the parents were present and enjoyed the afternoon greatly. The school
presented Miss Gray with a large box of
Following is the fine prostationery
gram given by the pupils: star Spangled
Banner, by all; rec., That’s How We Do
It, Annie Caldwell; exercise, Peace Day

Miss Beatrice White of West Winter-

nerveas
liver-stimulating as well
strengthening are needed, Peptiron is
very effectively and economically suppleH. MacCready, who has been chief clerk mented with Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
and secretary to President Todd, has been Hood’s Pills. The three medicines form
Treatment to
appointed assistant to the general man- the Triple Combination
which the C. I. Hood Co. is now calling
ager. Mr, Hallett and Mr. MacCready attention as especially benehcial to sufhave been connected with the road for a ferers from impure blood, weak, unstrung
or a
quarter of a century and Mr. Andrews nerves, torpid and sluggish liver,
generally run-down condition.
for over 15 yeara.

1st. F. A. Andrews, trainmaster at
Millinocket, will succeed Mr. Hallett. R.

son

Moody

Miss Ruby Gray closed

bed.

The value of iron in medicine has long
been known, but never more appreciated
than today.
People are learning that in Peptiron—a
real iron tonic—this most useful metal is
so happily combined that it is acceptable
right."—Exchange.
to all, even those who, for some reason
or other, have been unable to* take it in
W. K. Hallett, superintendent of the the past.
Peptiron is an agreeable, easily assimisouthern division of the Bangor & Aroosof
took railroad, will succeed J. B. Stewart, lated, non-constipating preparation
iron, nux, pepsin, and other tonics and
whose
resignasuperintendent,
general
digestives, and is giving great satisfaction to accept a position with the Great tion.
In cases where blood-cleansing and
Northern Paper Co. will become effective

Jan

Owing

was

ful term of school Dec. 24th with a Christmas tree for the school which was an

who is still confined to her

the

M

■bo

not delay. Go to
insist on his supp!vir:
MEDAL Haarlem n
them as directed, ai
satisfied with results
ffladly refund your
the name GOLD Ml-:
ami accept no other,
three sizes.

Mr. James Robertson of Frankfort.

Miss

recess

/

4S*v

Smith, Fannie Clement of Searsport and

Mrs. B. C. Ames of Orono spent a few
days recently with her mother, Mrs. Eliza-

port,
lege in Bangor, spent

*iti

Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
Ralph, Mr. and Mrs.

E. E. Clement and Charles

Castiue Dec. 30th to

of the Misses Mildred Conant and Erma
All

day,

Christmas

on

Mrs. P. E. Severance of Newburg visited
sister, Mrs. C. M. Conant, Dec. 26.

a

!
J

..

This well-known preparation has been
of the national remedies of Holland for centuries. In 1696 the government of the Netherlands granted a
special charter authorizing its preparation and sale.

their

Robbins,

*

%

Mr. and Mrs. Albert

Mrs. Freeman Ritchie of Monroe and

beth

Hand

withQu

Hollanders.

White.

their school duties.

resume

be

her “Real Dutch i>
quaintly calls GOLD
Oil Capsules.
Th.
and are responsible in
for the sturdy, robust

pain.

at home from Camp Devens on a 5-days’
furlough was the guest recently of his

has returned to her home.

pneumonia, which occurred at his homj
Uec. 25.

several

addresses.

“Siphons”—emergency

fire extinguishI ers—were commonly kept in houses,
lands, Mass., was
take care of her sister, Mrs. G. A. Avery, Frequent mention is made of them in
who is critically ill.
| ancient literature, but we do not know
! v, hut they were like.—Youth's ComThe many friends of Edwin Biiladc

and, as best w’e can, strive to keep
Republic safe for ourselves and for

unborn millions.
We can best
world by making our part of it
of
good
example
government.

Nellie

j

weak

and short-lived.
years

sad day.

Ilarquai! returned

soon

out

disease.

one

keeping.

CORNER. Winterport-

ited Alexandria in Egypt he found
there so complete an underground
water supply system ilmt the city
seemed “hollow underneath.”.
In the year 7“ E. C„ Julius Caesar
organized the tire department of Rome.
It had a force of 600 men.
At that
time a primitive fire engine had already come into use; it was a pair of
pumps worked by a beam, and the two
streams united in a common discharge
pipe and passed out through a nozzle
that could be turned in any direction.

as

of i i

Mrs. Mildred Evans Riley has joined

Pinkham’s Vegetable. Compound

marvels or

housewife

her husband in Bangor where he has employment and they have gone to house-

WHITE’S
engineering and that
emptied through lead pipes into thousands of tanks of hewn stone.
G. H. York attended the Masonic inErected at intervals along the streets
stallation at the village recently.
of Pompeii were pillars of masonry,
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Larby were guests
up which ran lead pipes; and on top
of Edwin Linnell and family in Bangor
of each pillar was a tank, from which
water was distributed by pipes to the
I recently.
houses. All dwellings, except those of 1
C. H. I.ibbv and daughter Louise made
the very poor, were thus supplied, and
a brief visit with relatives in Swanville
some had nearly a score of faucets,
controlled by stopcocks that were recently.
much like those that are in use today.
Guy Nealey of North Anson, spent
At many street corners there were
Christmas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.,
fountains with stone basins, the edges j C, W. Nealey.
of which even now show depressions
C. C, Clements and family spent Christworn by the hands of the people who
mas day with Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Clemleaned over to drink. Those fountains
ents at the village.
were fed by the city water, which was
L. A. White and family spent Christbrought by an aqueduct from a distant
place so elevated that the "head'’ was mas with Mr. and Mrs. L. E. White at
very powerful. That kind of engineerWest Winterport.
ing was highly developed in those
Mrs. Edna Harquail and Miss Avis
times.
When Julius Caesar tirst visHere

that cannot be talked about to anybod;

The commonest idea of democracyis that
all property should be equally divided

a

1

city not long ago. The proclamation proposed to "cancel all debts, public and such as Politics, Publicity, Preparedness
private, to repeal ail statutes, ordinances etc. Under the head of Publicity we rea< 1
and other enactments of capitalistic gov- the following from an address at thi
C.
ernment, to declare vacant all public National Press Club, Washington, D
offices, and to direct that the military and January 30, 1911. “My hobby, if I havi !
naval organizations shall dissolve and re- any, is the hobby of publicity. I canno
organize immediately upon a democratic imagine anything legitimate that a mai
it was runner proclaimed that is doing that he need be afraid to tall
basis.

celebrate the resurrection of freedom.”

muco

most

To
aches.
Don’t trifle with disease.
avoid future suffering begin treatment
with GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules now.
Take three or four, every
day until you are entirely free from

Elmer Thompson and George Divoll received their discharge from the army and
arrived home Dec. 28th.

could hardly get
around to do my
work, and as I had
four in my family
and three boarders
it made it very hard
for me. Lydia E.

incurable

The

Stop your troubles while there is time.
Don’t wait until little pains become big

tons of hay and is hauling it to Waldo
Station.

Portsmouth, Ohio.—“ I suffered from
irregularities, pains in my side and was
wetm at

tim to

Raymond Marden has sold sixty-three

For Ohio Woman.

SO

a

covery.

was recommended
primitive pattern—operated presumI took it
to me.
ably by man power, with the help of
and it has restored
rope and counter weight—and it* is
It is
my health.
more than doubtful
that they w'ere
certainly the best
ever used to carry human freight. Few
iiieuicine ior woman s ailments
ever
saw.”—Mrs. Sara Shaw, R. No. 1,
palaces or other buildings in ancient
Rome were more than two stories in
Portsmouth, Ohio.
Mrs. Shaw proved the merit of this
height, and passenger “lifts” were for I
medicine and wrote this letter in order
that reason not needed.
I
that other suffering women may find
We are accustomed to think of ruurelief as she did.
ning water In houses as a modern luxWomen who are suffering as she was
New York city did not have it
ury.
should not drag along from day to day
until 177G, when a reservoir was conwithout giving this famous root and
structed east of Broadway, into which
herb remedy, LydiaE. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, a trial. For special
water was raised by pumping it from
advice in regard to such ailments write
wells dug for the purpose. But that
to LydiaE. PinkhamMedicine
was
a
Co.,Lynn,
very primitive arrangement
Mass. The result of its forty years
compared with the system of ancient
experience is at your service.
Rome, by which water was brought
from great distances in aqueducts that

dom are grouped under various heading!

“police or no police, law or no law, a
parade would be had on a certain day to

Vegetable Compound Did

a

Many of the so-called “modem Improvements” of civilization, which so
largely contribute to the comfort of
living, are by no means so recent in
origin as we are disposed to imagine.
An eminent archeologist has recently declared, for example, that Nero’s
palace in Rome had three elevators.
It Is true that those elevators must
have been hoisting machines of very

Salva’. The first treatment gave me
relief. Altogether, I have used three

much about world wide democracy and i
more about making the world safe for
democracy. What the word democracy
means when applied to a political party
is well known, but when mentioned as a

cracy

in Houses, for InLuxury Enjoyed by
Both the Roman and Early
Egyptian Civilizations.

attack of Weeping
bad that my clothes

great sufferer
and steadily failing, with no hope of reMrs. Laura Curtis is

ft J

lock

troubles don’t disappear of
themselves.
They grow slowly but
with
health
steadily,
undermining
deadly certainty, until you fall a vicKidney

Ralph Brown has gone to Bingham
where he has employment on the railroad.

What Lydia E. Pinkham’«

Water

stance, Was

relief until I tried ‘Fruit-a-tives (or
Fruit Liver Tablets) and ‘Sootha

i

DEMOCRACY.

Running

an
so

would be wet

months,

For

_•*

KIDNEYS WEAKENING?

Mrs. David Moody is a guest at the
home of her brother, E. A. Robertson.

FOR WOMEN”

Modern Comforts Well Known to
the Ancients.

i A Perfect Treatment For This
Distressing Complaint
Wasino.

DROWN, Editor.

A. I.

“BEST MEDICINE

!_

SOON RELIEVED

EVERY THURSDAY BY

PUBLISHED

MOT REALLYW

i WEEPING ECZEMA

1919.

SWANV1LLE CENTER.

for 1919
The following clubbing offers are for
subscriptions to The Journal paid one year
in advance:
The
The
The
The

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

The

and
and
and
and

Farm and Home,
$2.00
McCall’s Magazine, 2,70
Woman’s Magazine, 2.G0
Thrice-a-Week World,2.50

included in our clubbe sent to different adSend in your subscription to the

publications

bing offer
dresses.

may

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.,

Belfast, Maine.

)

pjifas*

7.

Statistics.

Vital

:

a

To Mr. and Mrs.

8.

ningham,

record of vital sta-

the

13.

t> during 191C with a
tuber exceeding any

|
;

f'

To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ii.

son

daughter.
To Mr. and Mrs.

Langley

J.

daughter.

Hoag,

14. To Mr. and Mrs. Delbert J. Rolferson, a son.
18. To Mr. and Mrs. Frederick L.

i\.\Ti ARY.
BORN.

Braley,

Mrs. Estin

Boardman,

Aldus,

Mrs. Raymond
!

a

14.

history:

daughter.

To Mr. and Mrs. George E. Little-

field,
a

a

Grant,

a

t

a

l

Mrs. James Turner, a

j

Mrs. Fred F. Wash-

NOVEMBER.

Rae,
Cook,

To Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Mca

16.

a

a

Mrs. Leslie L. Roler-

daughter.
To Mr. and Mrs. Walter B.

Dutch,

son.

17.

,

To Mr. and Mrs. Armand Spauld-

ing, a daughter.
18. To Mr. and Mrs. Levi F. Goddard,

Mrs. Donald B. Rogers, ;
Is

a

Mrs. Tracy Smith,

son

daughter.
6.

!

Mrs. John W.

a

22.
To Mr. and Mrs. Yeneuse C. Neilson, a son.
22.
To Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Doak,

son.

21.

a

J

To Mr. and Mrs. Fred E.

daughter.
KF ARY.

Trull,

a

DECEMBER.
8.
man,
22.

EEiggins,

Mrs. Arthur

Mrs. Robert B. Gross,

a

To Mr. and Mrs Raymond G. Mosa son.

To Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

Bahrt,

a

son.

Mank,

Mrs. l.auriston

MARRIED
Mrs EEorace D. ManJANUARY
Mrs. L. W.

Robbins,

a

Jacobs,

a

Ernest R. McLaughlin of Stockton
Springs and Hattie H. Dyer.
2.
Rayvaughn B. Pierce and Patience
L. Dunbar.
9. Lewis M. Pushor and Jennie Stevens, both of Unity.
19. Delance MacElroy and Virginia
Speed, both of Davidson.
31.
Allen L. Curtis and B. Winnifred
Morris.
FEBRUARY
1.

\RCEi.
Mrs. Wm. L.

Mrs. EEudolph S. SanMrs. Fred
Mrs. C. EE.

Dodge,

Waterman,
Phillips,

Wm.

Mrs.

a

9

Leroy If. Thomas and Vernie Wil-

ley.
Mrs Jere E. Eiayes,

15. In Brooks, Wilbur R. Blodgett of
Belfast and Erma May Barker of Brooks.
17. Arnold E. Ward and Annie L.
Smart, both of Swanville.
18. Alton S. Hatch and Josie Moody.
19. Clyde E. Pettee and Ethel L. M.
Fowler.
20.
Clifton S. Foster and Eudavilla
Cleaves.
24.
Stillman Flood, Jr., and Stella

a

Mrs. Ernest J. Rum-

Achorn,

Mis Walter R.

Mrs. Wm. H. Gray',

a

Mrs. Edwin F. FlanMrs. Ralph U. Russ,

ITaEl,

Mrs. A. J.

a

Daggett.
25.
Raymond Collins of Brunswick
and Alice M. Bailey of Belfast.

a

son.

MARCH

iRlL.
Mrs. John L.

Boynton,

13.

Mrs. Norman A. Read,
Mrs. Robert R. Rey-

8.

Elmer C. I hompson and Mary E.
Bowen, both of Swanville.
13. Wallace A. Johnson of Jackson
and Gladys E. Godding of Brooks.
14. Frank W. MacRae and Ada F.
Curtis.
14.
Donald S. Thayer and Doris L.
Nickerson, both of Swanville.
27.
Robert Edward Hooper and Aurilla
Jackson, both of Readlield.

Burgess,
Eowen,

Mrs, Walter R.

Mrs. James E. West-

Hills,

Mrs. Herbert R,

Ihompson and Amy P.

Sholes.
23.
Roy E. Jackson, Waldo, and Lillian M Flanders, Northport.
27,
Edgar P. Clark and Agnes A. Robbins.
APRIL

Mrs. Austin P. Went-

Mrs. John A.

George C.

Mrs. Walter E. Woods,

MAY

MAY.
•Mrs Lewis H.

Eldridge,

Mrs. Leeman W. RobMrs. Clarence W. HarMrs. Walter C. GorMrs. .loel F.

Preston,

Mrs. Herman O. BeckMrs. John E.

Wright,

Mrs. Chas. R.

a

Decrow,

.11NE.
Mrs. Samuel B.

Cohen,

Mrs. Clyde G. Moody,
Mrs. Ernest S.

I.
D. Mitchell Sylvester and Harriet
J. Martin.
II.
Clifford J. Crouse of Presque Isle
and Clvtie McKinnon.
13. In Pittsfield, Vernard C. Hall and
Alice R< ad v, both of Belfast.
18. In Camden, Seth B. Pomeroy and
Blanche Vantour, both of Belfast.
18. Herman L. Perkins and Stella L.
Hamilton.
21.
Ronald Dakin and Cora Harriman,
both of Stockton Springs.
25.
In Searsport, Russell H. Harvey
and Anne E. Moore.
25.
Samuel Harvey and Elizabeth N.
Cobb, both of Swanville.
I
27.
Dana B. Southworth and Hazel M.
Doak.
30.
Elmer F. W'aning of Newcastle
and Edna M. Godding of Brooks.

j

j

Mer- ;

JUNE
1.

George L. Ford and Viola Dean.
John M. Brown and Emma I. Flood.
In East Rochester, N. H., Byron A.
9.
Bragg of Belfast and Rose H. Rector of
Friendship, Me.
16. Geo. F. Mayhew and Nellie R.
Beckwith.
29.
Clifford L. Beckwith and Glenyse
I.. Myrick.
JULY
8.

Mrs. Rufus J. Mayo,

if, to Mr. and
n,

a

Mrs.

a son.

rs.

John

H.McAuliffe,

Mrs. John H.

Canning,

'rs Pearlie C.

Haynes,

1! I.Y.
.'Mrs. Clifton J.
Mrs

Crouse,

Eugene R. Spear,

Mrs. Vernard C.

Hall,

Mrs. Edward BrasseyMrs. Walter E.

Nash,

Mrs. Fred M. Black,

a

GUST.
Mrs. James C. RobertMrs. Robert

I

Holt,

Mrs. John Moses,
Mrs.

a

AUGCS 1
a

Harry W. Roberts,

Mrs. Morris L. Slugg,
Mrs.

Marteil E.

I Mrs. Frank H.

;

Ellis,

Hall,

a

MEMBER.

1

<1 Mrs. Willard S. Whit-

l

j!':'

»
t

Mrs. Alvin S.

Gray,

Mrs. Galvin F.

Pilley,

'i

Mrs. Charles E. Gil-

■I Mrs. John E.

Grindle,

Mrs. Vivian D. SylMrs. Samuel W. Dull

T

Mrs. Charles E.
M Mrs. Harry W.

Brown,
Brown,

OCTOBER.
Mrs. Ralph H. Herrick,
■

3. Calvin Woyry and Florence Dunbar.
3.
Michael Blair and Alice M. Bowen.
6. In Hartford, Ct., Chellis H. Michaels of Belfast and Alice O. Moran of
Lakeport, N. Y.
8.
Wm. C. Patterson of Waldo and
Evelyn M. Larrabee or Monroe.
8.
Edward Albert of Millinocket and
Della Thayer of Belfast.
10. In Portland, Arthur J. Lawn of
Watertown, Mass., and Jessie Floyd of
Belfast.
10. Geo. S. Sargent and Nettie G.
Whittum, both of Searsport.
13. Richard W. Stephenson and Olive
Ruby Fairbrother.
22.
Geo. E. Peavey and Hannah E.
Curtis, both of Monroe.
30. Oscar J. Tweedie and Florence L.
Hogan, both of Thorndike.

3. Chas. B. Clark of North New Portland and Blanche E. Jeuneys.
7.
Richard E. Shaw and Marian Hazeltine.
9.
Austin J. Eernald and Hazel E.
Ramsdell.
10. Charles F.
and Nellie
Walker
Cousens.
17. Wm. M. Greenlaw and Gladys
Bradford.
15. George H. Gray and Dencie _E.
Clark.
18. Noah Peary of Boston and Bertha
Robinson of Portsmouth, N. H.
24.
Charles W. Carter and Hazel M.
Fowles.
24.
Samuel P. Aldus and Emma E.
Roierson.
SEPTEMBER
2.
Chas. A. Mofsesian of Haverhill,
Mass,, and Harriet B. Boynton of Liberty.
3. Jas. H. McGuire and Alice M. Payson.

3
Donald L. Wadlin and Katherine G.
Marriner.
5
Roy A. Hopkins and Frances K.
West.
10. In Greenville, John R. Williams
of Lily Bay and Annie M. Coombs of
Belfast.
21.
Millard F. Brown and Doris M.

Cunningham.

Feel Better
l,,0l better after
many weeks of depression, languor, backache
appetite, and such miserable nights. In many cases these symp
m

wrong eating and neglect of the daily aetiou of
can readily prove this
by*trying the genuine
Medicine. Take a teaspoonful in a glass of wa-

ou
1
1

:

s

b'-fore breakfast, and a smaller amount after meals,
'Tossed. Eat slowly of plain food, drink sparingly
an'l tea, more water at bed-time with a little L.F.
b.mo. You will feel better in a day or two and in
"

4

M

^tr„0
i

,,

'1

"‘mderfidly improved. Buy today
dealer,
made
by the L. h. Jlcdicine Co., Portland, Me,
of your

27 years.
9. Fannie Mae Bridges, aged
I month and 9 days.
15. George Porter Cottrell, aged 62
years and 18 days.
71 years, 11
18. Ruel W. Rogers, aged
months and 28 days.
18. Rufus P. Hills, Jr., aged 64 years,
6 months and 18 days.
22.
Mary H. Small, aged 80 years, 10
months and 5 days.
Nellie L. Flagg, aged 31 years, 4
24.
I
months and 22 days.
William H. Staples, aged 66 years.
25.

Ask Gran’ma, She Knows!

Ralph H. Cunof

Our grandmothers know that millions

people,

children and adults, have
worms, either in the stomach or bowels.
This trouble is just as frequent now as it
ever was but
people don’t know it. Ask
Grandma—she knows!
A Roxbury, Mass., Grandmother writes
to Dr. J F. True &
Co., Auburn, Maine,
saying: “1 have always used your Dr.
True’s Elixir for my children and they
are all healthy and well
today.
“I Put great faith in your medicine and
one of my children was
dying. The doctor said she cculd not live until
morning
and I ran out to the
drug store, got a bottle of True’s
Elixir, was so excited I gave
her the half of the bottle at once and at
night 1 gave her the other half. I thought
it s either kill or cure for the doctor
says
she is dying
anyway, but she did not die.
She went to sleep, the first
for
a
sleep
week, and the next morning she passed
two worms, red in
color, six inches long.
1 he doctor came to see if she was
dead,
but he ran out
pretty quick as she was
sitting in her chair eating a bowl of oatmeal and milk. That was
twenty-four
years ago and now she has a baby girl of
her own, seven months
old, who is also
using the Elixir.”
lake Dr. True’s Elixir—give it to your
children—The Great Family Laxative and

2 months and 13 days.
13
Franklin King, aged 29 years.
13. Llewellyn W. Gray, aged 62 years,
3 months and 12 days.
14. Florence E. Grant, aged 21 years,
6 months an i 14 days.
15. Frank G. Mixer, aged 64 years, 9
months and 22 days.
15. Andrew William Johnson, aged
41 years, 8 months and 21 days.
16. Emma J. Snyder, aged 54 years, 9
months and 11 days.
16. Carl M. Hart, aged 29 years, 9
months and 14 days.
17. Raymond H. Mendall, aged 19
years, 5 months and 17 days.
17. Edna L. Roberts, aged 32 years,
11 months and 25 days.
18. In Augusta, Fred A. Mathews, aged
*
63 years.
19. Jes8%Alfred King, aged 6 years, 9
months and 14 days.
19. Mary M. Harvey, aged 40 years, 6
months.
23.
Louisa E. Staples, aged 19 years, 2
months and 22 days.
24.
Frederick L. Boardman, aged 48
years, 4 months and 14 days.
30.
Plummer W. Lewis, aged 57 years.
30.
Edward H. Annis, aged 30 years, 7
months and 19 days.
30.
Cecil Worcester, aged 16 years, 6
months and 21 days.

|
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SEPTEMBER.
4. Emma N. Page, aged 71 years, 3
months and 1 day.
14. Cyrus T. Hubbard, aged 72 years,
9 months and 16 days.
16. William F. Culligan, aged 24 years,
II mouths and42 days.
17. Susan E. Burgin, aged 45 years,
1 month and 16 days.
18. Nellie F. Bryant, aged 40 years,
2 months and 10 days.
Elmer B. Simpson, aged 32 years,
21.
10 months and 16 days. >,
At Camp Devens, Charles E. Rol23.
and 14 days.
erson, aged 26 years, 1 month
Edward H. Bates, aged 77 years,
27.
5 months and 1 day.

OCTOBER.

2. George A. Carson, aged 66 years, 5
months and 29 days.
Worm Expeller.
2. Verna H. Thomas, aged 19 years, 4
months and 15 days.
4.
Samuel N. Rackliff, aged 69 years,
UCTOBER
2 months and 5 days.
5.
Maurice H. Higgins of Thorndike I
5. Carrie E. Gilmore, aged 52 years,
and Viola E. Berry of Unity.
1 months and 29 days.
7. John W. Harvey and Inez Phinney.
5. National Soldiers Home, Alexander
7. In Unity, Milton Cabot Stephenson
D. Smalley, aged 70 years, 10 months
and Velma Pearl Stitham.
and 3 days.
13.
Edward M. Corliss of Portsmouth,
5. New Bedford, Mass., James F. Dunr
N. H., and Alice E. Simmons of Belfast.
ton, aged 29 years, 11 months and 26 days.
19.
Irving E. Poland and Thirza 1.
6.
Agnes M. Gray, aged 33 years, 4
Whitcomb, both of Waldo.
months and 3 days.
5. Charles W. Hamilton, 39 years, 4
NOVEMBER
months and 22 days.
5. Henry F. Hebert and Helen Brazier,
7
Bar Harbor, Linnie L. Holmes,
both of Fitchburg Mass.
iged 50 years, 4 months and 22 days.
10. George L. MacKenzie and Myrtle
7. Celia M. Ellis, aged 33 years, 11
M. Gurney.
months and 20 days.
16.
Maurice E. Hall of Brooks and
8. Helen A. Carter, aged 80 years, 4
Mildred L. Redman of Bucksport.
months and 18 days.
27.
Mervyn A. Perry ano Katherine
8. Harriet L. Stephenson, aged 80
Newcomb.
20.
Michael J. Kelley of Brewer and ^ears, 5 months and 25 days.
Grover C. Dunton, aged 31 years,
9
Lucy Ellen Keating.
) months and 6 days.
DECEMBER
11. Oscar H. Stiles, aged 29 years, 10
21.
Charles H. Gullifer and Margaret
months and 1 day.
Clark Logan.
12. Robert P. Johnson, aged 19 years,
21.
Luther Earl Roberts of Belfast and ind 4 months.
12. Minnie M. Aldus, aged 1 year, 1
Georgia Augusta Small of Sandypoint.
21.
In Bath, Charles M Welch and
month and 4 days.
Gertrude M. Raleigh, both of Belfast.
12. Mary G. Whitmore, aged 85 years,
24.
George D Paige and Gertrude

NOVEMBER.
1. Hattie A. Harriman, aged 27 years,
6 months and 14 days.
4. Joseph E. Rolerson, aged 21 years,
11 months and 20 days.
7. Albina M. Dunbar, aged 70 years,
6 months and 2 days.
9.
Lydia E. Smith, aged 34 years, 8
months and 22 days.
10. Paul H. Hamilton, aged 24 years,
7 months and 12 days.
14
A. Leslie Abbott, aged 35 years, 5
months and 7 days.
19. Milton F. Goddard, 1 day.
'22. Henry M. Bennett, aged 73 years,
1 month and 4 days.
Fannie L. Jones, aged 67 years, 3
26.
months and 12 days.

j

DECEMBER.
3. Florence M. Kimball, aged 33 years,
and
8
3 months
days.
10. Raymond G. Mosman, aged 29
and
4
months.
years
16. Elijah S. Shuman, aged 70 years,
8 months and 11 days.
17. In Bangor, Frank G. Roberts, aged
28 years, 3 months and 15 days.
26.
William J. Heal, aged 72 years.

MORE ATTENTION HENCESo many of the aches and pains
FORTH WILL BE GIVEN
of the female sex can be traced diTO THE HEALTH
rectly to catarrh and catarrhal conditions, that thousands of women
Mrs. Albert Huet Recites Her Ex- have found Peruna just what they
needed.
perience for Benefit of Others.
Peruna is for catarrh and catarrhal conditions in any organ or any
part of the body. Whether it be
catarrh of the Stomach, bowels, or
other organs, Peruna is just as effective as for catarrh of the head
and throat.
It is by encouraging a rich, pure
blood supply to all parts of the
body that Peruna allays the inflammation and congestion, and
produces health in the mucous linThis remedy,
ings everywhere.
which for forty-five years has been
the standard treatment for catarrh
in all its forms, regulates the digestive organs and helps eliminate
the wastes and poisons resulting
from catarrhal conditions.
This
foetid matter may frequently find
lodgment in the system and then
do irreparable harm.
The experience of Mrs. Albert
Huet of 2G4 Hackmatack 3t., South
Manchester, Conn., is an indication
of the great good which Peruna is
accomplishing for the sex. She
writes:
“I had catarrh of the
MRS. ALBERT HUET
stomach, bowels and liver. I sought
a
cure everywhere but sad to say
Thousands upon thousands of
girls and women, who willingly was finally obliged to take my bed.
and enthusiastically picked up the I wish you could understand my
industrial burdens which the men feeling toward your Life-saver, Pelaid down to go to war, found them- runa. I have taken Peruna and toselves physically unfit. It has been day can say, Thank God for a good
Thanks to
discovered that one of the greatest stomach and appetite.
destroyers of woman’s health is ca- Peruna once more. I work in a
mill and at home.
tarrh.
Sometimes I
Catarrh in some form, not nec- work at night. I find myself getessarily of the head, but in any or- ting stronger all the time.”
Mrs. Huet gained in weight from
gan or part, has slowly and subtly
undermined the general health. Ca- 96 to 120 pounds.
tarrh will attack the mucous memSuch a story carries a message
branes in any part of the body and of hope and happiness to every
the person even mildly afflicted person, man or woman, suffering
with the disease is seriously han- from catarrh.
Peruna is sold everywhere.
dicapped.
I

PRESTON’S

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

Livery, Boarding and Transient Stable.

DEATHS

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN: STREET.

JANUARY

Bekhams Pills

6. Harriet Danforth, aged 76 years and
1 month.
16. James H. Stinson, aged 69 years
and 10 months.
18. Earl Phillips, aged 24 years.
23.
Marian E. Moody, aged 68 years
and 4 months.
26.
John Sanborn, aged 68 years, 6
months and 16 days.
28.
Martin S. Gray, aged 72 years, 6
months and 28 days.
28.
In Augusta, Warren, Wdiittaker,
aged 65 years.

Constipation is the arch-enemy of health.
Conquer this enemy and you rout a whole army
of physical foes, including indigestion, biliousness,
sick headache, sleeplessness and nervous dyspepBeecham’s Pills have been a w'orld-favorite
laxative for over sixty years. They go straight to
the cause of many ills and remove it. They act
promptly, pleasantly and surely. Contain no
These time-tested pills
habit-forming drug.
stimulate the liver and
the
stomach,
strengthen

sia.

FEBRUARY
1. Elizabeth A. Knowlton, aged 88
years, 2 months and 2 days.
6. James H. Clark, aged 81 years and

day.

6.
Iva I,. Patterson, aged 5 years and
20 days
7.
Kate I. Webber, aged 38 years, 6
months and 13 days.
7. John G. Farr, aged 78 years.
8.
Mary E. Thomas, aged 73 years.
8. Susan B. Cunningham, aged 74
years, 6 months and 12 days.
10. Amanda I. Vaughan, aged 61 years,
3 months and 18 days.
23.
Sarah B. Johnson, aged 68 years.
27.
Lucy A. Robbins, aged 68 years, 6
months and 25 days.
27.
Cordelia Brown, aged 76 years, 4
months and 10 days.

Greatly Benefitted by the War

Children Cry

Hubbard.

1

WpMEN OF AMERICA

1

Relieve

Constipation
Directions of Special Value to Women are with Every Box.
Sold by druggists throughout the world. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

Stricken Armenia.

within a short time. Wheat was plentiful in a district not far away, hut there
were no facilities for transporting it to
tlie starving sufferers.
For this reason the committee lias
purchased the 20U trucks from the
American Government, and plans to
buy more from the British Army,
which, though impeded by the necessities of military operations, lias greatly
aided the distress in the Near East.

States
United
The
Government,
which is aiding in every way the work
of the American Committee for Relief
in the Near East (formerly the Armenian aril Syrian llelief Committee), !
has just given out the information tlmt I
it will turn over to the committee for 1
a nominal sum fifteen American Army
hospitals in France and two hundred j

As a consequence of malnutrition,
sickness is rife in many communities
throughout the Near East. Diseases
which the people could resist if they
were adequately nourished have taken
root throughout all this territory on
account of the wasted bodies of the
whole population.
Representatives of
the committee report that aside from
starvation the sanitary conditions are
revolting and that children go un-

UNITED STATES SELLS
200 MOTOR TRUCKS
Fifteen Hospitals Will Be Sent to
i

.'VI IVil.

3. Harriet A. Dean, aged 61 years, 10
months and 17 days.
4.
Raymond M. Nickerson, aged 23
years.
5. Henry P. Richards, aged 60 years,
11 months and 28 days.
5. Irena Bass, aged 89 years, 8 months
and 12 days.
8. Frank E. Wiley, aged 66 years, 6
months and 17 days.
10. Harriet L. Brown, aged 73 years, 2
months and 23 days.
13. Lizzie A. Bassick, aged 73 years,
II months and 4 days.
16.
Helen S. Crosby, aged 68 years, 2
months and 20 days.
16. Gertrude L. Creasey, aged 26 years
and 6 months.
18 John S. Gilmore, aged 84 years.
20.
Nathaniel Edgar Wiggin, aged 66
years, 2 months and 3 days.
26.
Fitz W. Patterson, aged 73 years,
10 months and 26 days.

JUNE
8.
Alonzo Heath, aged 69 years, 7
months and 18 days
10. Helen E. Dodge, aged 1 year, 11
months and 19 days.
15
Rose Harper, aged 69 years, 2
months and 19 days.
17. Charles A. Merchant, aged 6 days.
Verena A.
25.
Townsend, aged 71
years and 24 days.
Almeda Whitcomb, aged 69 years,
26.
9 months and 26 days.
Peter F. Welch, aged 82 years, fi
26.
months and 26 days.
29.
Mary E. Richards, aged 8 years
and 21 days.

JULY
Vesta E. Woodbury, aged 48 years<
4.
5 months and 8 days.
14. Arietta Myrick, aged 68 years, 9
months and 16 days.
28.
Florence P. Mellen, aged 17 years,
7 months and 18 days.
29.
Arvilla Sylvester, aged 75 years.

AUGUST
8. Levi P. Seekius, aged 72 years, 8
months and \Z days.

Careful drivers if desired

Telephone—stable. 18-2; house, 18 3.
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor..

Collector’s Notice of Sale.
on land situated in the Town of
Prospect, in the County of Waldo, fo
the year 1918.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of
Prospect, for the year 1918, committed to me for collection, for said town, on the
27th day of July, 1918, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said
taxes,
interest and charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate as is sufficient
to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will ft sold at public
auction at School House in District No. 3, (so-called) in said town, (the same being
the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of said town was held'on
the first Monday of February, at nine o’clock a. m.
Name of
No. of
Description of
Tax on
Owners
Real Estate
Acres
Value Real Estate
Heirs of S. J. Ward. North by land of Ira Ward, east by
land of J. II. Brown, south by land of
heirs of N. L. Littlefield and O. B.
Gray.48 $144.00
West by*land of M. F. Donever;
house $75, barn $25.
100.00
$7.81
John B. Cookson.
Nortn by land of B. and A. R. R
east by land of B. and A, R. R.,
south by land of B. and A R. R., 1-2
10.00
west by land of b. and A. R. R.;
Barn $50, hen house $30
80.00
2,56
North by land of Elvira Harriman,
Evelyn Harrison.
east by Penobscot River, south by
land of Foster Ginn,
2fi
56.00
west by land of W. D. Harriman;
house $350, barn $125, C. H. $25
500.00
22.72
Heirsof F.F.HarriNorth by land of W. Poolor, south
man.
by land of F. J. Cowls, west by land
of W. D. Harriman.
28
140.00
east by town road; house $300, barn
$100 ..
400 00
17.28
Lula H. Bowley.
North by land of Evelyn Harrison,
east by Penobscot River, south by
land of E. J. Huntley,
3-4
20.00
west by road; store $150, 2 store
houses $150, house $500, wharf $50,
850.00
27.84

Unpaid taxes

....

....

Prospect,

WILLIAM S. KILLMAN,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of Prospect for the year 1918.
December 18, 1918.
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BE CAHEFUL AFTER FEVER,
COLD OR GRIP
Many

Fatal Cases of

Kidney

Trouble Can

be Traced to Some Infectious Disease.

Colds,

fevers and infectious diseases
often leave the Kidneys weak. So
little attention is given the condition of
the kidneys during recovery from the
original trouble that a severe attack of
kidney disease often follows. Here’s how
it happens. The kidneys are worked hard
enough in healthy times. They have to
In any germ disease the
filter the blood.
blood is loaded with extra poisons made
disease
the
germs. This overwork
by
tends to weaken the kidneys. Afier colds,

sjuarries
Factory
Locations

Sites, Farms,Sites

Mill

for Summer Hotels

very

grip, scarletfever, typhoid, measles, pneumonia: diphtheria, tonsilitis or chicken
pox, watch for backache and urinary disorders, and promptly use Doan’s Kidney
Belfast people have found Doan’s
Pills.
reliable in many forms of kidney trouble.

MAY
4.
Dora E. Randlett, aged 67 years, 4
months and 27 days.
7.
George T. Osborne, aged 80 years,
3 months and 12 days.
Wm. W. Carter, aged 74 years.
9.
10. Fannie E Sylvester, aged 82 years.
16,
Mary E. Smalley, aged 69 years, 8
months and 5 days.
19.
Susan I. Mahoney, aged 95 years
and 25 days.
22. Charles A. McIntosh, aged 65 years,
7 months and 16 days.
23.
Calvin A. Hubbard, aged 70 years,
8 months and 7 days.

Tour patronage is solicited.

....

MARCH
3.
Florence Winslow Shaw, aged 27
years, 3 months and 16 days.
6.
Wallace P. White, aged 79 years
and 8 months.
12.
Eliza Bennett, aged 72 years, 6
months and 22 days.
William Alonzo Bennett, aged 67
13.
years, 10 months and 17 days.
16. Martha Ellen Keating, aged 81
years, 5 months and 2 days.
19. Mildred F. Thomas, aged 24 years,
7 months and 10 dayB.
19.
Ruth Phillips, aged 15 day's.
21.
Rebecca Phillips, aged 17 days.
30.
Edith S. Walker, aged 19 years, 1
month and 10 days.
El zabeth B. Brackett, aged 66
30.
years.

I have single and double hitches, buckboards, etc.

Here

is

a

rseitast

woman s

and

LOCATED ON THE LINE Oh Tbt

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity
make
in

!
j

motor trucks, no longer needed since
the signing of the armistice.
Each of these hospitals contains 100
beds and complete equipment except
for kitchen utensils. The buildings in
which these hospitals will he housed
in the Near East have been erected.
With the hospital equipment the committee will purchase large quantities of
medical supplies which have bet-u
stored in France to safeguard the
These
health of American soldiers.
supplies will be rushed to the Near
East from a French port.
Careful surveys of the situation in
the Near East indicate that lack of
transportation facilities is the chief
cause of famine. There is food enough
to keep the inhabitants from starving,
but it cannot be distributed to supply
628,000 square miles of country. There
Conseare only 80 miles of railroad.
quently there Is plenty of food in some
sections of the country where food is
grown, but great distress in those
which are not self-supporting. In the
cities especially there is great need.
On one occasion wheat became so
scarce in a community In Persia that
the price Increased 1,200 per cent.

bathed for indefinite periods on account of the scarcity of soap and that
the population is ridden with sores.

Every
come

day

moving appeals
front distressed Armenia, Syria,
more

Persia and the Itussian Caucasus.
Tens of thousands of people are as
gaunt and hungry as .those gathered
around the dead horse in the accomMany have been
panying picture.
without food for days. An Associated
Press dispatch from Salonika of recent date (December 16) reports that
of the 2,000,000 Armenians deported
by the Turks only 400,000 survived
and that not more than one-fourth of
the present Armenian population can
survive until the next harvest without
outside help.
Distressing as seem these reports,
it is encouraging to know that even
causes of advanced emaciation, such
as are shown in this illustration, readily respond to treatment. With food
and medical care millions can be made
Thirty million
strong and healthy.
dollars, the sum to be sought In the
January 12 to 19 drive, will help save
4,000,000 lives. Considered only as an
Investment, it should be worth while.

change

Price 60c. at aii dealers.
Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Mrs. CunPills—the
same
that
Kidney
ningham had. Foster-Milburn Co.,Mfgrs.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

desiring

those

to

in location for

a

new

to

ft art

life.

Water I'owtr

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

says:

Could any scene be more repulsive to welt fed Americans. These weary travelers, driven miles from their homes, are happy to get a share of a dead
animal's flesh.

a

experience:

Mrs. C. C. Cunningham, 37 Court St.,
“Last winter I was taken with
grip and after I recovered I noticed my
kidneys were disordered. My back ached
and I got so bad I couldn’teven dress myself and many days I had to let my houseworK go undone.
Dizzy spejls came over
me and I was obliged to lie down, as it
1
seemed to blind me for the time being,
was very miserable and went to Bank’s
and
Doan’s
Pills.
Store
got
Kidney
Drug
Three weeks’ use of this medicine rid me
of kidney trouble entirely and 1 am now
in the best of health.”

Camps

Good

Farming

Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications
are

invited

when

and

regarding locatii

will

addressed to any

MAINE

CFNTFAL,

rf

receive attention!

or

agent

of

the

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

For

Sale

HOME EMPLOYMENT

Low price second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

BRAIDING rugs for us is pleasant, easy
well-paid work. For particulars, addres

E. H BOYINQTON

PHELPS & PINKHAM, Inc.,
302 Anderson St., Portland, Me.
14wl8

OF THE

FOR SALE
Household Furniture
Including chamber sets, tables, etc.,

Eye Sight Specialist

etc.

Apply at

9 COMMERCIAL STREET, BELFAST

BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.
44 South Main Street,

Wintetport, Maine,
OFFICE DAYS—MONDAYS

end TUESDAY
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despatch from Washington states
that the Government will keep faith with
the wheat growers and that they will receive the price for the crop of 1919 as
A

Government

s
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WHbAT.

The

ta

wa

Union

Terms.
square, one
for one week
In
lentir n <’> luni:i. 0
insertion.
find 35 cents iur each subsequent
In advance. $200 a
'('Bscmn'i in' Terms
50 cents for three
year $1.00 f- rt»;x months;
m >ntha.
’.overusing

promised.

r*

MS®

take

will

the wheat at the lixed price and will sell
it at the market price, and it is estimated
that the loss will be 5200,000,000. The
fixing of prices in time of peace is indefensible, but owing to the war and the

shortage of food it became absolutely
stimulate

o

necessary

Tim

production.

and

encourage

guaranteed price

did

that fair minded perthat m dealing with this
ns concede
rt of the food problem the President
For a few months we
I is acted wisely
were on what seemed to be short flour
ratioiMb, but the price did not soar out of
this and

be!ie\

we

a.v

rn

NVwsp.iper

Un|Q^p
have

.sight., and at the same time the farmers
received about two and one-fifth times as
much per bushel for wheat as they had

j

j

j
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its most valued am. esteemed members.
Resolved, That while our hearts are
died yvith soriow and sympathy for the
aereaved husband and son, we musi acknowledge the wisdom of Him who doeth
all things well.
Resolved, That the Grange extend its
true and heartfelt sympathy to the famJy of the deceased.
Resolved. That in respect to Sister
Niokiess' memory our charter be draped
for thirty days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions he placed upon our records, one sent
to the family and lo the local paper for

The Red Cross met

Wednesday

with

Mr E. L.

VIVIAN MARTIN
in Her
Country first'

Toner, Supt.

of

schools,

was

in town Thursday.
Miss Ora Morton was

a

business caller

the old institution

in Belfast recently.

N7 CjfkuamountQiictuit

By guardian angels lead
Safe from temptation, safe from

sin’s

pollution,
She lives, whom

we

called dead.

We will be patient and assuage the feeling
We may not wholly stay
By silence sanctifying not concealing
The grief that must have way.
Committee
i
Inez Bellows,
on
Susie Downes,
Bertha Bryant, I Resolutions.
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, Dec. 28, 1918.

AFTER INFLUENZA
Fevers, and Other BloodPoisoning, Prostrating Diseases,

The Grip,

The best

course

of restorative treat-

ment, purifying the blood, strengthening the nerves, stimulating the
liver, is:

Hood's Sarsaparilla, the standard
blood purifier, before eating,
Peptiron, a real iron tonic (chocolated pills), after eating,
Hood's Pills (cathartic, mild and
effective) as needed.
These three great medicines make
convalescence real, rapid and perfect. They are also of service in the
prevention of disease and the preservation of health. They form Hood’s
Triple Combination Treatment.
Each is good alone; all are good
together. Get them today.

“Never leave shirt or coat unbuttoned
at the throat.” But unier this rule an
amendment is written in pencil, “just a
little way, being feminine.”
The story was written by Mary Roberts Rinehart, most famous of American
women writers, and gives charming Vivian Martin just the sort of role that is
suited to her buoyant personality. It will
be shown next Saturday.
A Pathe News and a Pathe Comedy
will comprise a bill that will entice the
entire family.

Miss Hattie Jones of Brooks spent last
week with Miss Merl Wright.

Tobacco Co.

who

ness

Comfort of Body
Many children and
j are
constant

Brady, Monday.

The introduction of Jane Eyre, best beloved of all fiction heroines to the screen,
in the Select Star Series photodrama
“Woman and Wife,” Monday starring
Alice Brady, is a notable event which
has been awaited with the keenest interThis masterpiece, by Charlotte
est.
Bronte, has made Jane Eyre a household
world; and sharing in her popularity is
the unfortunate Rochester whom she
loved so devotedly.
This world-famous novel enjoys a
doubly-high reputation, for seldom is a
classic hailed by generation after generation with such love and interest by readers of both sexes, of all ages, and in af
“Jane Eyre” has been translatec
lands.
into a score of tongues and in each ol
them the book easily holds its own as
favorite of favorites.
It is a tale of a girl’s boundless couragi
and sweet optimism in the face of thi
many difficulties which beset her path
parallel with her story is the struggle of :
virile personality, Edward Rochester
whom dark clouds likewise overshadow
:
but their paths meet and after still furthe:
misfortunes, the denouement brings then

adults

sufferers from cold
hands and feet and are acutely
susceptible to every chill and
sudden climatic change. There
is definite help in

scorn
EMULSION
which furnishes fuel

to

warm

the body, helps make pure,
red blood and maintain the system
in

a state

of

robustness,

so

that

the buffeting winds or the sudden
| chill of evening are enjoyed rather
than feared. For comfort of

body

and

bouyant health,

take Scott's Emulsion.
Scott a Bowse, BloomficM,N. J.
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the

churches

represented

at

i

Private Corrigan (in dugout, looking up from letter)—It’s from me little niece in Cork, Jawn, an’ she says
she do be sindin’ me a pair lv mllitury
brushes.
Now, what th’ dlvil are
them?
Private Costigan (grinning)—Hoot,
mon I Sure, they do be thlm things the
braw highlanders wear danglin’ in
front lv their kilties.—Buffalo ICxpress.
Unwelcome Informant.
"Do you think children should be
told there Is no Santa Claus?”
“Not In my home,” replied Mr. Meekton. “I ventured to advance the myth
theory and they gave me such an argument that I wish I had known
enough to keep quiet.”

P. A. for

some

particular

smol

every where

t

n

we

For ourselves, we hope lo win success in our particular business
exchange for the kind of effort that de selves success

Perhaps you never considered that a public utili.u company that
to increase its business MUSI try hard to please r
anxious
is
customers.
I HE MORE ENERGETICALL Y A COMPANY WORKS I 01
NEW BUSINESS, 11IE MORE PAINSTAKING MUsI HE Till
EFFORT 10 RENDER GOOD SERVICE.
It is human lo fall short of the goal set by ambition: it is dis
heartening to fail occasionally when we want to please the most, h
the long run, however, conscientious effort wins its own reward and
honest recognition.
that we shall do our be t to maintain your
we are just beginning.
the
in
year
good opinion
We

can

assure y?u

PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC C
TRANSFERS IN REAL

|

FREEDOM.

ESTATE.

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 6, 1919.

Mrs. J. W. Plummer
on

in Waterville

business, Jan. 2nd.

Henry Wilson, Fairlield, to Charles E.
Bicknell, Rockland; land and buildings in

guest of Mrs. Annie March.

Waldo.

with influenza, is convalescent.

Seth Banton, who has been

Upham, Lincolnville, to
Camden; land and
buildings in Lincolnville.
Kate L. Sherman, Belfast, to Elmer A
Sherman, do.; land and buildings in BelEdward

F.

F.

Cobb, Searsmont,

Knight, do.;

land

and

L.

Willetts, Bangor;

Mrs. Ella Darn-

Mr. Walter Bessy,
from the scaffold of h
of eight feet, into the 1
his head quite badly,
Small was calico

Mr. George Nickless has been drawn as
one of the jurymen for the January term

by taking several sti
nicely at this writing

Orrie Worth, preceptress at the Acadehas resigned on account of the sick-

my,

ness

of her mother.

Mrs. Harry Kenny and children from
Burnham visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Vose, the past week
Madison Banton, who a short time ago
was commissioned First Lieutenant, has
just received his commission as Captain.

to Blanche

land and buildings in

Mrs. Hattie Wiggin and her sister Minnie have returned to Bath, after passing
the holidays in their home here in the

Pearson, Morrill, to James
Rams, Utah; land in Montville. village.
The Waldo County Herald Pub. Co.,
Miss Hazel Sparrow,
Belfast, to John L. Dow, do.; land and
Thomas N.

! Williams,

who is teaching in
Sanford, was in the village with her
aunt, Flo Farnuin, calling on friends
January 1st.

buildings in Belfast.

Mahoney, Northport, to Mary
Mass.; land and build-

B. Smith, Andover,
ings in Northport.

Captain Loren Stewart is passing his

Clifton A.

Snell, Malden, Mass., to furlough with his mother, Olive Stewart,
Harry Hulley, Stockton Springs; land at the home of his grandparents, Mr. and
and buildings in Stockton Springs.

sister,

l'r.

Mrs. Fannie A. Small from Waterville
her mother,

Burnham.

Annie E.

Bryant and Mrs. Brya:
there to Springfield, V

Mr. William Sibley from lopsham is
the guest of his sister, Mrs. D. W. Dodge

passed the holidays with
Susan J. Flye.

to Timothy
buildings in

Burnham,

Mrs. James W. Lihb>
Jan. 2nd to visit her

the How of blood and

of court.

Searsmont.
Florence N. Perry,

sick

Dana Banton, who has been working in
Worcester, Mass., has returned home.

ton Springs.
Ebenezer

very

The holidays have passed and the stores

James G. I.agorio, Pittsfield, to Jennie
I.agorio, do.; land in Troy.
James C. Durham et als., Belfast, to
Martin S. Ekguist, et al., do.; land in

j

passing the holidays
Mr. and Mrs. .lames W

had the largest sales for many years.

fast.

i

was

Lieutenant I’hill l,it
have returned to Gal

Mrs. Minnie Lane from Belfast is the

Sarah Louise Dyer,

the

to

Right now wh
good you get otr
pipe or the papei

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston

all concerned.
The Rev. T. Harold Grimshaw, who
j
was to have been present and spoken on
"The Spiritual Interpretation of the Cen- Belfast
1
tenary,” was detained at New Harbor by
Helen M. Patterson, Belfast, now of
the funeral of a parishioner.
to Anne S. Craig,
The Rev. John Carson, pastor of the Lausanne, Switzerland,
Brooksville church, and Rev. A. E. Hoyt ; do.; land in Belfast.
were guests of Rev. and Mrs. Charles W
Hiram J. Ide, Bangor, to Daniel H.
Martin at the parsonage while in the city 1
Perkins, Winterport; land in Winterport.
Thursday and Friday.
Eleanor B. Colcord, Stockton Springs,
Before the Battle,
to Edgar M. Colcord, do.; land in Stock-

}

our ex>.

succeed in promoting your comfort; adding to your con
lenience, helping in your prosperity be sure we will be glad ot i‘

tion,” treating on the details of the organization of local churches to the end
gathering might organize more intelligently and effectively and carry out the
Centenary program, He worked his subject out with the blackboard and diagrams most entertainingly and profitably

buy Prince Albert

so

by
process!

To our customers amt the public we wish prosperity and happidurina 1919 and for many years to come.
If

where a similar group meeting was held
the evening of Dec. 31st, addressed the
company on the subject of “Organiza-

that

all-fired

in 1919

1,000,000

Rev. Arthur E. Hoyt, pasto
of the Methodist Church at Thomaston,

has been sta-

tioned at Fort Williams, has received an
honorable discharge and is visiting his
father, A. B. Curtis.

I

Alice

Curtis,

for

so

We Shall Do Our

The

Following,

Fletcher.
Mr. Frank

“Tithing.”

program calls
tithers in Methodism.

Centenary

One of the amusing situations in “Her
Country First,,” the latest Paramount
Mrs. Ruth Wright was the guest of
j picture starring pretty Vivian Martin, is relatives in Brooks last week.
an incident which deals with the forming
of a Girls’ Aviation Corps.
Mr. George Batchelder of East JackDorothy
Grant, the role played by Miss Martin, is son is reported in very poor health.
the commander of the organization and
Mrs. Fred Edwards spent several days
she draws up a set of rules for the girls
publication.
One of the rules reads:
to abide by.
last week in Belfast with Mrs. A. K?
in that great cloister’s stillness and seclusion

of

you’ll be

can't bite or p. < r

tobacco is sold. Tnvo\
tidy red tins, handsome pound and half pou ~d tin
that classy, practical pound crystal glass hernia
moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such per fee’

Copyright 1919
by K. J Kevnuldf

“Stewardship” in general and more particularly as related to the great Centenary
movement.
Emphasis was laid on the
fact that stewardship embraced more
than money; indeed one’s life as touching
one’s life work; one’s family as touching
one’s responsibility for them, their education and training; and also upon a renewal of stress recently being laid upon

Miss Pearl Ctiase.

cut out

You

j

Mrs. J. H. McKinley is ill at this writ-

Prince Albert!

Quality makes Prince Albert

j

ing.

Men who never
smoke a pipe an
smoked pipes for
to the delight it h

Well,
happy you’ll want to get a photograph of yourself breezing up the
pike with your smokethrottle wide
open! Talk about smoke-sport!

■

JACKSON.

Just between ourselves, you
will wise-up to high-spotsmoke-joy until you can call a pipe
by its first name, then, to hit the
peak of-pleasure you land square
on that two-fisted-man-tobacco,

appealing all along

never

sir,

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
Comes Up Smiling

Whereas, The Silent Reaper has again
.-ntered our Grange and removed from
Andie Nickless, thereis
our Sister,
fore, be it
Resolved, That in the deatli of Sister
Nickless, Dirigo Grange has los. one of

smo

all i
with a jimmy pipe or cigarer
nail some Prince Albert for packing

Centenary.

together

a

ring-in

to their well-deserved happiness.
The Methodist
Alice Brady’s sympathetic jntrepretation of the touching little governess will
obtained on an average for several years.
Photoplays Perfectly Piojected, make even more secure her already es- J A Sub-District meeting of the MethoI s predicted that there will be a bumper Pleasing
the Policy at This Warm, Cozy Play- tablished place in the hearts of Ameri- i <1 st Missionary Centenary was held in
of flour
crop this year and that prices
ca’s tikn audiences.
House.
t ie Belfast Methodist church afternoon
The 5200,000,000
w 11 no! be exorbitant.
and evening, Jan. 2nd. The Centenary
than
less
It
is
loss.
entire
tv ii
not be an
Priscilla Dean, Tuesday
Fred Stone, Thursday
celebrates one hundred years of active
control of
l
“The Two-Soul Woman” which comes
two dollars per capita and the
One of the amusing stunts in “The
pirticipation of the Methodist church in
on Tuesday introduces Priscilla Dean as
if not quite, j
prices will pretty nearly,
Goat,” the Artcraft picture in which a star in her own right. She has waited
missionary activities in foreign fields.
that
Fred Stone makes his first stellar appearilTset that. While we have admitted
long and played many a subordinate role I The object of the Centenary is to arouse
he administration did wisely in fixing ance Thursday, shows where he, as Chuck for this wonderful opportunity which is
the church to the unexampled opportunMcCarthy, a young iron worker, crashes
prices,we contend t hat it was wise because through a boxed set where some bathing offered in the special attraction which
ity for larger achievements in the miswas adapted from Gelett. Burgess’ famous
it was necessary, and J.hat price fixing by girls are working and scares the pet monstory, “The White Cat.”
sionary field, where never before doors
he Government .s not the proper way to key of Bijou Lamour, leading woman, so
It appeared also as a magazine serial
are opening to missionary workers.
that
it
from
her
arms.
escapes
stoj> to “cornering” everything
put
story.
Chuck pursues the monkey when it
The appeal of the Ccn!tpnrv is fourThe Animated Weekly and a Mutt and
,s;,ib is indispensable to our life and climbs out on
some girders and he reaches
fold:
To awaken the church to more
TuesJeff
also
be
cartoon
will
projected
have
it by a curious stunt of walking upside
comfort. Speculators and grafters
day.
definite knowledge of the missionary
the producer and on down on some loops of rope. .Just as he
>i: angle hold on
a
work as a whole; to deepen the spiritual
We believe it to be more reaches the monkey he slips and falls Douglas Fairbanks and Houdini, Wednesday
the consumer.
into a large tank of water wiiere the
life of the church as an organizatioi ; to
immediately important to us that the bathing girls are
disporting. He comes
bring to tire front men and women who
the
of
the
of
people
wholesale robbers
up gasping with friend monkey safely in
will devote their lives to some definite
it
his
than
arms and swims to shore with the
Ini ted Si ales should be stopped,
form of religious life-work; such as minis to ex lend the blessings of democracy leading lady’s pet, where she thanks him
i iter; missionary; Y, M. C. A.; teacher;
effusively.
lo the Hottentots.
I lie picture was directed by Donald
ocial betterment worker; to enlist the
Crisp and some admirable photography
generosity of Methodism for the obtainwas contributed by Henry Kotani.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
A Mack Senuett two reel c omedy “Are
ing of $80,000,000 for gifts to be paid
1 Waitresses
Safe” and the official War
down or over a period of 5 years. Money
VVi.’-reas, the angel of death has again Pictures
complete Thursday’s bill.
to be employed in furthering the work of
riitered our Grange home and removed
from our midst our esteemed Brother,
the Home Missionary Society and of the
Louise Glaum, Friday.
the
service
died
in
William Jackson, who
Foreign Missionary Society.
Louise
known
to
fame
as “The
from
Glaum,
far
home,
,,f Us country
To gain these desired ends the country
Peacock Vampire,” nas cast aside the
Resolved, That Victor Grange has sus- roles
of a seductress forever and in the
has been divided into certain areas each
aine>: a great loss and will sadly mi .sliis
future will be seen in straight dramatic
under the direction and oversight of a
pleasant voice and cheerful smile.
which will enable her to play upon
Resolved, That the Grange extend to parts
Bishop. These areas are again sub-dithe
heart-strings of her audiences. In
the sorrowing family their heartfelt symher latest Paralta Play, “Wedlock,”
vided into smaller sections under the
pathy in this their great hour of sadness
which comes next Friday, she will interdirection of District Superintendents and
and grief.
the
role
of
a
who
conpret
in
young girl
Resolved, That our charter be oraped
ottier assisting workers and the last dithe merciless persecutions of socimourning for 30 days, that a copy of these quers
vision is one by which certain key-men,
ety through the nobleness of her nature.
a
on
our
records,
resolutions he spread
and Miss Glaum’s old admirers who have enpastors in central churches, have direccopy sent to the bereaved family
j
her work in the past will lind in
tion over groups of churches contiguous
•opies s' nt to The Republican Journal joyed
her new role she surpasses her former
Bangor Commercial for publication.
Belfast is sucli a key town
to them.
achievements ai d establishes herself as
J. Warren Skinner,
il He
with it being grouped Searsport, Searsone of the foremost delineators of symBERT R' >8BINS,
pathetic types of the present day.
AnABTC£AFT IW
Bait. 1 ho mas.
mont, Unity, Castine, Brooksville and
Vod-a-Vil, live acts in moving picCommittee on Resolutions.
Optimism, humor, excitement and nov- Camden
a
modtures,
including
tramp
acrobats,
-searsmont, Jan. 1, 1919.1
j ern
are the principal features of Douglas
At this sub-district meeting in the local
Sandow, Manikins, a musical com- elty
i
edy act and novelty gymnasts and the Fairbanks’ new ph toplay, “He Comes church, representatives of the various
fur Heavenly Father in His Animated
Smiling,” which will he presented ;
n as
Weekly will also be shown Up
were invited to he present to
next Wednesday. The farce upon which ; churches
i.ounce wisdom and love Fas seen good Friday.
the picture is based was highly success- hear the details of organization and camservice here to service in
:,, call from
ful on the stage several years ago, but it ! paign for the Centenary discussed by a
(tie higher life, Florence M. Kimball, one
Vivian Martin Saturday.
is said the screen version is even more
,f our public s liool teachers,
team of preachers appointed by Boston
satisfactory to those who like the inResolved, That the death of Miss KimArea Headquarters.
which
of
one
have
been
cur schools the loss
gredients
provided by
ball brines
!
In the afternoon at 2 30 Rev. Mr. AtMr. Fairbanks in this snlendid production.
,f its •dTi.-ient and influential teachers,
The part of Jerry, who is known by the wood of the Searsport Methodist church
whose words and work have been potent j
Knights of the Road as “The Water- addressed the
factors in her chosen calling.
gathering on the “General
melon,” is that of a young man who lias
Resolved, That the members of the j
ambition, hut who is inclined to live a Survey”; employing maps to make plain
board m tins form express their sorrow, I
life of vagabondage.
Lured by the green ! the situation in Mexico, South America,
record their appreciation of her able serwood and an irresistable desire to experivices and usefulness, and extend sympa- i
India, China, Japan, Malaysia, Alaska,
ence new sensations along the broao high-hv i" her family and circle of friends.
Africa, and elsewhere, as touching the
way, Jerry is a character which stands
Resolved, That the secretary be inneeds and opportunities of Methodist
out distinctly as one of Mr. Fairbanks’
structed to place thin copy of til :■ resolumost novel and enjoyable screen charac- Missions in those countries.
It was a
tions on the records of the Board, and
terizations.
send a copy of the same to her Irmily.
very interesting address.
on
in
3rd
Also
Houdini
the
__
Wednesday,
Respectfully submitted,
In the evening at 7.30, the pastor, Rev.
chapter of the “Master Mystery.” Some
t.'-T*.
■}. ichas. s. Bickford,
Charles W. Martin, as a member of the
show.
Don’t miss it!
Chairman Belfast School Committee.
group team, discussed the subject of
Belfast, Dec. 30, 1118.

Colonial Theatre

streak of

you’ll
SAY,
put pep-in-your-smokemotor.

Tin* surrendered German submarines lying at anchor in the harbor of Harwich. L‘ r>*.hg|i oys who returned
3—!' ri
<>f the Ti.
s-^
on the Leviathan showing how the Huns met them with cries of “Kamerad.’*
nry
*
McAdoo congratulating his successor, Carter Glass.
I

|

Mrs. Prescott Rowell.

Food Value

re

Further evidence
a
place in even di
from a recent series
periments by ill. I
1

artment of agricultu

furnished

scientific

!'

which has always la
valuable food, Is very
lized in the body.
In the experiment
erel, butterflsh, sain
were

“Hvl
into
basis of
to young men of
made

served
diet
tites.

us

a

Both the protein an
fish were well utilized
the percentages of pi
Boston mackerel, 93.1
terflsh. 91.9 per cent
salmon
per cent, and
of fat
The

percentages

Boston
found to he:
per cent; butterflsh,
grayflsh, 94.3 per ceiu.
Der cent.

Mr.

r

NEW

and at the University of Maine.

f !PAPER
1919
J STOCK

ces;

35c.

o

|Q.

request.

on

J. JONES
MAINE.

l,

ot Belfast

s

ERTISEMENTS.

pastor of the Methodist church.

ng what the company

vives him.

publishes

heater

a

pro-

be

to the

the

will have

a

a

pair of

to

resident, Mrs. Elmer

from Waldo

lay, evening. All inrt are urged to attend
promised.

Dickey

Monday afternoon,

work

:.ia

T

All

inter-

H. Marshall Circle
very pleasing

the Havener home Tuesday at 2 p. m.,
Rev. Charles W. Martin of the Methodist church officiating.
The remains

officers

re

man-

Patri-

were:

were

-ttie White: Secretary,
:
Guard, Viola Downs;

taken to Searsport for interment.

Mrs. William B.

The paper of the afternoon was by Miss
Caroline White on “The Alliance Man-

■

ual.”

This book is an annual publication
by the women of the Unitarian denomination, setting forth their work on vari-

■

Sergeant;

er

Comrade

ous

Miss

lose
l

conditions

members of Seaside
7

S. L. Shute, Assistant

made

making

the work difficult have

the results much

commend-

more

able.

'id and Charles B. Nor-

McKeen, the two latter
h assistance to the deeral occasions.
About

The handsome new
schooner, Jennie
Flood Kruger, in the Frost Yard, will
probably be launched the last of this
id and the supper was
month if the weather permits work to be
■mbers of the Daughters
carried on as planned.
No date has yet
Red Men’s hall.

Meeting of

the

been set

program made for this event
of unusual interest.
Henry Staples of
this city is in charge of the blacksmith

Belfast

held in the city buildevening. The nominatas

Work, Henry Gardiner

ported the following list
were elected:
President,

charge of six

R.

vice presidents, A.
ftnowlton and Nor-

er, T. Frank Parker. The
were read and accepted.

ported 113

new

two forward houses and the after house

members.

Mr. Prince
practically completed.
from Bangor to instal the
ecount of war conditions electric lights.
When the schooner is
es.
It was planned to ready there will be no
necessity to wait
in February and John R.
for a high course of tide as the water is
ute chairman of the com- of sufficient depth at all times.
The
gements.
yard facilities are among the best on the

attempted but little

■

Castine has

men

Co. of Bath is installing machinery and
Mr. Sampson of Bath is making the
The planking is nearly done, the
spars.

secretary, Capt. Orrin J.

■

of

in the rigging force,
who are at work in the mill basement.
Mr. Harrington of the Hyde Windlass

.ford;
i

or

arc.

has arrived

on

Maine coast.
Messages From Overseas

Do not

Geneva

some

ties.

\ew Edison
merely because

tt-S the
with

c

such

111

cannot

01,1

Instrument.

singer’s
fidelity

distinguish

that
artist

THE

■tAV EDISON
,lt:

Oionograph

with a Soul”

D. Jones,
Belfast,

Maine,

Phonograph

Distributor.

and

nothing

more

had

been heard until last week. He is well
and, like the rest of the boys, is anxious
to get back home, although unable to say
when he would get here.Letters have
been received from James Earl Braley,
of Mr. and Mrs. Alton K. Braley,
stating that he has for some time been in
a medical unit in Base
Hospital, No. U, in
son

test; then

it because the evi1Jtl|ce lias
convinced
^ that it RK-CRE-

was

lime before the cessation of hostiliIn his last letter he wrote that he
going to Southern France on a ten

days’ furlough

the world's greatest
'•m tor makes it.
tone

on

Year’s day a letter from her son
Henry, who is with a medical unit in
France, the first she has received since

1

a

Mahoney Mudgett received

New

buy

end

Mrs.

;

committees and

national

the local

branches of each church.

note from Mr. Frank L. Rawson, Maine
Division chairman, commending the work

Company held its of the Waldo County committee on the
Friday evening, hav- excellent results attained. The adverse

I

White showed

In her analysis
that there was a

letter last

He was in
and wrote that it was
a fine place for those who liked
it, but
the U. S. A. suited him much better.

Joinsville, France,

an

unusally attractive

capable

and

young lady. Corp. Obrey came to Belfast from Portland several years ago to

Washington Hose Company will lio'd
ball in the Armory Jan.
30th with music by Tozier’s orchestra.
their annual

]
No. 17 Main St.

Tel. No. 359

REMNANT

Devens

Camp

last

summer

with

the

from Waldo County and is
He was at home for
still detained there.
drafted

men

Christmas

pects to

on

soon

He
short furlough.
receive his release from
a

exser-

this year, $31,000 of which was for war
relief. Other work was in schools among

congratulations and best wishes.

the poor whites of the South, a “Cheerful
Letter Exchange” for those in lonely

districts,

a

Post Office

Social

Mission,

Service

Committee,

and Junior Fellow-

ship.
Davis, the magician, was the entertainer Monday evening in the second enterExtra
tainment of the lyceum course.
seats were brought in to accommodate
Mr. Davis is adverthe large audience.

The first court martial in this city of
men

ment, was held in the Armory last Wednesday evening, Lieut. Ross I. Hammons,
summary

court martial officer.

Two

Belfast’s New Industry.

Belfast’s

has been worked up so
methodically and quietly that not many

Frost, proprietor,
our

thrift.

citizens

are

aware

of its size and

Ten thousand dollars

wcrth of

or

nine days in

basket

ball

After the installation a
program followed conducted by Mabel
Irene Mcftenny.
Webber:

America, by audience;
recitation, Mary Cassens; song, Abbie
Robbins; reading, Edith Danforth; song,
Mrs. Mary Robbins and Doris
Robbins;
recitation, Edna Robbins, followed by a
song,

They expected orders to move soon and
he hoped the change might mean that
they would be sent home.
dance with music by Carter’s orchestra.

new

stock

of

crepe, broadcloth, plushes in
plain and brocade with all kinds of linings in the finishing room show what can
be done with covered orders. It was the
writer’s privilege to start from the long

boards at the first machine and watch
the intermediate processes to the com-,

pleted casket that was to be used the
next day for a city order. Only a trip of
this kind can give one an adequate idea
of the whys and wherefores of this factory. The box factory is under the direction of Benj. L. Robertson and takes
its stock from the small pieces that of
necessity comes from the cuttings of the
casket materials. Boxes from 9 inches
to several feet in dimensions are made.
The methods used in this department
are not so intricate as in the
other, but
the best of workmanship is seen in all
the finished products. Here also the de-

tion

business.

Edward W. Leslie of Boston
his

games

came

interesting games will be the
Both the High school and Co. F.
result
have good teams and interest will wax

Mrs. Nellie Dickey.

as

a

result.

Mrs. E. L

The members of

Margie Dodge, who is attending
Bucksport, has been visiting
her brother, Donald Dodge and family
Elbe

Morris and

her

Sidney Mendall of Augusta, have returnhome after spending Christmas with

2tf

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Mendall.
Mrs. Nora Murphy has received word

an

|

less than six months.

I

Miss Ethel Savery has gone to Castine,
where she will take a three months’
course at the Normal School.
Later she
mand is equal to the factory’s output will return to her school work in Dexter.
without the assistance of a solicitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond F. Rogers have

BOYmiroN oprual go.

E. N. Whitcomb has been home from
Portland

brief fnrlough.

on a

44 South

Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Clement have
turned from

a

re-

a

fL,

Main

Street,

Winterport, Maine.

short stay in Pittsfield.

OFFICE

DAYS—MONDAYS and TUESDAY

KNOX

horse.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse A. Hills of
N.

the;

abscess in her throat.

an

are

Miss Belle Shibles is working in Bel-

Dover,

visiting C. A. Gray and Mr. I fast.
Mr. S. H Hendson is working for B. L).

McGray.
Mr. John Penney is
quite poorly.

on

the sick list and

j

Master Mark Shibles spent the weekArthur T. Jackson was in Searsmont,
Sunday to attend the funeral of his : end with his friend Eli Bucklin.

nephew,

William
a

Jackson,

training

who died of

camp

in Alabama.

Harland

Railroad.

of

Mrs. Clifton Morse is ill with influenza
and

ifOYliNOTOiN

Eye Sight Specialist

Preston Boynton of Liberty has bought
the Stillman Turner place.

pneumonia in

Pattersball has gone to
he is employed as assistant station agent of the Maine Central

Finder

MRS. ROSCOE AREY.
Iw2*

~~E. H.

CENTER MONTVILLE.

cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Allen.

Mr.

of Fluffy.

FOUND

extended to the father and sisters, as this
one to be taken from them in

been visiting Mrs. Nottage.

Brooks, where

name

IN POSTOFFICE SQUARE Saturday
afternoon, a pair of glasses. Owner can
have same by proving property and paying for this adv. Inquire of
GEO. W. MILLER, Waldo Avenue.

I is the third

Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Carter and Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Boynton of Belfast were re-

Tide.

large Black Coon Cat

Tel. 62.

as a great shock to her
sister and many friends. She was only
17 years of age and was a great favorite
with young and old.
Much sympathy is

Mr. and Mrs. John Robbins have returned from Waterville, where they have

family have

per

den death comes

Stephenson of Roxbury,

Gross and

A

answering to the
please notify

older sister and had just returned to her
home in Boston in good health. Her sud-

and Mrs. F. W. Mason.

Robert

90

Near Chas. H. Sim-

LOST

26th of acute indigestion. She had been
staying with Mrs. Murphy for a few
called here by the death of

$1

at

Tel. 17-21, Lincolnville.

of the sudden death of her sister, Winnie
Barter ot Boston, who passed away Dec.

months,

Maine

MILTON B. HILLS.

ed

in East Belfast visiting relaMass.,
tives and friends.

Mr.

Dry Slabs

cord while they Iasi.
mons’ farm, Belfast.

nephew,

kick of

moved from Swan Lake avenue to the
Carlton Doak house at the Head of the

Belfast,

For Sale

for the past few weeks.
Mrs.

HEIFER.

1 vv2

Miss

with influenza.
D.

Agency.

J. F. PERKINS,
54 Hay View Street,

school at

Reginald McAllister sustained a fractured jaw and a bad cut recently by the

J.

E. A. Stroui

FOR SALE

Lombard has arrived from

Friends of Mrs. Emerald Mossman will
be sorry to learn that she is sick again

is

Manager

A COW AND

Boston and will spend the winter with
Mr. Emmons and family.

Company F. have just received their new
suits, which are, very attractive. They
have white shoes, khaki pants and stockings and grey trunks with the letters
“Co. F., Third Infantry.”

Mrs.

Local

after

William Dickey of Camp Upton, New
York, spent Christmas with his mother,

very

FISH

he left at M. D. Mendall’s several

car

weeks ago.

the Belfast High school team

very warm

ROY C.

62 Main Street.

and otiier teams together with Company
F., will follow and it is expected that
some

or

store

Now that the holiday dances and publicat the Armory the

events have closed
practice work and

quickly

visit in Boston.

a

Chester Sheldon has opened a grocery
near Ins home and is doing a
good

jail,

and tliev paid.

between

newest industry, the casket and box department at Mathews’ mill, Mr. O. E.

of

The former had been absent for 18 drills
and the latter for about 20. The men
lined $0 each

Sell

no matter what ihe locacondition of buildings. If
Mr. Howard Moore, who is employed
you have anything to sell either
at Bath, spent Christmas at home.
write giving full particulars, call
Harry A. Emmons has returned from
at my office or telephone No.
Boston after a two weeks’ visit with
109-11.
friends.

men

machinery has been installed for the
work, which is operated by large electric
dynamos. The second floor of the mill
is occupied by the casket department,
The U. S. Civil Service Commission
tised as the first in his class of entertainwith Alton K. Braley, foreman of the announces an examination for janitor on
ers, but appears to be far in the lead of wood
room, and Frank A. Nye foreman Jan. 13, 1919, to fill a vacancy in the
He keeps up a runany ever seen here.
of cloth room.
Mr. Nye has had about position of laborer, custodian service in
ning conversation, which is amusing, but
thirty years’ experience in lixe factories the Postoffice Building, Belfast, Me., at a
s not essential to the performance of his
in Boston and Bangor and has instructed salary of $600 plus $120 pel year. No
wonderful tricks. The majority of his
the local workmen in the cloth room. educational test will be given and appliaudience made no efforts to attempt to
The styles were also designed by Mr. cants will not be assembled for mental
did
the
see how he
apparently impossible
Nye and include the closed form, half examination. The examination will contricks on a platform in the full blaze of
couch and full couch.
Mr. Nye knows sist of the subjects of physical ability
but
electric
sat
wonmany
lights,
simply
the business from A to Z and Mr. Frost and training and experience.
Applicants
dering and amazed to see full fledged hens
is a most competent business man and must be citizens of the United States and
appear from an egg cooking in a broiler,
knows where to buy and what to buy in have reached their 20th but not their 50th
water turned to wine and vice versa, and
lumber and other materials used in the birthday on the date of examination, extricks too numerous to mention.
E. S.
enterprise. It has not been found neces- cept that persons honorablj discharged
tied
all
Pitcher
knots holding Mr. Davis
sary to put a solicitor on the road as that from the military or naval service of the
to the dhair and in the trunk trick to the
branch is also handled by Mr. Frost, who United States by reason of disability resatisfaction of the audience while little
recently placed in less than an hour or- sulting from wounds received or sickness
John Vickery and Alice Coombs, as asders for $40,000 worth of goods from this incurred in the line of duty, will be exsistants to the magician, added to the
branch alone. An encouraging feature is cused from age limits.
For application
pleasure of young and old. The next en- that orders are
repeatedly duplicated and blank, Form 1800, address the Local Sectertainment will be Feb. 11th, by Miss
20 or more caskets enclosed in boxes, also retary, Postoffice, Belfast, Me., or the
Margaret Stah(*an impersonator of na- made
here, are sent out by express every District Secretary, 15th Floor Custom
tional reputation.
day to Boston and surrounding cities, and House, Boston, with whom the applicaThe Sons or Veterans and Auxiliary a good trade has also been worked up in tion must be filed in complete form on or
held a joint installation in Redmen’s hall Castine, Brooks, Monroe, and other near- before Jan. 13, 1919.
Wednesday evening,Jan. 1st. A banquet by centers. It is one of the largest, if not
was served at 6 o’clock tq which 50 mem- the largest, factory in Maine.
Orders
EAST BELFAST.
Mrs. Ada Robbins and can easily be filled for chestnut, oak and
bers sat down.
Mr. Herbert Clark is quite ill after an
Mrs. Edith Danforth were on the supper mahogany in high polish, ranging in
committee. The Sons were installed by price from $100 to $300.
The immense attack of acute indigestion.
Past Division

Mrs. Miles Benner has returned home

lifter

were

were

Can

Cheap f arms

NORTHPORT.

from Co. F of the Third Maine Regi-

tried, Francis Robinson and Alvin
Scott
Gray, for persistent-absence from
become
a
and
has
since
ing Company
He was called to drills, breaking of the 61st article of war.
member of the lirm.

clerk in the store of the Home Furnish-

vice to take up his duties in the store.
Both have many friends who extend

Davis';

a

is

membership of 21,000, which has raised
more than $178,000 for philanthropies

Commander, Allen L. CurRudolph Saunders; Senior
tis; Com
Vice, George Salters; Junior Vice, Alton
the contagious ward, during which time
Andrews; Sec’y, Frank Downes; Treas.
he had been unable to write.
He wrote
Frank Whiting; Chap., Frank
of the horrors of^the ward and of the
Guide, Allen Webber; Patriotic Instructsuffering of the men, and was glad that
or, Fred Seward. The Auxiliary officers
he had now been able to return to the inwere installed by Past Commander Fred
fantry. He was then at St. Armand,
Seward; Pres Edith Marden; Vice Pres.
Dec. 15th.
He hoped that it would be
Rose York; Chap., Mattie Moody; Treas.
his good fortune to be sent home and
Edith Danforth; Sec’y, Bessie
Hubbard;
lamented that the 76th Division, with
Press Correspondent, Georgie
Juan; Pawhich he left Camp Devens, had been
triotic Instructor, Mabel Webber; Musiscattered, not one of the boys who left cian, Goldie Carter; Guide, Ora
Danforthwith him being stationed near him now. Ass’t
Guide, Annie Faust; Color Guide'
....Mrs. E. D. Elms received
week from her son Tracy.

in this

been employed in the central office of the
She
New England Telephone Company.

gift of ten dollars and her yearly dues.

Marshall

geon.

men

school in the class of 1016 and lias since

an

Swan gave items of religious news. Mrs.
George A. Gilchrist of Thomaston sent a

home from Augusta over Sunday.
He
reported a total of 3,370 annual members,
A. R., were very ably 140
magazine members, and two contribCommander Capt. E. uting members.
There are live towns
■
istering officer al Me- whose returns have not been
reported on
7th.
The appointive account of an epidemic of
influenza, etc.,
O. Stoddard, Adjt; I.
and it is estimated that they will return
int Major; R. H. Packabout 500.
Mr. Clay has received a

:

leading

of the

inter-

of Mrs. J. C. Durham.

at

Thomas H.

one

esting meeting last Thursday at the home

The Women’s Alliance held

Cecil Clay, chairman of the Red Cross
membership drive in Waldo County, was

Higgs.

e

wards is

Major General Ed-

one.

CO.

8

was 86 years, 11 months and 27
She was the widow of the late
Isaac Closson.
The funeral was held at

days.

7th by Past President
a

Alexander Nichols and

Her age

cordially

are

Belfast;

Mrs. Harriet K. Closson of Searsport
died Saturday at her boarding place with
Mrs. Do a Havener, tipper High street.

C. book “Inside the

pter live.

who constitute the

Benjamin F. Colcord of Searsport.

Mrs. C. A. Hubbard.
7

of

notable

a

the occa-

Opens Friday SVSorning

on

County Committee: Messrs. Robert F.
Dun ton, Ralph I. Morse, Capt. Orrin J

hold

sion

making

Lipll

Odds and Ends Sain

a

County,

Course entertainment.

SWAN, WHITTEN

tinguished soldier and that the City Government will assist in

according to
Regulations

U. S. Food

starving people of Rible lands.
remarkable interest, as he saw with the
are at least 400,000 children in those
mont to Boston parties, and the farm in
countries perishing for lack of food. The 26th division some of the hardest lighting Montville owned
by Dr. T. N. l’earson to
Blue Birds of the Unitarian church wish in this great war.
Charles Williams of Rains, Utah.
to raise money to send, and will hold a
AND
The body of Lewis Jackson arrived
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Coombs gave a
sale of food and home-made candy in the
luncheon last Wednesday evening at their Wednesday afternoon from Augusta and
vestry Saturday afternoon, Jan. 11, at 3
home on Franklin street to announce the was taken to the Coombs’ undertaking
o’clock.
engagement of Mr. Coombs’ youngest rooms. Later it was taken to Morrill,
Poor’s Mills.
Capt. O. A. Wade sister, Miss Marguerite Doris Coombs and where the service will be held in the
arrived home from Hartford, Conn., last Corp. Frederick P.
Obrey, both of this church this, Thursday, afternoon.
week for a visit....Miss Mary Daggett, city. Their attractive home was
bright
The directors of the Home for Aged
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Dag- and cheerful with its holiday decorations, Women at their January meeting last
gett, passed away last Sunday afternoon. etc. The dining table was in pink and Tuesday evening extended thanks to i
She was a lovely young lady and will be green with a large bowl of pink roses and
Lester L. Morse of San Francisco, Calif., !
sadly missed by her many friends. The asparagus ferns as a centerpiece, while for the gift of S25, to George M. Stone of
family has the sympathy of all.The streamers of pink ribbon extended from Lewistown, Mont., for 510, to one Bellast
Continues until goods are sold.
epidemic is prevailing in this vicinity. the light dome to each place and ended friend for So and to another for $2.
Nearly every family has been sick with with a pink rose in a knot of ribbon. The
Rockland authorities have released
it....The school entertainment was a de- Place cards were hand-painted and bore
Ollie Tourlainen, the Finn, arrested for
cided success and much credit is due I the
D.
C.
and F. P. O.”
initials, “M.
the murder of Mrs. Harry E. Brown and
About one Covers were laid for eight
their teacher, Miss Hunt.
guests, Mrs.
of thassault of Mrs. Raysuspected
hundred attended.. Mr. and Mrs. Stil- Charles M. Welch, Mrs. Donald B. Rogmond Smail several months ago, 'as he
man
Their
Flood have a
baby girl.
Ingersoll, Misses
ers, Mrs. Henry G.
County Attorney
produced an alibi.
daughter, Mrs. McTaggart, is caring for 1 I.ouise McDonough, Madeline Coombs,
Withee’s appeal to Rockland residents to
returned from Bath, where the former
Mrs. Flood... Charles McKinley was re- Marjorie O. Patterson and Idella D.
assist the officers in tracing the guiltywas employed when taken ill with scarlet
cently operated on at Tapley’s hospital Knowlton. Miss Coombs is the. daughter
in these two fiendish crimes will
Mrs. Rogers was called there by
He is at his of the late Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Coombs. party
fever.
and is getting along line.
the
near
probably result in an arrest in
farm with his sister, Mrs. Cole.
his illness.
She graduated from the Belfast High
future.

League of Nations, to be
February 7th and 8th,
will have the following representation

1 nstitute basket ball

■

com-

The Maine State Branch of the League
Enforce Peace, at the New England

held in Boston

R. H. S. team in the

will

in

LMilled

great war and on his return to this Coffee and sandwiches will be served.
country was made the Commander of the
Roy C. Fish, local manager of the E.
Northeastern Department with headquarA. Strout Agency, has sold the past
ters in Boston.
His story will be one of
There
week the Charles Bennett farm in Sears-

him with his employer and

Congress for

m.

Circle

first class company

DAISY BAKER

The American Committee for Armenian and Syrian Relief have issued a call
to Sunday schools for funds to help the

short time Belfast

Company, is popular with the general
public, particularly in musical circles,
and will greet strangers as well as old
time friends pleasantly.

>spital Aid will hold
‘nd election of officers

;ua

ceum

He has had many years
with the public.
of experience with the Dinsmore Shoe

'his office to learn to

l

a

there will he busi-

of importance.
It was postponed
from last Monday on account of the Ly-

properly clothed in uniOther pieces of equipment
In

use WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR like Mother does, it
would help a lot. She says it
goes
further and that's real saving.”

j

as

ness

late Charles H. Crosby as clerk of the
Windsor Hotel, and has every quality to

M iin street, advertises

;

large attendance,

Charles F. Hammons has succeeded the

black

a

the

plete outfit.

recommend

d<> p.

rooms,

overcoats for

new

will be here soon.

for sale dry slabs

advertises

of the

men are now

form coats.

ivit.es you to attend a
w Edison and hear the
He also
singers voice.
.1 papers for 1919 from

;

use

members of Co. F of the Third Infantry
of this city were received last week and

Alonzo
Rnowlton

advertises for

welcomed

One hundred

Durgin, Mrs.
Marian
iianks.

men

only

j

who visit Belfast will

the uniformed

The rooms will be newly furnished and
caution i
the telephone will be retained there.

» Bay View street, has
! heifer.

ss

have

rooms

been formally taken over by the members of Co. F., of the Third Infantry and

for the week.

publishes

Waldo Service Club

The

will have a sale of
and ends open Friday
inue until goods are

"Every day we must save and
keep on saving. If everyone would

Belfast and our readers to know that
land last Thursday
by the critical illness
General Edwards of the Northof his son
Rex, who had been suffering I Major
i eastern Department is to make a visit to
for some time with
deinfluenza, which
and will then give
veloped pneumonia. Mrs. Havener had Belfast in February,
been with him for some time. Mr. Have- an address before Company F. on the
26th Division while in
work of the
ner returned
home Sunday leaving his
Not long ago Captain Orrin J.
France.
son greatly improved.
I Dickey, in behalf of the Company, exThe North Church Guild will meet
tended an invitation to Major General
next Monday evening with Mrs Clyde (
Edwards and it was at once accepted.
B. Holmes. This is the first meeting for
It is expected at that time that there
the season and it is hoped there will be a will be a
reception tendered this dis-

A short

time ago he married Miss Georgia S.
Pratt of Belfast and Montville, who sur-

Bay Electric Co. puli-

cures

and Mrs. Norman S. Donahue reSaturday from visits in Hartland

The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday afThe Woman’s Club will meet next
ternoon with Mrs. Annie M. Frost, Cedar Monday evening with the president, Mrs.
! street.
James S. Harriman.
Capt. Orrin J. Dickey and Lieuts. Ross
Mrs. E. P. Frost reports the following
I Hammons and Basil R. Allen were in
Fred W. Pote of this city returned last
changes in the list compiled by her of
Bangor Saturday and Sunday in attend- Belfast men
where he was
in the service: The name of Thursday from Boston,
ance on the Battalion meeting of the offi- •John
Benjamin Parker, U. S. N., added called to complete arrangements of retircers of the Third Infantry.
sod the name of Clarence Nickerson
ing as local agent of the Eastern SteamHon. J. P. Taliaferro from his winter taken off as he did not
pass for service.
ship Company, Inc. He is succeeded by
home in Jacksonville, Fla., recently sent
1 he Camp Fire Girls met last
Dunton of Bar Harbor, also an
evening George
Fred 1). Jones some Indian River
Mr.
grape at the Unitarian parsonage, the mothers experienced agent of the company.
fruit and oranges. They were ripe, juicy of the
with this line
members being the guests of hon- Pote has been connected
and had a delicious flavor as the writer or.
37 years as
hollowing the opening ceremonial an of steamboats for tiie past
can testily from samples.
illustrated talk on The Bahamas was steward and purser and for about 18
Miss Clara B. Keating, for a number of given by Mr. Hartwell Woodcock and years has been the local agent. He has
anticipated retiring several years and the
years clerk in the office
of Clerk of greatly enjoyed.
consider his efficient service in
company
has
Courts,
accepted a position in the
The Traveller’s Club will meet next
making very satisfactory arrangements
City National Bank and entered upon her Tuesday
afternoon with Miss Charlotte with him. Mr. and Mrs. Dunton will
duties Monday.
Mrs. Grace C. Pillsbury W. Colburn.
The following program will
make their home in Belfast. Fred Robsucceeds her in the former position.
be given:
Paper, Shantung, Mrs. P F. erts, who has been freight clerk for some
The Misses Frye of Moutville have re- Dunton; reading, Natural Wonders, Miss
time, will succeed Mr. Dunton at Bar
ceived news of the death of William H. Maude Mathews; reading, Sociological
Harbor.
Williams of Springlield, Mo., very well China, Miss Margaret Dunton.
known in this city, where he was once
It will be interesting to residents of
George E. Havener was called to Portturned

Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn were Sunday
callers at Frank Clements.
a business
day the past week.

B. O. Norton of Belfast was

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always

bears
the

Signature of

caller in town

one

Mrs. Nancy Crosby of Waterville is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. R. W. Emerson.

Dr. A. E. Kilgore of Brooks

was

called

to Fred Bailey’s one day the past week, to
attend his young daughter, who is quite

j sick.

WHEN YOU SUFFER

THRIFT AND SAVINGS STAMPS
ARE AS GOOD AS GOLD

FR

They

RHEUMATISM

Should

Not

Be

Cashed

MEAT PRODUCERS
DID FULL DUTY

Until

Maturity
».

People who think that unfilled
Thrift Stamp certificates or War Sayings cards must be cashed in before
January 1, are absolutely wrong
War Savings Stamps and 'thrift
Stamps are as good as gold, whether
the certificate or Thrift Stamp card
is completely filled or not.

Almost any man will tell you
that Sloan’s Liniment
means relief
For practically every man has used
St who has suffered from rheumatic
aches, soreness of muscles, stiffness of
joints, the results ot weather exposure.
Women, too, by the hundreds of
thousands, use it for relieving neuritis,
lame backs, neuralgia, sick headache.

single Savings Stamp will

*

December,

Sociology.
Maine Register 1918-1919.

Burton, Margaret

317 41 D

Ernestine.

The education of

partially
in

women

1911

China.

ever.

376 B 95

Forman, Samuel Eagle.
The woman voter’s manual.
1918.

353 F 74

Fine Arts.

Fiske,

Minnie Maddern.

Mrs.

Fiske, her views

act-

on

acting, and the prob1917.
lems of production.
ors,

792 F 54

Victor book of the opera.
Stories of one hundred and
ten operas.

1915

782 V

Wagner, Rob.
Film folk; “close-ups” of the

filled,

are

grow

good

as

as

The Government will conto sell Thrift Stamps, so

tinue
that you can fill out these cards
and exchange them for the 1919
issue of War Savings Stamps.”
The 1919 War Savings Stamps will
be sold after January’ 1 the same as
were the old War Savings
Stamps.
The only difference is that these new
blue stamps must be pasted in a new
certificate, and not be used to fill out
the old certificate.
The old certificates, of course, did not have to be
completely filled to entitle every holder to $5 on maturity for every War
Savings Stamp in them.

Children

men, women and children
who make the “movies.”

Ory

tions

CASTORIA

778 W 13

History.
Dillon, Emile Joseph.
The eciipse of Russia. 1918.
Gribble, Francis Henry.

—

of

The court

Pardoe,

of

Christina

1913.948.5 C 4fi

Sweden.
Julia.

Louis

and

Fourteenth,

the

the court of France in the
seventeenth century 3 vols 944.033 P
Schultz, James Willard.

Woman, the guide of

Bird

.970 2 Sch 8

Lewis and Clark.

William Francis.

The world’s debate.

1917.

940.91 B 27

Cameron, John Stanley.
Ten

months in

raider;

a

German

prisoner of

a

aboard the Wolf.

war

1918.

940.91 C 14

Churchill, Winston
A traveller in war-time.
1918.910.81 C 47

Connolly, James Brendan
-boat hunters. 1918.

The

Davis, Richard Harding.
1914.
With he Allies

940.91 C 78
940.91 D 28-i

With the french in France
and Salonika.

1916.

Ruth Stanley.
A nation at bay, what

940.91 P 28-2

Farnam,

American

woman

an

and

saw

1918.

did in Serbia.

94.9.7 F 28

Ferrero, Gugiieino,

Europe's

fateful hour. 1918. 940.91 F 41

Haigh, Richard.
Life in

a

tank.

1918.

940.91 H 122

Knyvett,

R. Hugh.
“Over there” with the Australians.

1918.

140.91 K 78

Fiction.

Barr,

Amelia E.

The strawberry handkerchief.
1916.B 252-9

Daviess, Maria Thompson.
The golden bird. 1918.

D 285-9

Gilbreath, Olive,
Miss Arnerikanka.

G ‘il

1918.

Hall, Gertrude.
M’ss Ingalis.
1918.
Hill, Marion.
The toll of the road.

j

from overseas or from home training
camps, in a statement issued recently
by Dr. John R. Mott, chief executive of
the Y. M. C. A. in America. To the
hundreds of thousands of soldiers, marines and sailors who have learned to
appreciate the “Y” huts and accommodations while in the service, this means
the continuance of a contact with improving conditions which the young men
began after they donned the American
Where the “Y” hut provided
uniform.
the one warm gathering place for the
fighters in cold weather and at all times

Nathalie Sumner.

The moving finger.

L 632

1918.

cheery club, theatre, school, library,
writing-room and church, the fine, big,

for young men, who are without cozy
home surroundings, and ai' free.

McCutcheon, George Barr
The purple parasol and the

State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
flyeis.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he fs
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
Macfarlane, Peter Clark.
business in the City of
The crack in the bell. 1918.
M 16-2 & Co., doing
County and State aforesaid, and
Toledo,
Ollivant, Alfred.
that said firm will pay the sum of ONE
01 5-3 HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
Boy Woodburn. 1918.
every case of Catarrh that cannot be
Oppenheim, E. Phillips.
the use of HALL’S CATARRH
The pawns count.
1919
Op 5-17 cured by
FRANK J. CHENEY.
MEDICINE.
Proul.y, Olive Higgins
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
star
the
The
in
window. 1918.
P 942-2 my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. 1886.
Tarkington, Booth.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
The magnificent Ambersons.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken in1918.T 17-13
acts
and
through the Blood on
ternally
Ward, Mrs. Humphry.
the Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
1918.
W 21-21 for testimonials free.
Elizabeth’s campaign.
F. J CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Weston, George.
Solcf by all druggists, 75c.
W 522-2
The apple-tree-girl. 1918.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
Williamson, C. N. and A. M.
M 137-19

1905.

W 68-19

Everyman’s land. 1918
Juvenile Books.
Thornton
W.
Burgess,
stories.

Gospel

eat less
less
waste nothing
serve

Whatever Is necessary America will
semi.
That was America's pledge to
the interallied food council.
And because the American food army had
hitherto made good they took heart
and went forward.

j

*

FAITH JUSTIFIED
BY EVENTS.

I

A

1918

+
+

set recluse,

mind,
A

75 years, a Wiscashas for years been with a
following the death of his

neighbor,

Ella Preble,
carried food to him the other day and
Mrs.

astonished to hear the old gentleman
speak rationally and ask connected and

was

intelligent

questions.

He

had

fallen

from a chair and the sharp blow received
on his head had restored his memory.
He was greatly surprised at local happenings and especially at the war.

10c. and 15c.

♦
1 do not believe that drastic ♦
force need lie applied to main- *
tain economic distribution and *
sane
use of supplies
by the *
great majority of American peo- ♦
pie, and I have learned a deep *
and abiding faith in the Intelli- ♦
gence of the average American ♦
business man, whose aid we an- ♦
ticipate and depend on to renie- ♦
dy the evils developed by the ♦
war.—Herbert Hoover, Angus! ♦
♦
10, 1917.

DALE
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Who by special arrangement has all the

patterns all the time.
jyNO WA1T1EG 10 SEND.

|

j
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Buy less Serve less
Eat only 3 meals a day
Waste nothing
\bur guests will cheerfully share simple fare

Be Proud to be
a food saver

j.

Use

—-———_THg

For Over 30

CCNTKVJR COMPtNV,

NEW YORK CITY.

Years

Jr cost a great deal of
money. The
Western growers are having the \
first time I bought it, I mean when T
trouble.
Many depend largely selected it in the
hat shop and paid for
upon commercial fertilizers.
it, supposing that it was wholly mine,
An abundant supply of suitable avail- :
the price was four dollars. The payable plant food is essential to most
ing over of four of my dollars to the
profitable yields. Withoi sufficient food
hat man gave me, at least to my simthe plant does not possess strength to
ple'. one-track mind, sole right and title against all pretenders until the end !
for TWO more Cars in our
of the world. But only a simple mind I
1
could believe a thing like that.
for Several Cars or other
Alas, like many other things in this I
Batteries Stored and
Carr
surprising world, it was not my derby.
Will begin our OVER-HAULING
Tt never has been and probably never
season, shortly aftYear, and urgently ask that all owners, wishing repairs rn
will be.
For T have been buying It
to list their work with us as
ever since the first sale in the
early as possible, as we shall >
shop, !
listed, and so try to eliminate the usual Spring rush ai
almost like one does on the instalment
caused by So MANY, wanting O
MUCH, in SC LITTLE s;
rlan. Only the instalment plan entails
a set expenditure each week or month : j
BE FORE-HANDED, IT MEANS
SATISFACTION
you know just what it is going to be
AND
and can be prepared for It.
St41
But when you get your derby from
a hat boy or hat girl in hotel, restaurant, theater or wherever the grafters
resist disease, and the vines fail in the
are permitted, you do not know what
middle of the season, unable to ripen
40
Street,
Maine.
will cost you. Tt all depends on the
the large crop which they may have
hauteur
of
the
hat boy or girl in
set. The plant-food supply determines !
charge. Some of them have the apthe size and quality of the yield.
pearance that anything tendered less
SAVE IbXOXOE'O BUSHELS
than fifty cents would be faux pas bePUT SOME FERTILIZER IN HILL
OF WHEAT THAT FORMERLY
COUNT V OF WALDO
yond thought. Then the surroundings
To the Honorable Justplay such an important part in gaugPotatoes Are Not Good Foragers and
WAS LOST IN THFESHING
ing the amount of blood money, or bat
Must Have Some Available Plant
Judicial Court, next to F.
money, just as you desire to designate
Food Close at Hand,
fist, witnin and for sam
it.
A mass of towering palms, much
Farmers. Urged by Food Administra
seventh day of January
marble and occasional rugs, means a
One essential to success in raising
tio*'
Provide Seven Extra Loaves
Mabel L, Gibson of }V,:
T.ess marble and only one or
ransom.
potatoes is to have some available
wife of John Gibson
of Bread for Every American.
two palms mean less indemnity. And
plant food in the hill (although not
enectfuliy represents: ti
and no palm mean
married to said John
touching the seed piece) so that the simple mahogany
our
merst t
ten cents.
County of
new rootlets can begin feeding imme- i
B.v adopting cleaner threshing meth- Septemher A D. It99,
do men ever select such a
Why
ods and by literally combing harvest
gether sh husband am:
diately. This makes a big difference
said oounty of w>omerst-'
piece of headgear in the first place? fields to
in many ways—in the start which the
gather grain formerly wastT know why they hang onto it after
County of Oxford; that
ed, tlireshennen and farmers of the
young plant gets, in its ability to outalways conducted hers* if
they get it, but what can be the rea- United States this year saver!
aa a
grow weeds and in its power to shade
fully
faithful, true and hfi.
son for wanting one In the beginning?
on or about the first
16.000.000 bushels of wheat, estimated
da
tlie ground and thus prevent water
e
>id
are
not
beautiful
on
or
off
the
John {•.
They
i,
as equivalent to about seven
from evaporating.
one-pound libellant, and Gibssaid
urt.
head.
They are bard to keep clean. loaves of bread for every
The reason why fertilizer must be j
person in
tinued for three corsn
Also tfcpv dent very easily and grow
to the
the countr.fi This result, accompanied
filing «>f this libi
close at hand is, of course, that the poshabby without an effort. It is a mys- by corresponding savings of barley,
Second:—Said John F
tato is not a good forager. Dig down
tery.
ficient
oats, rye and other grains, is shown by
ability and being '.1
into a hill after the tubers are well
vide for her, gross Is vsThere is no sentiment in my case*
reports from 33 grain states to the U.
formed and when the plant is at the toward
refused and neglect* 1 u:
T
the
it.
my derby.
respect
S. Food Administration. Other states,
neglects to provide hu -!■
seme as T respect anything that costs*
although not prepared to furnish defi- her.
I
a lot of money, but I don’t love It.
nite figures of conservation in the
Third:—Said John F, Git
don't gaze at it with the tenderness
grain fields, report greatly reduced and confirmed habits of
use of
I bestow on my tulin bed. nor do l look
intoxicating liquors
harvest losses.
That his residence is uc.
at it with the fondness which my old
This rural food saving achievement,
Ifint and cannot be obtaibriar pipe inspires.
These I would
accomplished in scarcely six months' gei ce; that there is m.
not part with.
time, was in direct response to re- libellant and the s-jid J
But anyone who will advance to me
quests by the Food Administration, your libellant believes it
er
conducive to domestic
one-tenth the sum which I have paid
which asked farmers and threshermen
tent with tlie
mi
out may become the owner of one
to reduce harvest losses from about that the bonds peace
of niittriim
l lack derby, a tr'lie fuzzy perhaps, but
3*4 per cent.— the estimated average her said husband should
Wherefore your iib»
in normal times—to the lowest possistill capable of exciting the envious
maximum of its vigor, and you will
divorce may may be deer*
ble minimum.
eyes of hat boys and bat girls.- Harry
Country grain threshfind that the roots scarcely meet beMAbfiL1
ing committees carried into every
Irving Shumway. in Judge.
tween the rows.
The great mass of
the official
grain
growing
community
feeding rootlets are immediately unSubscribed and sw rn t<
recommendations
for
Snails in Aquariums.
accomplishing i day of December, A.
derneath the whorls of potato-bearing
the results desired.
A large glass rank is not necessary
DFNN i
stems.
The sketch shows this—and
In numerous instances drivers of |
for a house aquarium, says Roys' Rife.
this is the reason why part of the ferracks with leaky bottoms were sent !
Small, inexpensive glass boxes that
tilizer should be applied in the hill.
from the fields to repair their equip- i
make rlesirpble ndoor aquaria, as well
STATE OF MA
Just how much is needed in the hill
ment and
order thresh- ! Waldo, ss.
ns glass tubs and jars,
be obmay
depends on climate. In Western pomachines
were
Supremi- Ji
ing
stopped until the
[l, s.
tained from dealers.
tato-growing regions not more than
In V/
cause of waste was removed.
But in
Do not buy a glass globe for an
300 or 400 pounds should be so used.
Belfast, 1
to the number of persons ;
proportion
These
view
a
distorted
give
the
aquarium.
annexed lib*Upon
The rest should be applied broadcast.
engaged In gathering the nation’s grain j the undersigned a Justice
of the contents and are evidently unIn the truck-crop regions of Maryland,
cases of compulsion were com- i notice be given to the Id e
crop,
comfortnble for their animal inmates.
Virginia and Delaware, the amount
paratlvely rare. The Food Adminis- ■attested copy of the sa
Goldfish are pretty and interesting,
thereof, together with
which may be applied in the hill may
tration freely attributes lhe success of three weeks
but they are common in such globes
successively
be somewhat larger. In (lie Aroostook
the grain threshing campaign to pa- i Journal, a newspaper pr
and not enough can he learned from
region of Maine many growers put it
triotic service by fanners, thresher- the County of Waldo, th
them by the average student of nalie
at least I
all in the hill, finding this the most
men
and thejr crews.
Incidentally said thirty days
ture.
Fit up the aquarium as if you
Court, to be ho den a‘
economical way of handling the ferof the United States are for said
grain
growers
on
the th
then
County;
intended it for goldfish,
get sometilizer,
many millions of dollars “in pocket” , next, that he may then hi
thing else.
said
Court and answer the:
as a result of the grain saved.
You can catch many things, blit do
WARREN
!
STRING OF FREIGHT CARS 650 not put too many into one aquarium,
Justice Supre
ONE
SUFFERED
HERE.
NO
A true copy of thiB ibe
One of the most interesting aquatic :
MILES LONG
thereon.
animals is the common water snail.
Attest, GEO. i
The marvel of our voluntary foodJust think of a single gigantic train
These are ordinarily kept in goldnow that we are “getting re |
saving,
extending from Chicago east, on any of fish aquaria as scavengers, to clean
suits,” Is that no one ever actually i
tlie main trunk lines, as far as the
up tlie debris and take off the green
suffered any hardship from It; that !
on
the
sides
of
think
of
this
that
When
material
Falls.
grows
you
Niagara
we all are better in healtn and spirit
the glass. Most people think of snails
you will have some faint idea of what
anil better satisfied with ourselves bethe
in
clean,
as aids
aquarium
wartime car saving means, when exkeeping
cause of our friendly self-denial.
ADMINISTRATOR'S F
pressed in terms of results accom- but they are in themselves real objects
scriber hereby gives n• *;
plished last year by a single industry. of interest.
Food control In America held the duly appointed admini-trat
The fertilizer industry iu endeavorMARTHA A. SMALL.
of breadstuffs steady, prevented
price
Always a Silver Lining.
ing to co-operate with the government,
vicious speculation and extortion and in the County of Waldo, -imemif
lie
lie
a
as
looks
He
might
last year undertook to ship only in full
bonds as the law directs
preserved tranquillity at home.
ber of the diplomatic corps, but he
carloads. The previous year the averdemands against the esti.
are desired to present the
isn’t—being a salesman in a time-honage carload of fertilizer had been
In no other nation Is then/so willing an all indebted thereto a:<
ored department house on Seventh
about 20 tons—only half of the car
a sense of voluntary self-sacrifice as
payment immediately.
Ill
occupied. Lust year this average was street, which in one respect, anyhow, In America—thut was shown In the
as
Is
with
something
good.
Thorndike, Me., Dec 10. I
equally
raised to over 30 tons per car,
abstinence from wheat.
lias
a
wife
who
must
lie
he
Also,
the net result that the equivalent of
a cheerful-robin type of little woman,
"more than 87,000 ear trips were saved.
ADMINISTRATOR'S
Find more wheat. It came; more
for when she peeped in on her husband
scriber hereby gives rot
folmust
also
Other industries
pork, It came; save sugar, it was done.
the morning the order went forth that So Americans answered the challenge duly appointed admit isira
low
the
same
plan. Lime, fepd,
were not to lie opened until ten
JOHN A. DODGE.
stores
of
must
materials,
of German starvation.
fertilizers, all sorts
o’clock she accepted the news cloud
be shipped in full carloads. The way
in the County of \S ah
with ilie buoyancy of one who knows a
Good will rules the new world ns bonds as the law direct:
to accomplish this is for consumers to
d* mauds against the cs-i*
silver lining when it comes her way: ! fear governed the old world. Through
foresee their needs; and foreseeing
are desired to present tin
“Why, James”—James is the diplo- sharing food America helps make the and all indebted
their needs to place their orders early
therct.
matic-looking husband—“now you can whole world kin.
—so that there will he time enough for
payment immediately.
the
breakfast
HIR
me
with
Immedidishes,
help
full carloads to be made up.
Belfast, Me., Aug 13J 1-*
Food control made sufficiency from
can’t you?”
ate shipment, as early as possible,
Oil, yes, the silver linings are there, I shortage, kept the rein on food prices,
must also lie the rule—so that neither
all
nor
the
right—provided we don’t concen- gave the nation's full strength eserstorage,
manufacturer’s
the
else.
trate
too morbidly on I be cloud side
become
overdealer’s storage may
i of a situation.—Washington Star.
taxed,
The copartnership oi
I
Starvation by Germany challenged
of Fred S.
all the world; food conservation Id consisting
L. Hall, both of Belf i.America answered llie challenge.
husiness at said Belfagrain business under tin
Fond conservation in America has
style of Jackson <V HaE.
Alt'
of
individual
devotbe
been
SEARSPORT, I'J
triumph
been dissolved. Said f1
tion to tlie national cause.
will continue the busim
tlie
stockholdof
The annual meeting
now due and owing to sa>
Bank will
ers of the Searsport National
j are due and payable at <
be held at their banking rooms in Searspaid at the stdre form*1
1| said
at 2
copartnership,
port, on Tuesday, January 14, 1919,
i
We wish to thank all ot
o’clock, for the election of directors for
their
past patronage an
j
For Infants and Children
the ensuing year and for the transaction
! Mr. Jackson, solicits your
tn
of any other business as may legally come
For Over 30 Years age and assures all ot in
that they have had
deal
^
;
before the meeting.
FREDh •'”
I
WILBUR R. BLODGETT, Cashier.
VlRGlM3w52
Signature of
Dec. 24, 1918.
1018.
Dec.

Many
same

m

nt Rwtd s

Storage
Storage
Starting

Heated Gar,!,
Vehicles. Unheat
given thorough

Garage

ELECTRICAL

& Machine

Company

Belfast,

..

-_-

Probate

IS

NO I ICE OF BIS

SFAFS10RT NA-10F AL BAM,

Tki Gtly National Bail
The annual meeting of the stockholdof The City National Bank of Belfast
for the choice of directors and the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them, will be held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January
14, 1919, at 10 o'clock a. m.

[

C. W. WESCOTT, President.

Belfast, December 24,

1918.
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ARE FOR

Bears the

topheavy appearance.
So why do I cling to it? Why?
Because anything that costs as much
money as that dertiv, deserves not only
care as an investment, hut
respect as
a thing of value.
People don't laugh
at tile Kohinoor diamond, do
they?
They never poke fun at the Great
Then why .should they he
Ruby?
amused at my derby?

quickly,

j

J T 58

Otis, aged

inside and don't show anyway. It
does not do me justice, either.
And
at any angle I place it, it gives me a
are

frequentlyVad

♦ *+•$•******•»•***♦*♦♦+<•
*
*
*F
*
*
*
*
4
*
*
*
*
*
*
•F
*

ualism, outside of the initials, which

©astoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil i>
Boric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It contains I,,
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substain.
more than thirty years it Ims been in constant ■!><
relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, “Wind
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising tin
and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aid i(,.'
similation of Food; giving healthy and natin. i
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother's Friend,

■

Farm enterprise and much soft corn
Increased pork supplies, food conservation increased exports—total shipments doubled.

+

It Is on'.v a plain derby, beginning
(o have \the permanent duskiness of a
peach, in spite of frequent trips to the
hat specialist for rehabilitation.
It
lms no claim whatever to any individ-

j
j

Albert W.

Kichard
blank

against 1,454,000,000 pounds
ending

Our food

FOR FLETCHER’S

1918.J B 91-26

Jim Spurling, fisherman.

parents.

as

Deserving Care, and
Worthy of Respect as
Thing of Value.

j

three month period
September 1, this year,

Eaton, Walter Pritchard.
Boy Scouts in Glacier Park.
1918.J Ea 81-4

Tolman,

;

The dressed hog products during the j
(hree months ending September 30,
1917, amounted to 903,172,000 pounds,
while for the corresponding months of
1918 the dressed hog products totaled
1,277,589,000, an increase of over 374,000,000 pounds for tlie quarter.
During the same period for 1917 the
records of inspected
slaughter of
beef
dressed
showed
1,263,000,000 I

Children Cry
CAS "TOR

Mother West Wind “where”

I

J

a

city Y. M. C. A. buildings will afford all
these, together with their swimming
pools, gymnasiums ami restaurants, for :
tile hoys who come back.
Loneliness
1918.
H 551
was the greatest evil which the “Y” hut
Lincoln, Joseph C
combated overseas, and the city “Y” j
Shavings. 1918.L 631-19 buildings will perform the same service |

Lincoln,

i
I

impossible.

tlie

Investment It Must Bs

as

STATE OF M

America’s Pledge of Food
t ree access to all Y M. C. A. privileges ;
Gave Heart to the Allies
for a period of three months was extend- |
ed to all Americans in uniform, returning i
In Their Darkest Hour

H 143-2

...

less than 8 per cent, and not
than 15 per cent, as compared
with one year ago, with an increase in
the average weight.
Following the request of the LT. S.
Food Administration for an increase
In hog production for marketing in tlie
fall of 1918 and the spring of 1919 the
increase may yield not less than 1,600,000,900 pounds more of pork products
than were available last year.
Without this Increase the shipping program
arranged by Mr. Hoover regarding animal food products would have been

for

an

High

more

pounds

Is

than 3,000 acres where the growers last
averaged about seven tons per
acre. Twenty-five per cent of this urea
yielded between 10 and 12 tons to the
acre.
A number of middle Western
growers have averaged over 20 tons
to tlio acre.
Large yield, quality and
big profits go hand in band.
Humus the Life of the Soil.
Soils containing plenty of organic
matter will start tomato plants more
cultivate more easily, and
carry the plant through a period of
drought more certainly than will those
lacking humus. Field observation establishes the fact that many tomato
growers have allowed the organic
ter of the soil to become exhausted,
and many low yields can be laid to
this cause. Most Eastern tomato growers can now get little or no manure,

as

Conceded

Read

that this decrease will show

not

True bravery iz very eazy tew detekt,
for it iz az mutch a part arid parcel ov a
man’s every day life az hiz clothes iz.
Everything that a truly brave man duz
iz did from principle, not impulse, and
when no one sees him he iz just az heroik
az he would be if he waz in the eyes of
the multitude.
Thare iz a grate deal ov bravery that iz
simply ornamental, and if it wan’t for its
spurs and cockade wouldn’t amount tew
mutch.
It iz not bravery to face what we kan’t
dodge, but. it iz true courage tew face all
tilings that are honest and dodge nothing.
True bravery exists amung the lowly I
just az mutch az amung the grate, and a
man really haz no more right tew
expekt
praise for his courage than he hez for hiz j
virtue.
It often requires more bravery tew tell
the simple truth than ii duz tew win a !
battle.
j
He who fills to the brim the stashun in
life, whLh nature or fortune haz given !
him, iz a hero; i don’t care whether he iz
a peasant on the hillside, or a chieftian in.!
the tented held.
1'he fnost sublime courage I ha\ ever
witnessed, hav been amung that klass
who waz too poor to know that they pos- I
sessed it, and too humble for the world 1
ever to diskover it.
When I want to see a hero, or comj
mune with one, i don’t go tew the pages
ov history; i kan find them in amung the
bipaths ov every day life. 1 have known
them tew liv out their lives and die without ennyi reckord here; but hereafter,
when the grate sorting takes place, they
will be found amung the jewels.

j

European War.

Barry,

JOSH BILLINGS

j

947 D 58

are

Merely

AUIOMOBILE, MECHANICAL

increase, according to recent reports.
Since January 1 unoflicial information indicates an increase in hogs of

BRAVERY
BY

Pre-

an

Literature.

Guest, Edgar Albert.
Just folks.
1917.811 G 93

Over

following:
Reports compiled by the C. S. Department of Agriculture Indicate an
increase In cattle of 10.2.38,000 head
and 12,441,000 hogs.
These figures
were compiled to January 1 hist.
In this period there was a decrease
In sheep of 819,000 head. The indica-

FOR FLETCHER’S

1918.

Increase

Through increased production and
conservation we will be able this year
to export seven times our pre-war
average exports of pork products.
With the heavy demands added In caring for the millions who have been
freed from German oppression, the
Department of Agriculture and the
Food Administration are justified today in our every action of stimulation
of hog production. In the coming year
the greatest world shortage will be In
fats, and pork will help to save this |
situation.
The efficacy of the policy 1
of stimulated production lias built up
in tliis country supplies which will enable us to supply a very large part of
the fat deficiency of the world.
In
beef there must he a shortage In Europe, due largely to limited refrigerator ship capacity.
All freezer ships
available, however, will be filled by
America, Argemine and Australia.
The contribution made by the producers of this country to the war program as applying particularly to animal food products is Illustrated by the

value in the same proportion
as
your twenty stamps, and the
government will redeem It on expiration for $5, just as it will redeem your twenty Savings stamps
for $100.
Thrift cards, even the

1918

Stimulation

War Exports.

in

New Books,

In

tomato

year

of Pork Production—Sevenfold

certificates or cards will be valuable
after January 1st.
“Hold onto your War
Certificates. whether you have one War
Savings Stamp nr a filled card” advises Mr. Franklin.
There is absolutely no reason
vln rro(
for cashing
a
single
Stamp before
The
maturity.

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

j
!

SITUATION.

Covernment Justified

Stamps, because their owners have
an
idea that only completely filled

30c., 60c., $1.20

SAVE

Abundant Reasons Why Owner
Clings to Headpiece.

crops are profitable.
crops pay the grower little
The grower
more than day wages.
who is successful uses methods that
insure large yields and high quality.
In a few sections, average yields do
not exceed two tons, yet in New Jersey on farms delivering to a single
cannery, there was a total of more

Good

Average

Shortage.
FARMERS

HIS COSTLY DERBY

and Better Quality Make
Bigger Profits.

Larger Crops

Increase in ^American Hogs Will
Help to Meet World Fat

Lewis 11. Franklin, director of the
War
Loan
of
the
Organization,
United States Treasury Department,
says there is a tendency to cash in
War
Savings Stamps and Thrift

Clean, refreshing, soothing, economical,
quickly effective. Say “Sloan's Liniment" to your druggist. Get it today.

more money for tomatoes

Searsport, Me.,

LANE'S
COLD
a CRIP

!

TABLETS
guaranteed

CASTORIA

In Use

|

Belfast,

26,

^

He now has his final

yv|M KRPORT

j

of North Searsport
i arnibee a few days

,r!

f

es
',1V.

Blaisdell spent

_

Owing

to the prevalence of influenza in
town the Christmas ball was postponed;
also the installation of King David’s

BeMtihUtl
wTcd
M.«ht Well
Serve

°f

a

Montgomery, J. A. Brewster, Ervin Taylor, Will Meservey, all of Camden, and

of Camp Devens Mr. Booth of Massachusetts. The party
furlough at the home had been camping for a week at Colman
Mrs. John Ma- pond.

!

a broken hip.
Mrs.
“Sunshine bag” on
Christmas day laden with dainty gifts of

of those who
in letters dated

names
n.

''

toilet

arleton.

Tranquility Grange held its annual elecon Saturday evening, Jan.

tion of officers

in the loss of their

Damon,who

■tth.

was

been ill recent-

Peavey; Overseer, L. S.

colds, grip

severe

Chaplain,

Mrs. William
Thomp-

Chorister,
Mr.

,! A. M. held its

and

Frank O. McMavo; J W.,
Lewis Atwood;
Ellery
.11, S. D.,
liragg; S. S.,
A. Cole; chapVV. K. Eernald.
at 7.30 by the

and went overseas.

ever

He

is healed, has had two
his ankle and is still unable
was

drafted

m.,

He says

care.

at tneir

Mrs. Hazel

Ingersoll

of Camden

was

a

recent guest of Mrs. Albert Marriner

brother, Fred Ford,
and favorably
always resided in

Arthur Mahoney.

for the home-life
industrious and

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marriner of Morrill

devoted and inindeed sad that

spent the week-end recently with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie S. Marriner.

deprived thus

art-

Mrs. May Packard of Castine and Mrs.
A. J. Howard of North Searsmont were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gelo.

lier’s care and

a

true

a

and faith-

laughter and

iiiatr

Clyde Marriner

services were held

his

and Mrs. Leslie Marriner.

bearers were Or-

Alvah Donnell of Portland spent Christmas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M.

kett, F. E. Dunton
former school-

His wife accompanied him back
; and will spend the winter there.
Donnell.

Woro

received by relatives that cn
Friday, Dec. 20th, at her home on Belmont avenue,
Brockton, Mass., Mrs.
1

the service and in-

was

Charles L. Cobb died of influenza.

She

formerly Miss Ilettie C. Brewster of
this place.
She leaves besides her huswas

ill cemetery.

i band

NVILLE

from

Christmas

stor Rev. C. A.

l.odge of which
'ending in a body.
Tul flowers, silent
of love and esteem,
inly, relatives and
Rebekah Lodge. F.

home

stud.es at Belfast High school and spent
week with his parents, Mr.

Methodist

the

was

daughter,

one

Ilene C-'bb.

i Miss Emma Slipp gave a Christmas
: tree for her pupils on Tuesday even-

home from Rockmas.

.named to Rockland
school.
left Dec. 30th to

ing, Dec. 2fth. The parents and neighbors gathered at the schoolhouse in full
force, where a fine programs was given
consisting of singing, reading, recitations,
violin and tambourine music.

school.

HOW ’BOUl WOOL?

high Oddway and
den recently.

The Department of Commerce has just
issued a bulletin on “Protection of Fur
of
Portland
Wiley
Bearing Animals in Alaska.’’ Good, as
k with relatives in far as it goes. Now we would like to
have the Democratic Department of
Commerce te.l us what it has done for
was at home from
the protection of wool bearing animals in
America. The government has an aca holiday vacation
| cumulation of 450,000,000 pounds of wool
which it is about to dispose of.
The
of Everett, Mass., warehouses in South Africa, Australia,
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. New Zealand, South America and some
minor countries, are jammed with wool
days.
1 waiting for ships to carry it to the Amerii hompson, who has can market.
The American sheep owner
is paying fabulous prices for feed and the
rm of school in the
of
Department
Agriculture has just anis gone to
Melrose, nounced higher fees for grazing privi'a liter.
leges on the Forest Reserves. The Democratic party repealed the import duty on
ooney has returned
wjoI.
What is it now going to do for
Ayer, Mass., where the protection of wool bearing animats in
since
niig
last fall the United States?

A

Questionnaire

...-

‘!°ni

a

,n„ I—MlllUMl hi,_|__

doctor’s prescription for iiis

pared for internal

^
1

patients?

use?
a longer record of success than
any other?
"iior than others in soothing, healing elements?
Iaice the

same

as

as

well

as

articles?

There is only one Liniment you can refer
which will permit your dealer to honestly
answer
yes to every one of the above questions and that is the century old and ever
reliable family friend and favorite

Johnson’s
\

[

c

“Liniment

8°re Throat, Grippe, Cramps, Chills,
Sprains,
iMuscular Rheumatism, and many other common ills.

again sensationally illustrated.
daughter of a settler rose at

STAKDARDO'LCO.SE

deceptive snake, which will not
submit to have its tail saluted even
by the airiest of treads, was killed.
Tills illustrates afresh the singular association between an nd(lei*and a rat.
Why and for what purpose does tins

^Keep

_

ipparent amicability exist?

enlargement

1

STAMPS

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

In early in the flying man’s career, being noticeable
after five months of experience in the
air.
The degree of enlargement is
roughly proportioned to tlie height at
which (lie aviator is accustomed to
fly. so that simple examination of the
X-ray plate suffices to determine a
man’s branch of (lying service, whether he
is doing chasing and bombing
work at high altitudes or is engaged

might

show.
Caves Bear Traces of Old Conflict.
Only 20 miles from Phoenix, an
trizona man, Joseph Yberri, in explori ng three caves on the edge of a gulch,
tame upon the traces of an old conflict, whose cause and date are still
red spots on its abdomen. There Is no
question of the fact that its bite Is a mystery to the community. Observing that one of the caves was protectoften fatal.
Rather odd is the fact that this ed by a breastworks of stone and timspecies of spider Is found in most parts "I ber, he entered and discovered, among
scattered saddles, spurs, and cartridge
of the world.
In New Zealand it is
shells, eight skeletons. Seventeen more
called the “katipo;” in Santo Domingo
were found in the other caves, but
the “red rump.” Not only does it kill,
there was no clew to show h<iw these
hut the death it indicts is inconceivably frightful. The brain is affected, men had perished. A sack ot tobacco
was there, and empty flour bags, coffee
and a dropsy of the skin may distort
cups, and palls which bore labels indithe victim's features to such an excating that they were on t ie market
tent as to render him unrecognizable.
A Mexican
no longer ago than 1903.
herb, suefi as the Papago Indians carThe Investor’s Innings.
ry, was found.
“I could paper a room with the valueless stock certificates I have bought,”
Fluxie Also in the Game.
remarked the unlucky man.
Several weeks ago my aunt stirred
“Don’t do it. Avail yourself of a
up the family by suddenly eloping with
sure thing at last and paste up war
a young man with whom she was acsavings stamps.”
quainted. A few days later little Eleanor visited grandmother, and, findDropped From the Team.
it dull, was asking to be allowed
Friend—So you
dropped Private ing
to play with the family’s poodle. She
Halfback from your service football
was told that aunty took Fluxie with
team.
her. She came home greatly excited
Soldier—Yes. He fell down in scholand before she was fairly within the
lust
month
His
was
average
arship.
house exclaimed, “Oh. muvver, Fluxie
a
Germans
four
less than
day.—Life.
’loped, too.”—Chicago Tribune.
—----

Deadly Spiders.
We have in this country a small
spider, commonly known as the “black
widow,” which is very deadly. It has

Wings.
“Riches have wings,” remarked the

ready-made philosopher.
“Yes,” replied Mr. Dustin Stax;.“aml
I might add that they can he useful in
many ways in hands of

tor."

a

skilled avia__

Prospects are bright for a new shoeshop in the near future in Warren, which
will employ about 150 hands. Lynn capital is interested in the project and will, it
is understood, take over the old factory
which was operated by the Spinney-Maybury Co., and has been down for about
two years. Extensive additions will be
made to the plant and as the concern interested has a substantial backing Warren
is likely to return before another year to
its old prominence as a shoe town. This
new enterprise with the recent revival of
the lime industry under the Knox Lime
Co., will help greatly in the prosperity of
Warren and citizens are much elated over
the

prospect.—Knox Messenger.

Judged by Their Records.
Mrs. Kawler—But how do you know
what kind of people the Newcombs are
if you’ve never met them?
Mrs. Flatt—I have heard their phonselections.—Boston
Evening
ograph
Transcript.

BELFAST

AND

BURNHAM

BRANCH

FROM BELFAST
a.m.

Belfast, depart,

6.45

Waldo,
Brooks,

7.14

Knox,

Belfast,

tl.57

7.36
7.45

2 10
2.20

Winnecook,

4.7.57

12.32

Burnham, arrive,

8.05
12.40
8.29
c8.39
8.45
11.45
3.30

2.40
5.40

Bangor,

Clinton,
Fairfield,
Waterville,
Portland,
Boston, p. m.,

FOI^SALE
One 390 egg size Cyprus Standard Incubator.
One 240 egg size Cyprus Standard Incubator.
One 240 egg size Buffalo Incubator.
One Prairie State coal burning brooder,
52 inch hover.
Machines practically new and stored at
Holmes’ Mills, where they may be seen by
applying to Charles Ayer. Price right.
H. M.

DANIELS,

Caribou, Maine.

The

"

3.20
5.55
9.25

f

offered tn-dr.v should ir. do
instraotipn in
e.e Commen .el
Braa.i.t..., Sh;.-thaak and

SHAW BUSINESS GOLLEGE

a.m.

9.00

Portland,

7.15

12.40

I

Male Help

Wanted.

10.40

3.40
2.24

10.48
10.58
11.15

t3.47

t8.45

fll.25

f4.25

8.55
9.05

12.00
12.30

4.37
4.45

t9.14

112.45

t4.52

9.34

1.42

5.10

tl.56

Citypoint.

|9.46
t9.58

Belfast, anive,

to. 12
t5.25

10.05

t2.15
2.25

3.58
4.15

Maine.

Best CliiBBiiiji: Offer
WE HAVE EVER OFFERED

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Stockton Springs Water Company will be held at t e office of the
secretary at Stockton Springs, Maine, on
Tuesday, the 21st day of January, A. D.
1919, at 12.30 p. m., to hear the reports of
the officers and act upon the same, to
elect a board of directors for the ensuing
year and to transact any other legal bus
ness that may properly come before said
meeting. Per order,
ALBERT M. AMES, Secretary.

The Ihrice-a-Week Edition

GEOTt. JOHNSON,

Practice in all
s)::iilt».

Courts.

A

at Law
Probate) practica

Practically

a

of
No Other

I

so

Daily at the
a
Weekly.

Price

Newspaper

in the World

Much at

Low

so

a

Price.

The value and need of a newspaper in the household was never
greater than at the present time. We
have been forced to enter the world
war, and a mighty army of ours is
already in France fighting great battles and winning magnificent victories.
You will want to have all the
news from our troops on European
battlefields, and 1919 promises to be
the most momentous year in the history of the world.
No other newspaper at so small a
price will furnisli such prompt and
accurate news of these world-shaking events. It is not necessary to
say more.

The Thrice-a-Woek World’s regular subscription price is only $1.00
per year, and this pays for 156 papers.
We offer, to all who pay in advance,
this unequalled newspaper and The
Republican Journal together for one
year for $2.50. The regular subscription price of the two papers is $3.00.
Address, The Republican Journal

Publishing Company.

2ft

Correct Weight
Highest Prices
1 am at present paying the highest
prices possible for scrap iron, metals,

1 Take no other
r a>riig!;l>;.
I>!AMO\!>
v

Hr.

J’,u-

«f

r/

V

illF!fT
li.l.s. f

I

SOLO BY CRUGQISTS

vl(Ur

*/\

EVPRYVVHi^E

OE'JONl) HAND GOODS of every (lescripti >n.
Furniture, oeddm^, carpets, stoves,
etc. Antique furniture a specialty.
If yoa
have anything to sell drop me a postcard and
you will receive a nroinpt c ill.
WALT Eli li .COOMBS
C >rn >r W ishi-igton and Bridge Streets,
Tel. 253 5
BellasiVI line.

s

hvery Woman

c.

ants

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for d ruches stops I
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and in flam- I
mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, fer tea years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
|
sore throat c*rtd sore eyes. Economical. I
Has extraordinary cleansing and fcdmiicidal power. I
Sannle Fret-. 50c. rll dr*:ngrt-. or
postpaid by?
^oiau. ThePaxlon Toilet Company. Boston. Nlasa. J*

dr. w.

tuny,

DENTIST,
Wnttiic Temile.

Kelt nt

I/s

COAO WOOD
FOR SALE.
Inquire of
F. M.

or

WALTER 13. DUTCH.

Horse for Sale
A large black horse, weighing 1409, has
trucking purposes. Will be
sold cheap.
Apply to
been used for

OH LOOK!
A Yankee

Junk

Buver.

rubbers,

paper, rags, and all waste materials. Rubbers, 6c.; rags, Zc.; bags, 5c.
For correct weight and prompt attention
call
SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St, Belfast, Me.
Tel. 229-4

Mir

New York World in 1919

Gives

ANNUAL MEETING

BLA.ZO,

W3au\Bilfist.

OF THE

2wl

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the STOCKTON SPRINGS TRUST
COMPANY will be held in their banking
rooms at Stockton Springs, Maine, at ten
o’ciock in the forenoon, Tuesday, January
21, A. D. 1919, to elect a board of directors and to transact any other business
that may legally come before said meetALBERT M. AMES, Clerk.
ing.
Stockton Springs, Maine,
2wl
January 2, 1919.

-VilU

WANTED

SEE!

Springs Water Comp y

Attorney

connection
W. W.

U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Rockland trains seamen for officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine. Short cut tp the
b ridge.
Two years’sea experience required,
Native or naturalized citiz >ns only. Course
six weeks. Apply at school, Federal Building,
Rockland.
tf 14

Meeting

Stockton Springs, Maine,
January 2, 1919.

icking,

SEAM£N

Douglass,

Stockton

all kinds of tr

prompt, attention.

Telephone

5.35

Portland,

to do

Chance for Advancement—FREE.

tFlag station.
cStops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
M. L. Harris, Geu’l Pass. Agt.

Annual

prepared

iz5

6 50
6.40
6.57
7.09
8.35

General Manager,

am

Eurniture and piano moving a spicialty.
Leave orders at
the stable, corner of
Main anl Cross streets, and thi/ will r<a.

a.m.

D. C.

Store

>3

trucking

ceive

p.m.

Winnecook,
Unity,
•Thorndike,
Knox,
Brooks,
Waldo,

Store

All the former firm’s prescriptions
carefully filed by tlie new proprietor and
be refilled at any time.
i
Everything
n dru* supplies on hand at all times.

PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AVGUSTA is the
oni> school in New Kngland winch offers such
a course.
lelegra; hy also taught. I'ree rata*
•ww
F. U. £UA V. Pros, dent.

2.45

Burnham, leave,

Drug

Mim Streat, n3xt Webbir 3

Typewriting and the BurrauSh’s
Automatic Bookkeeping Machine.

a.m.

Fairfield,
Clinton,

Belfast

GEQiGE F. X£NT. DdUGSIST.
As

Boston,

Bangor,

STORE

WITH

Maine.

-AS £i -j

TO BELFAST

Waterville,

DRUG

can

f*7.29

Thorndike,
Unity,

1

1.10
tl.15
f 1.26
1.42

16.50
t7.01

Citypoint,

CORNER

IS NOW

Apply to
DICKEY & KNOWL TON.

p.m.

Removal
THE OLD

Two liarber Cfiairs
One Grindstone
Three Sets Scales
One Gasolene Tank
One Canvas Canoe.

On and after Sept. 29, 1918, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, as follows:

BELFAST, MAINE.

37*m

For Sale

sets

World's Biggest Wireless Station.
Ukrainians in Canada.
There are about 220.000 Ukrainians
Japan is to have the greatest wirein the Canadian Northwest. They he- i less station in the world, according to
a report to the Japan Advertiser.
It
gun to emigrate from their native land
will lie built in f’ukushim;. prefecture,
in the ’90s.
Most of them were farmthe department of communicaers.
and today they occupy whole
j says
counties in Alberta and Saskatchewan.
tions, and will cost 860.00(1 yen ($430,They were not illiterate when they 000). The dispatch station will be at
came to America and they have been
Hihnrigahara, near Hariamachi, and
busily educating themselves during the the receiving station will he at IIosolast 20 years.
Survey work lias been startya-cho.
There is a
Ukrainian publishing \ ed by engineers of the department.
The direct distance between the new
house in Winnipeg. This concern does
not merely issue a foreign language ; office and San Francisco is 4,600 miles,
It is gradually bringing while that between the Funabashi ofnewspaper.
fice and Honolulu Is 3,250 miles. Servout reprints of all that is best in
ice will not he opened for two years.
Ukrainian literature.
The Ukrainian
The new office will communicate direct
farmer in Canada has a row of wellfilled bookshelves such as the average with San Francisco without relay In
Hawaii.
American farmer
not be able to
4

your pledge!
Your u'ork is NOT DONE
until every pennv promised
is pa in

BUY WAR-SAVINGS

Aviator’s Heart Enlarged.
Doctors Etienne and Eamy of Nancy. France, have conducted a series of
X-ray examinations of the hearts of
aviators and have found evidence of
considerable enlargement.
This heart

paths moist, gave fresh greenness to ai harrying infantry, etc., at
comparawithered vegetation, brought hack mutively low altitudes.
sic to tin* parched, dried-up brooks. |
The enlargement seems to he symand roses to the pale cheeks of suffermetrical. and if does not appear to ining little children, and diffused joy | volve serious trouble. It is'due to the
everywhere.
heart’s adapting itself to the extra
The saint went simply about his
work put upon it by changes In the
daily duties, knowing nothing of the blood circulation because of the varyblessedness of his falling shadow. At ing conditions in the
atmosphere
[
last his very name was forgotten and
through which the aviator flies and
he was reverently called “The Holy
to the general happenings Incident to
Shadow.”—Pittsburgh IMspateh.
aviation.

external

I pay for inferior

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
OF NEW YORK

1

Arad Mahoney and Clarence Gelo spent
Dec 27th in Lincolnville, the guests of

veil

fail

out

the

And so tht' wish was fulfilled. When
the dear old man walked abroad, his
shadow, thrown on the ground on
either side or behind him, made arid

EAST SEARSMONT

or general store and drive
chill and winter cold.
ware

and almost immediately after she was
bitten by a death adder which had lain
nert at (he very spot whence the rat
had lied.
The child recovered, while

knowing it.”
How were they to carry out such a
wish? Finally the.\ lilt upon the following plan: Every time the saint’s
shadow should fall behind him or on
either side where he could not see it.
this shadow would have the.power to
care disease, soothe
pain, and comfort
♦
the sorrowing.

an

hospital in Southern France

the Red Cross and Salvation Army have
done great work for the boys over there.
Private Meservey is 29 years old, and has
always lived in this town. He was a
cousin of Aubrey M. Meservey, Co. 15.
both Inf., who was killed in action Sept,
lb, 1918.

and one half

ne

and went to

He writes from

that he has the best of

p

slightly

was

Perfection Oil Heaters are made to carry
about conveniently. You can warm room
after room, just as needed. No coal to
carry; no ashes; no smell or dirt.
SO-CO-NY OIL is true economy fuel.
One gallon gives you eight hours glowing
warmth.
Buy a Perfection Oil Heater today at any hard-

dawn, and with others ran off to the
vegetable garden for salads for breakfast.
While she was looking for a
seemly eltcumber. a rat was disturbed,

means

arm

must report the
Young, wife of

>

ii

Inf.,

American

laughters, Vera,

n

on

walk.

and was 35 years
i isband and par-

'■

Co. C 327th

was

The

tranged from him. The Lord has other

Camp Devens Oct. 3rd, 1917, and in a
few weeks was transferred to Camp Gordon, Atlanta, Ga., remaining there until
April, 1918, when he came to New York

operations
to

the evening

con-

of glorifying himself.”
I' illed with astonishment, they cried :
“What, then, do you desire?”
The saint smiled, and asked in turn,
“W hat can 1 wish for? That God give
me his grace; with that shall 1 not
have everything?”
Lut the angels insisted that he must
choose a miracle, or have one chosen
for him.
“Aery well,” he said at length, weary
of their importunity.
“I wish that T
may do a great deal )f good without

wound in the

llage after only a
ileuro pneumonia.
..'aer of Clarence

p

Janies Allen Meservey

sad and tender

in

Young;

wounded in France. He received wounds
in the left, arm and ankle. He writes the

M

•

Mrs.

Meservey,

The follow-

ii

Myra

Mabel Alexander.

have been notified by the War Department that their son, Private J. Clifford

officers, Friday
vst W M.,E S.

a

Russ; Ceres,

Myrabelle

ilavid Clara and

A Perfection Oil Heater is just what i3
needed to keep the children comfortable
and free from colds.

ago a locality in Aussuffered from a raid by bush
rats, which congregated in great numbers. Similar plagues have often been
recorded from the western downs; but
the coastal visitation was singular, for
it was associated with death adders,
which seemed to be on good terms
with the rats. One of the settlers was
growing sweet potatoes on a fairly
large settle for pig food, the plow being used for the harvesting of the crop.
Seldom was a furrow run for the full
length of the tie'll without turning
both adders and rats.
Suddenly the rats migrated, and
t lien
rlie death adders disappeared,
few of either being seen for a decade,
when the association between them

a model
of patience, attracting men
by the luster of your
virtues, thus glorifying
God ?”
Still he answered,
No; if men
should become attached to ino they
would be further from God and es-

Keeper, C.
Pottle; Pomona,

Proper Warmth for Baby

Many years

Gut he

1 pray; J do not

A 'Trianqle Trade Mark

tralia

Would you like to become

Carrie Hall; Gate

A. Stevens; Flora, Villa

treueva

'leer.

work of God.
vert.”

ard I.ermond; Assistant Steward, Harold
Deane; L; A. Steward, Madeline Russ;

l.edro, Clarissa,
kett, Mrs. C. A.
n,

Russ; Treas.,

Joel Fernald; Sec., Annie Lerinond; Lecturer, Mrs. Etta Fernald; Steward, Rich-

f, !lowing, most of
;4: F. C. Knowles,

..

Following
Master, J H.

PERFECTION
OIL HEATERS

as

ment.

answered, “No; that is God's work.'
Again they asked, “Would you like to
convert guilty souls, and
bring back
wandering hearts to the right path?”
"No," he replied, “that is also ihe

installing officers.

as

the officers elected:

are

the sick?”

scientifically regarded

many, Indeed, that some are inclined
to,class it as comparatively harmless,
the reasons for such opinion being:
(1) the small size of the creature, reducing the risks of its being interfered willi inadvertently; (2) its amiability; (3) the fact that unless the
sensitive membrane at the end of the
tail, to which the curved spine is the
culminating point, is trodden on or
otherwise insulted, the chances are
that there will be no active resent-

faithfulness, diffusing

your hands heal

Hon. A. H. Miller and J. S. Mullin

acted

1 ranee.
ve

handkerchiefs, candies,

terns to extend her sincere thanks.

A. Damon wish
extended kindness
d F

articles,

a

greetings, etc., from her neighbors and
friends, and she wishes through these

Daniel Hamm,

are

received

Though

“the most dangerous and probably the
most deadly” of Australian snakes, the
death adder has to its credit many
everyday proofs to the contrary; so

Not that these words fell from his
lips, but they were expressed in his
pleasant smH«, in ids kindness, forbearance and charity.
Then the angels prayed to
God, ask
ing, “O Ford, grant him tlie gift of
miracles!” The answer
quickly came,
“I will; ask him what
gift it shall be.”
So tlie angels asked the
holy man.
Would you like to have the touch of

studies at the llnl- fined to her bed by

Dickey

Scientists Unable to Account for ComDeath
panionship of Austral.an
Adder and the Rat.

atmosphere of love as the star diffuses light, and tlie flower
fragrance
without being aware of it.
Watching
with eager interest,
saw
that two
they
words summed up his
day. lie gave
and forgave.
an

Private Fred Dickey was called home
Mortimer Kipp and from Camp Devens last week to spend
have returned to Christmas with his mother, who is con-

k'

‘‘Holy Shadow"
an
Inspira-

as

It is a French
legend, so old that we
do not know when it
was written or
rather when it grew.
We ntav not
believe in the- miracle
giving, but in
the heart of (he
story lies an exquisite
pearl of truth.
And thus runs the
old legend.
A very long time
ago there dwelt
upon the earth a saint so
good that
tlie angels themselves
came down from
heaven to see how
any mortal could
live so holy and beautiiul a
life. They
found a man going
about his daily
duty in simple

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. McCobb entertained as guests at dinner Dec. 29th Hugh

nests of his broth,.,J Mrs. Joseph W.

BLESSINGS | FRIENDSHIP HARD fO EXPLAIN

tion to All.

daughter at the Waldo County Hospital,
where she was recently operated on for
appendicitis. Her many friends wish her
a rapid recovery.

has been at his

lS

HIS PATH ONE OF

Mrs. Myra Young was in Belfast for a
few days, called by the illness of her

ship officer in

a

is

j

from the

Lodge of Masons, which was to have
been held on Saturday evening, Dec. 28th.

|tei Cordon ot Dexter
,d Mrs. E. P. Good-

n

discharge

service.

All old ironat $10 per ton delivered a
Fred Gray’s dooryard. I pay $15 per ton
for any kind of machinery iron.
Will
buy old bags and rags at highest price.
29tf
CHAS. B. WALKER

46t_f_JAMES

D.

HILL

Wanted at Once
FLOORLADY
To make Khaki Pants and Overalls.
J. A. BREWSTER,
Apply to
2wl
Camden, Maine.

brated at the home of Mr.

I lyse of Stomach Sickness.

coe

How to Relieve Stomach Distress in
Minutes.
Does

Few

a

uary

Mrs. Ror-

on

! STOCKTON

SPRINGS.

WIMERPORT

If you feel as though there was a lump
of lead at the pit of your stomach, take a
couple of Mi o-na stomabh tablets and in
five minutes you should see that all stomach distress has vanished.
If you have stomach trouble, no matter
from what cause, use Mi o-na stomach
tablets that are recommended to cleanse
and renovate the stomach and put it in
such shape that you can eat a hearty
meal without any distress.
If you belch gas, have heartburn or
If your
sour stomach, you need Mi o-na.
stomacli feels up set the morning after
the night before, take two Mi-o-na tablets and see how quickly you get relief.
If you have shortness of breath, pain
in the stomach, waterbrash or foul breat h,
you need Mi-o-na and the sooner you get
it, the sooner your stomach should perform its duties properly.
If you use a box 01 Mi-o-na tablets
and fe'd that it has not overcome your
indigestion or stomach trouble, take the
empty box to vour dealer and he will refund your money. That shows our faith
For sale by A
in the value of Mi-o na.
A. Howes & Co. and all leading druggists.

were

carried

Entrance

out:

j

was

by

sung

group

tlie

the

SEARSPORT.

Rich and

Homer Hamilton.

Main street.

a

from

daughter,

M.

Berry returned last

extended

an

Mrs. E.

Norman Arey, who has been at his
home here several weeks recuperating
from influenza and jaundice, has returned
to his position in Washington, D. C.

visit with her
at Caribou.

Doyle,

H.

Winfield Sargent arrived recently from
h's home in Bridgewater for an indefinite
visit al the home of his sister, Mrs. Frank
Aden.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Bion B
Mrs.

Mrs. Harriet Kneeland Closson passed
; away quietly at the re&idence of Mrs.
severe Dora M.
;
Havener, 147 High street, Bel-

THURSDAY
The World’s Greatest Acrobatic Comedian

Davis,

who suffered

week,

a

is slowly

fast, shortly after

visit with friends in Dorchester.
Miss
Smith

Elsie

Gilkey and

Miss

young
several

Lillian

the guests of Mrs. Leon Corbett (Maude Smith) of Brockton, Mass.
are

Miss Kathryn Dow
sister, Miss Sally

her

was

years

Mrs.

Closson

lived

in Massachusetts

and

the service.

Whittemore of Bangor
was the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Jennie
Braga, over Tuesday night, havin ,f come

Owing

to

illness

the

school teacher, Miss L. Jeanne Crimmin,
and the Primary school, Miss Grace
Thompson, leacher, did not reopen Dec.

down in the morning for the funeral of

at Holliston in that State that she

1868.

Dow, principal

winter term.

Miss Rebecca Ross, who left iast week
for Tampa, Fla., is ill with influenza at

been engaged in business in those cities,
but upon his retirement twenty odd years

the home of

ago they took up their residence at Searsport, where he died on March 22, 1900.

her sister,
Allen of Orange, N. J.

Mrs.

Andrew

Mrs Charles Havener received

a

New Amsterdam.

;

Bedford Staples has recovered from
attack of influenza and is able to be about
This i« the first

of the dis-

case

reported since the passing of the
epidemic in November.

;

ease

News has been

received

that

husband

Mrs.

James P. Butman is ill with influenza at

Arthur

children,

Hanson,

with

having

While

Searsport

at

married

the Curt
three

homestead.

s

He

her two

lescing,

returned to her home in Brewer

ago to Miss
Elizabeth Havener, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. L. C. Havener of Worcester and
was

years

Death followed

Searsport.

illness with influenza.
his wife and young
and by his parents.

brought

to

a

two weeks

He is survived by

daughter, Elizabeth,

Searsport

The remains
on

were

Tuesd .y

for

burial.

Henry Rogers,

son

of

Mr.

and Mrs.

careers

Mrs. Fred

Jones,

who had been spending the holidays with her daughter, Mrs.
Ray Paul, received a despatch calling her
home to Newport, R.
was ill.

I.,

as

her husband

Jackson, who was very ill
ago, received a shower of
about 50 post cards. She desires to thank
her friends for their thoughtfulness. The
Mrs. Elxira

a

few weeks

shower

brought sunshine into her sick

given a delightful room.
Word has been received from Ray and
surprise party on the evening of Dec. 30,
his thirteenth birthday. Mrs. Rogers was Norman Cross.
Ray is still in a veteriassisted by her daughters, Annie End nary hospital.
Recently he sent home
Frances, in carrying out the preparations over 60 post cards, views of France,
He has had the
unknown to the young host. Games were Norman is in Germany.
enjoyed during the evening and a feast of privilege of being in four foreign counCharles Rogers,

ice cream,

cake,

was

home-made candies and

The guests weie:
Charles Lloyd, Theodore Monroe, Clyde
Heal, William Goodell, George Littlefield,

apples

were

served.

Howard Trundy, John Bell, Fred Bell,
Richard Howard and John Frame. It was

tries.

Irving Sheldon came from Boston over
week ago and has since been ill at the
His brother
home of his brother Austin.

a

and wife have also been ill.
Mrs.

Frank

Blake,

came

Their sister,
from Bangor

■

under the old time merchant of

this towD, the late B. M. Roberts.
After
a
time he went to Portland, where for
many

years

he

was

a

member of

the

widely-known Chenery Mfg. Co. In his
prime he suffered a severe break-down in
health and

was ever after seriously handiSedulous in
capped in his activities.
his application to business and of the
highest integrity, his social inclination
was strong and his personality was genial. With shattered health he ended his
long residence in the city and sought the
quiet of the open country some years ago.
Those who knew him cannot but feel that

he richly merited other than that which
became his by inscrutable dispensation.

He was twice married but had no children. His first wife, Miss Ecla, daughter of the late Capt. A. J. Pettingill, died
many years ago; he afterwards married
Miss Bessie McCain who survives him

together with his mother, Mrs. Octavia

Pettingill;

and two

sisters, Evelyn,

wife

proved.

and the

situation

The epidemic

was

PRISCILLA
DEAN
a picturization
novel, “The “Wli

one

sympathy and meticulous fidelity to
type she has brought to the screen in
t»

In the picture M
the part of her <>w
first characterize! i'.
beautiful, well helm
ing all the law>
she portrays, win
influence, the par!

living, moving, feeling portrayal of
Charlotte Bronte’s immortal ‘‘Jane
Eyre,” beloved heroine in the deathless romance of the same name.
It
is Alice Brady’s finest achievement
on the screen.

■

a

possible

Unusual,
A patriotic comedy drama, running over with thrills, laughs
and action.

Pictograph

Board of Health.

Pathe News.

of Richard, oldest son of
Wilbur Crockett, occurred

fourteen years of age and

was

was an

douglas Fairbanks h.
“HE COMES UP SMILIN',

but

excep-

War.
Our greatest danger now, declare authorities, is the great American tendency
to forget easily and to believe the peril is
over.
Competent authorities claim the
coming of cold weather is very apt to
bring a return of this disease and there
should be no let-up throughout the winter months of the following easily observed precautions, remembering that Influenza is far easier to prevent than cure.
Influenza is a crowd disease. Avoid
crowds as much as possible. Influenza
germs spread when ignorant or careless
persons sneeze or cough without using a
handkerchief. Cover up each cough or
sneeze.
Do not spit on the floor, sidewalk, in street cars or public places.
Avoid the use of common drinking cups
and roller towels in public places, breathe
some reliable germicidal and antiseptic
air to destroy the germs that do find
lodgement in your nose and throat.
Remember, no safer precaution against
Influenza could be employed in this manfrom the nearest drug
ner than to get
store a complete Hyomei Outfit consist ing
of a bottle of the Pure oil of Hyomei and
a little vest-pocket hard rubber inhaling
I device, into which a few drops of the oil
are poured.
You should carry this In| haler about with you during the day and
each half hour or so put it in your mouth
and draw deep breaths of its pure, healing
germ killing air into the passages of your
nose, throat and lungs.
By destroying germs before they actually begin work in your blood, you maymake yourself practically immune to infection.
All these suggestions about Spanish Influenza are equally true in the prevention
of colds, catarrh of nose and throat,
bronchitis and even pneumonia. Don’t
Keep
become careless. Do your part.
You may save yourself
the germs away.
a serious illness and the loss of several
weeks work.__

FOR SALE

Mutt and.lt

WEDNESDAY

brief

ter, Pauline, and three brothers, Harold,
Richard

I

See It!

Travelogue

Comedy

illness of pneumonia induced by a severe
cold.
Besides his parents he left one sisParker and Kenneth.

woman w

social lawn

are

a

■

“The Twt Sou!
Woman

tion which she has recently finished
for Select Pictures. With wonderful

at its height

Monday morning, Dec. 30th, after

h

Tut sc

of the famous characters of fiction in the new produc*

always rather quiet, so that a
closing ban on schools and public gatherings was not deemed necessary by the

ties

\
_

in

Re-creates

is much im-

jolly crowd that said good night at ten, and cared for them a few days, returning of Woodbury Roberts of Shale, Calif.,
and Sara, wife of Capt. George Skolfield
after presenting their host with numerous home Saturday.
Mrs. Irving Sheldon
of brunswick, with whom the aged mothgreetings.
from
Boston
came
Saturday night.
er makes her
home. The funeral was
j
of
T.
N.
Dr.
are
conducted
at
superintendent
services
Revival
being
Fearson,
held Friday, and the burial was in Everthe M. E. Church by the Conference the Sunday school, distributed twelve
green cemetery.
Evangelist of the Maine M. E. Confer- prizes of books to the scholars last Sunmishad
not
Lotia
Heal
Elmer
and
Mr. Powell day.
ence, Rev. Felix Powell.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
spoke from the pulpit Sunday morning sed a Sunday and the others bad been
doctor
and
ill.
The
when
absent
afternoon
and
only
and in the vestry Sunday
Whereas, our beloved sister, Florence
evening. He is a native of Italy. Com- his good wife, the superintendent of the M. Kimball, has been removed to the
eternal life beyond, therefore, be it
ing to this country when a young man he primary department, set a good example
Resolved, That we, the Daughters of
worked for a time at ditch digging. Later by having been present every session for
We wonder if there is another Veterans of Emma White Barker Tent,
the year.
becoming ambitious for an education,
busy doctor in Waldo county whoattend- deplore our loss, and are not unmindful
worked his way through Kent’s Hill and ed 48 sessions of Sunday school in 1918. of her good work in our Tent and faithful
attendance at our meetings
Drew Theological Seminary and was orResolved, That we extend to the beFor
dained into the Methodist ministry.
NORTH ISLfcSBORO.
reaved brothers and sisters our earnest
One 390 egg size Cyprus Standard Incuthe past four years' he has conducted
wishes that they may be sustained and bator.
Miss Doris Coombs of Castine was in supported by the thought that what to
successful revival services in various
One 240 egg size Cyprus Standard Incutown recently calling on friends.
them is but a temporal loss, is to her an
parts of New England. A new song
bator.
eternal
gain.
Mr. Sellers of Deer Isle has moved his
book is introduced and will be a feature
One 240 egg size Buffalo Incubator.
Resolved, That our charter be draped
of the meetings, which will continue for family into Mrs. Ruth Decker’s house for thirty days, that a copy of these resoOne Prairie State coal burning brooder,
for the winter.
lutions be sent to the bereaved family, to
17 nights. Thursday night’s subject, is:
52
inch hover.
is
Miss Georgia Pendleton of Islesboro
The Republican Journal, and that a page
“The World’s Greatest Conqueror;” FriMachines practically new and stored at
teaching the Parker school and boarding be set apart in our records to the memory
day, “Man’s Greatest Discovery;” Satur- with Mrs. Miller.
Holmes’ Mills, where they may be seen by
of our deceased aister.
Price right.
day, “The Half Baked Man.
Mrs. Herbert L. buckun i Com. applying to Charles Ayer.
Mrs. Victor Hodgkins and family have
H. M. DANIELS,
V on
Mrs. Altana E. Dutch
The second anniversary of the Utu moved into the Keller House, while he
Caribou, Maine.
37*m
MRS. CLYDE E. PETTEE
) Res.
Camp Fire of the M. E. church was cele- has employment on the Point

a

ALICE
BKADY

d uring Christmas week when all schools
were closed
for the holidays, and it
was at a time when public social activi-

the recurrence of influenza at

friends Christmas.

DAINTY

Lord, Everett Arev, Everett NeH. F. Eldridge, Mrs. Mary
Snow, Frances and Joseph Eldridge and
Kennard Crimmin, and the others whose
names have been given are still conva-

tionally line and promising lad. He was
a sophomore in the High school, where
he was very popular with his teachers
Having a courteous
The Stockton Springs Telephone Co. and schoolmates.
lias notified its patrons that because of and obliging nature he was fast becomincreased cost of labor and materials, the ing a general favorite with all, and the
instrument rentals in private residences entire community feels deep regret at his
are increased 35 per cent.
As the rates untimely decease and extend profound
of t.iiis small, independent company have sympathy to his parents, sister and
always been much less than those in brothers in their great sorrow. Funeral

;

Monday

VIVIAN
MARTIN

j

!

Optimism, Humor, Excitement and Novelty. A Splendid Production
Satistactory Than The Stage Success.

[Douglas

fAUBANKS
ABTCBAFT

High street, Belfast. The remains were
deposited in the receiving tomb at Elmwood Cemetery, Searsport, to await inharbor, has resumed his meat business
terment in the village cemetery in the
I
and is making regular trips to the village
! spring.
The bearers were four nephews,
several times a week.
other places, the increase is not unreason- services were held at St. Gabriel’s CathFred L. Kendall of Worcester, Daniel E.
olic church Thursday at 10 a. m., Rev.
able.
Mrs. Royal Monroe (Ethel Stinson) arid
Stephenson of Bangor, Henry W. KneeFr. Mahoney of Belfast officiating. The
her sister, Miss Beatrice Stinson, left
Patrons of the local telephone exchange
land of Boston, and Frank E. Kneeland
bearers
were
Francis Ne Ville, Philip
Monday for Boston, where they plan to of New York.
have missed the presence of Miss Olive
Claude Ryder and Kenneth
Goodenow,
secure employment for the 'vinter.
Mrs.
Foster, who resigned her position as
Nealley. James Foley' conducted and inMonroe has held the position of bookoperator a short time ago, and whose
MORRILL.
terment was in Oak Hill cemetery.
keeper in the C. O. Sawyer hardware
long service has been marked by a greatstore for the past year.
appreciated accommodating spirit. SPANISH INFHJErsZA
Iva Blood is critically ill with pneu- ly
Miss Myrtle Closson, Searsport High
Miss Ruth Merrithew lias been appointed
monia.
MORE DEADLY
school, 1918, was a member of the enterin her stead and divides the time with
Mrs. Annie L. Simmons has closed her
ing class at Castine Normal School last
Miss Ruth Barbour and occasional subTHAN WAR!
house and will spend the winter with her
week.
Miss Closson has completed a
stitutes.
children in Massachusetts and Rhode
successful term at Mariaville.
She is
Said That Epidemic Cost More Lives Than
Island.
Word was received here Saturday of
now the guest of her parents, Mr. and
American Loss in Battle. Danger Not
Mrs. Lewis Closson, during the enforced
Mrs. Delbert Paul has been quite ill the death of Edward E. Cheney, after a
Over.
Great Care Necessary To
with the “Flu” the past week, and sev- long illness, at his home in Scarboro on
closing of the school
Prevent Further Outbreak.
eral others are just getting up from sick- Jan. 1st, at the age of 59 years and ten
The community was shocked Saturday
The appalling ravages of Spanish Inmonths.
Mr. Cheney was reared in this
ness.
by the news of the death of Dr. William
the son of the late Capt. Elden fluenza in this country are perhaps best
village,
Mention was made last week of Linrealized by the statement recently made, J
Dr Curtis was
Curtis of Everett, Mass
Cheney. Left fatherless at an early age, that more deaths have resulted in little
wood Woodbury, who itad been ill in
the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Curhe later became one of a number of young more than a month from this disease than
He received 63 post
Mass.
tis of Everett and with his parents had Roxbury,
men who in the course of a
period of through our whole eighteen months par- !
cards and 15 letters from the home
in the battles of the European j
spent much of his time every summer in
years were started on prosperous business ticipation
Fred Perkins, who was released two
weeks ago from Fort Strong, Por land

Vod-a-Vil

ville, Mrs.

Sandypoint and Prospect has caused apprehension, there has appeared no definite flare-up of the epidemic in this vilsome two months ago when she accomhave suffered from
panied Mrs. Havener (who had been car- lage. Many persons
more than bad colds but are
ing for her) to Belfast for the winter. something
Death was due to infirmities attendant clearly recovering.
|
The body of Miss Mary E. Park accom- i
Mrs. Closson
upon her advanced age.
was one of a large family of whom one panied by Mrs. Melvin Park and her son,
brother and two sisters survive: Milton M. L. Park, Jr., arrived Tuesday mornKneeland of Minneapolis, Minn.; Mrs. ing, Dec. 31st, and was taken to ttie HarClementine Closson of Bangor, Me., and bor church, where the funeral was held
Mrs. Park and her son
Mrs. Orrie E. Randell of Tacoma, Wash- in the afternoon.
ington. She also leaves several nephews returned to Boston Thursday morning.

was

Comedy

Saturday

Geo.

Thursday after an extended visit with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac LittleMrs. Littlefield accompanied her
field.
daughter for a brief stay.

called by and nieces. The funeral services were
the sickness of her son Gordon. The case I conducted by Rev. Charles W. Martin of
: the Belfast
Methodist Church, at 147
is reported as a light one.

Sharon, Mass., where she

Richard

| Mr.Theanddeaih
Mrs.

an

town.

her

son

Since her husband's death Mrs. Closson
had continued to reside in Searsport until

mes-

sage Monday telling her of the safe arrival of her husband, Private Charles
Havener, in New York on board transport

Mrs.

many years after her marriage
Mrs. Closson resided at Lincoln, Me., and

Haverhill, Mass.,

visit with his small

in Fort Fairfield.

for

the Brewer High School, during the past
week.

a

a
noblewoman who v
thru nobleness of her 1>

I

30, when the other schools began for th

and the mother of his deceased wife, Mrs.
Susie Rendell, before going to his home

it

The story of

Waitresses Safe?”

“Are

GLaLM

“WEDLOCK'

scenes.

Mack Sennett Two-Reel

Intermediate

A(TRfss

—IN—

The ironworker who seeks to gain fame as a movie
MANY
actor and who finds his road hard.

interesting

EMOTIONAL

LOUISE

“THE GOAT”

Armand E. Joy of the U. S. Naval Rehas been assigned to inactive duty.
He was principal of the High school here
before his enlistment. He has been on
clerical duty in Quincy, Mass., while in

Mrs. James O.

31st for

for

became the wife of Isaac C. Closson, a
native of Sedgwick, Me., on July 15,

the guest of
of

was

woman

THE

serve

During the year 1D18 there have been
reported to Walter F. Trundy, town
clerk, 18 births, 21 marriages and 33
deaths, including those who died away
and were brought here for burial.

noon on

ROJECTED]

FRIDAY

—IN—

James Bowden, third assistant engineer
on the modern U. S. oil burner, the batSaturday, Jan.
tleship Mississippi, was' at the home of
improving.
I 4th.
Had she lived until Tuesday Mrs.
his parents, Mr and Mrs. Chas. E. BowCharles Russell has returned from a Closson would have attained her eightyGeorge H. HopKins, accompanied ny den, over New Year’s, while enjoying an
two weeks’ visit with his daughter, Mrs. seventh birthday, she having been born
Capt. H. L. Rawding, Capt. James M. eight days’ leave of absence.
in Prospect (now Searsport) on Jan. 7,
Ralph Long of Gardiner.
Parker and Lincoln A. Gardner, went to
In addition to the lists of names previ1832.
She was the daughter of Henry
The officers of Anchor Chapter, O. E.
Thomaston last Thursday, where the Ida ously given of those who have been sufHichborn
and
(Rendell)
Harriet
Hichborn
S., will be installed at the regular meet- |
S. Dow was launched for the Atlantic ferers from the
prevailing epidemic are
Kneeland, her grandfathers, Edward
ing held on Monday, Jan. 13th.
Coast Co.
Mrs. Geo. Crimmin, who has pneumonia;
Kneeland and Thomas Rendell of Cape
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Scully and daughter
Percy Baker, having received his dis- Miss Jessie I). Baker, Jennie and HurlJellison, having been among the pioneer
Katherine have returned from a holiday
settlers in this section of Maine. As a charge from Camp Devens, arrived the burt Tripp and Mrs. Tripp, Carl Knowles,
Mrs. John

ill turn at her home last

■

FRED STONE

the War Savings Stamps drive
when the scholars worked for

button.

Miss Park.

Mrs. Melvin Thompson spent Tuesday
and Wednesday of last week in Bangor.

Prices. 6c.— 11c.

the cause, Norris Clements sold the most,
5225 worth, and is entitled to a major’s

Sanborn and Mr.

PERFECTLY

PLEASING
HOTOPLAYS

2.30

in Augusta last week to atcounty,
tend the opening of the Maine legislature.

recently

Irving H. Merrithew arrived unexpectfrom Camp Upton Jan. 1st for a few
| edly
days’ furlough with his family. He re! t urned Saturday afternoon.

;

at

Representative Walter A. Cowan, Esq.,
formerly County Attorney for Waldo

During

Ga orge C. Fletcher returned
i Fndai afternoon from a pleasure trip to
j Bangor and Machias.
and

Matinee

Daily

was

Page B Spaulding returned Friday morning from Beverly,
Mass., where they have visited relatives
since Thanksgiving.

Selections

delightful evening.

Willard

week

a

by Mr. Porter on the auto harp, accompanied by Mrs. Porter at the piano, closed

on

Mrs.

rods

Camp Fire song
was sung; a
poem recited by Gertrude
Wentworth; song, Keep the Home Fires
Burning, by group; Fire Maker Honors
were won
by Gertrude Lloyd, who told
of the life of Joan of Arc, and Alice
Havener, who tol 1 what to do in emergencies. Beads were awarded and the
Star Spangled Banner sung by all. Rank
of Wood gatherer was awarded to Ruby
Davis, who having met the necessary requirements received the. ring. The Blue
Birds were given their feathers and sa g
as
closing number, Boo Ga Man. Hot
Tne
chocolate and cookies were served
guests were Mrs. Roscoe Davis, Mrs.
Grace Wentworth, Mr. and Mrs C O.
Sawyer and son Carl, E. W. Gilkey, Miss
Faustina Harding, Mary Downs, Lewis
called.

Our Gu^st,

and

York have been spending the holidays at
the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. Crimmin.

Mrs. George C. Fletcher.

gatherer, and the fire lighted by Frances
Burn Fire Birn
Ireland, Torchbearer.

POLONIAT
V THEATRE

Mrs. Geo. Grant returned Saturday
night from a two weeks’ visit in New
York and Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Erlon Crimmin of New

Hardy Morin, U. S. N., left for the
naval station at New London last Thursmarch and handsign by Camp Eire Girls
I
afternoon.
and Blue Birds followed the W*)heio Call. day
The
Current Events Club meeting is
Wood for the council fire was brought
and arranged by Beatrice Rich, Wood- a anointed for the 15th at the home-of

Indigestion.

Maurice Dolliver is ill at his home

lind

Thursday evening, Jan2nd. The following interesting cere-

monies

Money Back if Treatment
Not Overcome Any Form
of

N. Porter

1

HOUPIN1

Episode

“The Master
ISLESBOKO

StARSMUNT

Myst*
BELFAST

PPi

Corrected Week
Mr. G. E. Nash of Camden and his

Hartley of Hope
their

uncle,

were

James

son

Sunday guests of ]

Googins.

winter in

Marden,

who are spending the
Petersburg, Fla., saying

St.

PRODUCE

Apples,

Homer Babbidge
with his wife and

Mrs.

I.ouise Holmes sent her sister,
Mrs. Doris Hoimes, a box of fruit recent-

came

home for

a

visit

father, having just

rived from France.

ar-

He has been in the

ly gathered from the fruit farm of Her- Merchant Marine.
bert Hazeltine in Los Angeles, Cal. Mr.
Miss Muriel Hatch returned to school
Hazeltine was a Searsmont. boy and his in
Springfield last Thursday, also Ellis
old home was the building now occupied Hatch to Hanover
and Miss Alice Smith
by Cobb and Paine as a general store.
to New York.

RETAIL PRICE
35a
18l
I !!
Cracked core, 1
Corn meal,
1

Butter, salt,
Corn,

Cheese,
Cotton seed,

Victor

Clover seed, 37a l.
12 50a 1 i 1
Flour,
1 (m
; Hr G. seed,

j

MAIM

Gay-Dinsmohi
Jan. 1, Robert E. (
Beatrice Dinsmore
Knowlton Kn
Jan. 4, by Rev. Cl
M. Knowlton am)
both of Belfast.
Pendleton. Mt
5, Frederick pen
Morey of Islesbor

During the epidemic of Influenza, every
knows how quickly the stocks of Dr.
I Humphreys’ “Seventy-Seven” at the
drug stores were depleted. If our output
could have been increased a thousandfold
; one

1)11.1
the dem; nd could not have been met.
of
conservation
the
we
urge
Therefore,
ANNIS.
In lie
its use.
First—Read; then follow the di- wife of Alonzo II
rections exactly. Take just the number 43
years, 1 month an
of pellets and just as often as prescribed.
Crosby.
In Bei
Don’t take any more and don't take any II.
Crosby, aged 7t
oftener.
It is only a waste. As the diCLOSSON. In fi
rections with the vials are necessarily son of
Searsiiort, a
short, you had better send for Dr. Hum- 1 and 2tl days.
1
free.
mailed
Humphreys’
phreys’ Manual,
DAGGETT.
In I
Homeo. Medicine Co., 156 William street,
| Mary L. Daggett.
New fork.
In v
Mansur.
Gladys (Bartlelth M
In
MONROE.
Springer.
Mrs. Charlotte S,
Mrs. Lizzie Grant entertained the whist

Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Ward and Mr. and
were in Sandypoint Dec.

Mrs. L. C. Dow

27th to attend the funeral of their
Mrs. Harvard K. Harding.
The Clark
Dec. 30th
cases

of

as

niece,

school did not re-open on
because of several

planned,

measles and

influenza.

Mrs.

Luella Bowden is to be the teacher.

The Marsh school closed
after

a

term of 14 weeks.

on

Dec. 21st

A tree and

Christmas program were features enjoyed by the pupils. Several visitors were
present. School opened again Dec. 30th.

Clark,

wife of Harvard K. Harding whose death
occurred on Dec. 24th at Sandypoint,were

The installations have been postponed
until further notice.

brought to Maple Grove Cemetery and
the interment was in the family lot.
The sympathy of all goes out to Mr.
Harding and the children.
The funeral of Mrs. Cassius R. Cummings was held Dec. 26th at her late
home. Mrs. Cummings was ill only a
few hours and passed away very suddenShe leaves a husband, two small
ly.

daughters, father,

mother, sister, and
brothers to whom sympathy is extended.
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S. Monday, after two weeks’ vacation,
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was

for two weeks with influenza.
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wile,

has left me withe
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ing her on my ar.
Belfast, Jan. I
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the

guest of Miss Flora Tasker several days
last week.

| of Portland, Me.,
Sympathy is extended to Koy Mansur of
High school eh
wife, who died Jan. j lent, a two anti on
I training which inei
3rd of influenza.
levue Hospital, N ^
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Durham went to

in the death of his

Gardiner Saturday to attend the funeral
of Mrs. Carrie Durham DollofT.

Miss Hattie M. Black left Wednesday
Among those ill with influenza and
Boston, where she will receive medi- grip are G. A. Palmer, J. B. Palmer,
cal treatment. She was accompanied
by Phyllis Haley, Henry Curtis, Herbert
Littlefield, Harry Littlefield, Mr. and
Jane D. Stephenson of Roxbury.

being ill

| Whereas my

Miss Mildred Curtis returned to B. H.

for

Carl Hasner returned last Saturday to
bis duties in the Hall barber shop after

Caution

club Jan. 1st.
M. H. Haley is very ill at this writing
with pneumonia.

The remains of Mrs. Margaret

Lard,

i-

!

Mrs. Katherine (Haley) Norwood of
Winterport is visiting relatives in town.
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Cranberries,

sive manner.
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Beef, corned,

The following officers

were installed in
One of our sailor boys in the Navy,
Grange on New Years night: Hemer Pendleton, was on the George
Master, George Butler; Overseer, Rich- Washington that took Pres. Wilson to
ard Plaisted; Lecturer, Mrs. Julia Went- France and he had the pleasure of talking
worth; Steward, Donald Plaisted; As- with him.
sistant Steward, Paul Thomas; Lady AsAt the conclusion of the morning sersistant Steward, Delia Heal; Chaplain, I vice in the Baptist church last Sunday
Mrs. Nettie Cushman; Treasurer, Charles Miss Shirley Morey and Frederick PenCushman; Secretary, Thelma Wentworth; dleton were united in marriage. They
Ceres, Martna Butler; Pomona, Delia were attended by Miss Katherine and
Jackson; Flora Dora Davis. The instal- 1 Ray Pendleton.
ling officer was Edmund Brewster, who
did the work in a very able and impresConserve “Seventy-Seven”

per

Beans,
Beans,
Butter,
| Beef, sides,
f. q.,
I Beef,
| Cheese,
| Chicken,
Calf Skins,
Duck,
Eggs,
Fowl,
Geese,

Second Lieut. Charles Pendleton arthey are well and that a number of Maine
people are there for the winter. There I lived home Saturday from Texas, where
had been showers which made it seem a he has been an instructor in Camp Travis.
little cooler.
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Miss Dorothy Babbidge has resumed
her studies at Kents Hill. The school
has been closed on account of influenza.

Word has been received from Mr. and
Mrs. J. F.

Miss Nellie Coombs has returned home
visiting her sister, Mrs. Marie
PoQlin, in Rumford.
from

Mrs. Eddie Littlefield, Linda Littlefield,
Mrs. Roundy and family, Mrs. A.P. Moore,
Chas. Knight and family, Bertha Nealley,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ritchie, Grace
Ritchie, Mr. and Mrs. Harry White.
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